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Abstract

Registered nurses perceive the healthcare work environment as stressful. Stress can have a negative effect on patient care and nurses’ attrition and health. In the literature, mentors have been identified as having a positive influence on nurses. This qualitative study was an examination of nurses in mentoring relationships in the early, middle, and late career stage and working in a hospital setting. Two research questions addressed mentoring relationship preferences and mentors’ influence on perceived stress. Fourteen nurses were interviewed in the study. The conceptual framework was based on the career and psychosocial mentoring theory, the mentoring the adult learner theory, and the attachment theory. Data were analyzed electronically and manually into intuitively and inductively derived themes. The results of the study related to preferences showed nurses prefer mentors to be in the work setting, mentors to help nurses develop nursing competencies, and mentors to help nurses develop a positive self-concept. The difference among the nurses in the career stages was the type of competencies developed. The nurses identified that mentors had a positive influence on the perception of stress through the development of emotional intelligence and problem-solving skills with similarities and differences in the type of challenges nurses’ experience. The implications for future research are studies with nurses working in other healthcare settings and quantitative studies to measure levels of stress with and without a mentor. Implications for practice are the development of mentoring programs where career stages and perception of stress are addressed. Limitations of this study were the setting and sample size. Implications for social change include the development of humanistic approaches to mentoring to address nurses’ challenges and stressors in the healthcare work environment.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Study

The United States healthcare environment is in a constant state of change (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, n.d., Library of Congress, 2017; Obama, 2016; United States Department of Health & Human Services, n.d.). The changes include public, private, and political influences on decisions regarding healthcare. These decisions include healthcare insurance reform, patients’ access to care, healthcare interventions, and the use of technology such as computerized documentation. The changes also include regulatory requirements to improve the quality, safety, and cost of patient care with measurable outcomes. Furthermore, the public demands improvements in the provision of healthcare services (Himmelstein, Woolhandler, Almberg, & Fauke, 2018; Library of Congress, 2017). As a result, healthcare providers must adapt to the changes, which can be stressful. One group of healthcare providers that are not immune to the influence of changes in healthcare are registered nurses (RNs). As the largest group of healthcare professionals in the United States, RNs perceive the workplace as stressful (American Nurses Association, 2017a).

According to the American Nurses Association’s (ANA) Health Risk Appraisal study conducted between October 2013 to 2016 (2017a), “workplace stress was identified as the top work environment health and safety risk” by RNs (p. 4). Other research studies confirm RNs’ perception of stress in the workplace. Stressors in the work setting include bullying; workload, length of work hours (e.g. 12 hour shifts), measures of work
performance on patient outcomes, patient acuity (the complexity of nursing care to meet patients’ needs), conflict between generations, staffing shortages, nurse attrition, compassion fatigue, burnout, work-life balance, and lack of communication (ANA, 2015, 2017a, 2017c, 2017d; Namie, 2013; Simons & Sauer, 2013; Smart et al., 2014; Spector et al., 2015; Wakim, 2014). The result of the changes and challenges are visible in RNs’ perception of stress.

According to literature these stressors occur across nursing specialties and among the different career stages of RNs (Hunsaker, Chen, Maughan, & Heaston, 2014; Munnangi, Dupiton, Boutin, & George Angus, 2018; Parola, Coelho, Cardoso, Sandgren, & Apostolo, 2017; Parsons, Gaudine & Swab, 2018; Spector et al., 2015; Stimpfel, Sloane, & Aiken, 2012; Unruh & Zhang, 2014; Vergara, 2017). RNs perceive stress whether they work in obstetrics or palliative care or are in their early or late career stage and these stressors affect RNs’ health, work performance, and patient outcomes.

Researchers have identified physical and psychological supports as a means to intervene in RNs’ perception of stress. Such support includes exercise, proper nutrition, work-life balance, coping mechanisms such as mindfulness, and support persons (American Nurses Association, 2017c; Häggman-Laitila & Romppanen, 2017; Magtibay, Chesak, Coughlin, & Sood, 2017; Rush, Adamck, Gordon, Lilly, & Janke, 2013; Smart, et al., 2014; Stimpfel et al., 2012; Wakim, 2014). In these studies the researchers discuss various methods to cope with the perception of stress, but they do not identify which
methods are the best options for RNs to cope with the perception of stress. One supportive method in the literature was the relationship with support persons such as mentors (Fleig-Palmer & Rathert, 2015; Malloy et al., 2015; Wakim, 2014; Witter & Manley, 2013).

There are numerous research studies on mentors and characteristics of mentoring relationships in nursing. Most of the research on mentoring is in the academic setting of nursing, such as in nursing schools, and the focus is on nursing faculty mentoring nursing students and peer-to-peer mentoring among nursing students (Bryant, Brody, Perez, Shillam, Edelman, Bond, Foster, & Siegel, 2015; Candela, Gutierrez, & Keating, 2013; Eller, Lev, & Feurer, 2014; Jnah & Robinson, 2015; Lewinski, Wainwright, Gordon, & Derouin, 2015; Nowell, 2014; Nowell, White, Mrklas, & Norris, 2015; Poronsky, 2012). In research on mentoring in the hospital setting, the focus is predominately on new graduate RNs from the Millennial generation in their early career stage and adjusting to their new role and responsibilities (Zhang, Qian, Wu, Wen, & Zhang, 2016; Rush, et al., 2013; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). Additional research on mentoring in the hospital focuses on RNs within a specialty, their willingness to remain in the nursing profession, and adjusting to their role within a specialty (Weese, Jakubik, Eliades, & Huth, 2015; Weidman, 2013; Witter & Manley, 2013). There are also studies in support of mentoring RNs for leadership roles where mentees work with mentors on the completion of projects and develop leadership skills (American Organization for Nurse Executives, 2017;
Johnson, Billingsley, Crichlow, & Ferrell, 2011). When I synthesized the research findings, it is evident that mentoring relationships lead to positive outcomes. The outcomes are a decrease in attrition, adaptability to role transitions, commitment to lifelong learning, career advancement, and decreased perception of stress (Hu, Chen, Chen, Shen, Lin, & Chang, 2015; Johnson et al., 2011; Weese et al., 2015; Witter & Manley, 2013). Although the literature is extensive on mentoring in nursing, there is a gap in the research to represent RNs across more than the early career stage in the hospital setting and outside academia. The literature does not address the mentoring relationship preferences of RNs across career stages working in a hospital setting. The relevance is RNs are experiencing stress in their most popular work setting, the hospital, and across their career stages. A study needed to identify the potential influence a mentor could have on RNs in various career stages to cope with the perception of stress.

My study is necessary for five reasons based on the gap in the literature. The first reason is to identify what are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs. Even though a majority of mentoring studies focus on early career stage RNs working in a hospital setting, the hospital setting represents RNs from three career stages (Parsons et al., 2018; Rush et al., 2013; United States Department of Health and Human Services, 2013; 2017; Health Resources and Services Administration, 2013; Witter & Manley, 2013). Next, RNs from all three career stages may benefit from a mentor’s ability to influence their perception of stress, as well as guide, and support RNs.
Third, mentors may change their approach toward the RNs to meet specific career stage needs. Fourth, the findings may identify methods mentors could use to influence RNs’ perception of stress in a hospital setting. Fifth, nursing leaders and nursing professional development practitioners may develop nursing mentoring programs that account for the differences in mentoring needs dependent on the career stage of the RN.

Chapter 1 includes the background of research on mentoring and a brief review of the literature (which is developed further in Chapter 2). Next, Chapter 1 outlines the research problem, research purpose, two research questions, a conceptual framework based on three theories, the nature of the study, and definitions of key terms. Finally, there is a discussion of assumptions, delimitations, limitations of the study, and the significance of the findings for social changes.

**Background**

There are between three and four million nurses in the United States (American Nurses Association, 2017b; United States Department of Health and Human Services, 2013, 2017). The most popular workplace setting for RNs are hospitals (United States Department of Health and Human Services-Health Resources and Services Administration, 2013). The RN population is between the ages of 21 and 65 years of age and predominately female (8–9% men). The academic education includes diploma, associate, bachelor of science, bachelor of arts, masters of science, and doctorate (Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing, Inc., 2013; United States
Throughout history, across the world, and in many disciplines, mentoring has been a productive way to guide and support an inexperienced person in personal and professional development. The traditional form of mentoring involves a mentor and mentee where the mentor is an older and experienced person who guides, supports, and has an influence on the mentee (Kram, 1983 & 1988). The international literature on mentoring includes the use of the term protégé or mentee to represent the inexperienced person. The term mentee is the term that I used for this study, as the term mentee is common in the nursing literature on mentoring. Moreover, the term protégé, as defined in the Merriam-Webster online dictionary, is a younger person depicting the traditional type of mentoring relationship. In this study the mentee may or may not be younger than the mentor.

National nursing organizations such as the American Nurses Association (2016), the American Organization for Nurse Executives (2019), and the Association for Nursing Professional Development (2013) support the role of mentors for nurses. The organizations provide resources for finding a mentor, define the scope and practice of a mentor, and encourage nurses to find a mentor. Research on mentoring relationships in nursing is well published across nursing specialties, academia, and for early career nurses (Buffington, Zwink, & Fink, 2012; Eller et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2011; Rohatinsky &
Ferguson, 2013; Weese et al., 2015). However, there is a gap in the research on the mentoring relationship preferences of RNs in different career stages working in a hospital and the influence mentors could have on RNs perception of work-related stress. The lack of literature indicates a gap in knowledge on how to support RNs perception of stress across career stages.

In the executive summary of the American Nurses Association Health Risk Appraisal (2017a), RNs ranked their perception of stress in the work setting as the highest perceived health risk. Researchers identified perceptions of stress in new and experienced RNs and from different nursing specialties (Hunsaker et al., 2014; Wakim, 2014). These findings are of concern for several reasons. In work by Hayway et al. (2016) new RNs experience feelings of poor emotional and physical health from the stressors of work. Smart et al. (2014) identified that RNs are experiencing burnout and compassion fatigue. In the study by Stimpfel, Sloane, and Aiken (2012), RNs working long shifts have led to higher rates of burnout among RNs and patient dissatisfaction. Finally, in Wakim’s study (2014), the researchers found that early career RNs experience a higher level of stress than RNs with more experience. Even though the literature predominately reflects the early career RNs, one cannot assume that middle and late career RNs do not experience stress. The middle and late career stage RNs may have different perceptions of stress.
The recommendations to relieve stress are through physical exercise, mindfulness, and nutrition (American Nurses Association., 2017c; Magtibay, Chesak, Sherry, Coughlin, & Sood, 2017). While work by Jakubik, Eliades, and Weese (2016), Jakubik, Weese, Eliades, and Huth (2017), and McCalla-Graham and De Gagne (2014) indicate the value of a mentor for nurses, such as there being someone to speak with about managing conflicts and professional development. The findings in this study may reveal how mentors could support RNs’ in different career stages and their perception of stress.

This study was necessary to identify the mentoring preferences for development of the components of mentoring programs for RNs that address their needs at different career stages. The findings can be used to identify how mentors can guide, influence, and support RNs. Future studies could measure outcomes such as stress levels for RNs in a mentoring relationships verses those not in mentoring relationships across career stages.

**Problem Statement**

RNs perceive the healthcare work environment as stressful (American Nurses Association, 2017a; Hunsaker et al., 2014; Unruh & Zhang, 2014). The evidence of this current problem came from the American Nurses Association on the Health Risk Appraisal of Nurses (2017a) and the development of the Healthy Nurse Campaign (American Nurses Association, 2017c). One of the focuses of the Healthy Nurse Campaign was to support nurses in managing their perception of stress. RNs’ stress has the potential to negatively influence the quality and safety of patient care, RNs’ health,
and attrition (American Nurses Association, 2017a; American Nurses Association 2015; Namie, 2013; Simons & Sauer, 2013; Smart et al., 2014; Spector et al., 2015; Stimpfel et al., 2012). The significance to the nursing discipline was the need to identify if there are specific preferences to support RNs across career stages. Mentoring was one opportunity to guide and support RNs in the changing healthcare environment. Recent research depicts the positive effect of mentoring. However, there are limitations in the findings on specific needs, differences, and similarities among the career stages of RNs. Recent literature focuses on RNs in the early career stage. The disadvantage of researchers focusing on early career stage RNs was that it ignores a large portion of the RN population who are in the middle or late stages of their career.

**Purpose of the Study**

The purpose of this study was to describe the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting. In addition, the inquiry included if mentors could have an influence on RNs’ perception of stress in the acute care hospital. The phenomenon or facts of events in the mentoring relationship were the situations, essences, and communications that occurred between the mentor and mentee. I also described the characteristics of the mentor from the perception of the mentee. The study was a basic qualitative study. I conducted one-on-one interviews with open-ended questions to understand RNs’ experiences, perception, and preferences in mentoring relationships.
There are concerns in the research literature about the scientific rigor in the use of the basic qualitative approach such as lack of theory, sample size, reaching data saturation, literature review, and methodology (Caelli, Ray, & Mill, 2003; Kahlke, 2014; Thorne, Kirkham, & O’Flynn-Magee, 2004). This study included the rigor of a scientific study including the research purpose, research questions, research method and design, data collection, data analysis, and addressing issues of trustworthiness including credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability, and ethical procedures, which are detailed in Chapter 3.

During data analysis, I discovered themes suggesting that mentors can influence RNs’ perception of stress. The RNs in the study were the mentees who described the characteristics and dynamics of the mentor and their mentoring relationship. Each face-to-face interview occurred through an online video program from December 2017-July 2018. The RNs selected the location where they would participate in the interviews. Most RNs stated they were at home during the interview. The characteristics included descriptions of the mentors, if the mentor was a formal or informal mentor, if the mentee selected the mentor or the mentor was assigned, and if the mentor worked in the same professional setting as the RNs. Dynamics of preferences in the mentoring relationship included types of communications (e.g. face-to-face communication versus telephone communication) and content of the communication. Additionally, RNs identified if their mentors influenced their perception of stress.
The research methodology was a basic qualitative study approved by Walden University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB). The approval number was 09 – 19 – 17 – 00916111. I invited RNs to participate in two face-to-face interviews. The interview questions included demographic characteristics, RNs’ descriptions of their career stage, nursing experience, mentor(s), mentoring relationships, mentoring preferences, and stressors. Each RN had the opportunity to review their verbatim interview transcripts for accuracy as a member check. If the transcript was not accurate, the RN would return the transcript with corrections. I made the correction in my version of the transcript and resubmitted it to the RN to ensure the final transcript was accurate. After completing all interviews, I analyzed and synthesized the data to identify patterns and themes across the three career stages.

**Research Questions**

There were two central research questions to guide the research study:

**Research Question 1**: What are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting?

**Research Question 2**: From the perspectives of early, middle, and late career stage RNs, how could mentors guide, influence, and support RNs’ perception of work-related stress in an acute care hospital setting?
Conceptual Framework

I used three theories for the conceptual framework of this study. The theories were the career and psychosocial mentoring theory (Kram, 1983, 1988), the mentoring the adult learner theory (Daloz, 1986), and the attachment theory (Bowlby, 1982; 1988). The concept that grounded the study was the dynamics of the communication between the mentor and the mentee in the mentoring relationship. The dynamics of the communication relates to the mentee’s development in personal and professional life. The mentee and mentor should not assume that the mentee will achieve all goals mutual outlined in the mentoring relationship or lead to professional promotions or titles (Daloz, 1986).

Career and Psychosocial Mentoring Theory

The career and psychosocial mentoring theory address the guidance and support the mentor provides to the mentee over time. Kram (1983, 1988) described two functions of the mentor: the career function and psychosocial function. In the career function, the mentor supports the mentee through challenges and changes in their career, such as coaching, sponsorship, protection, and giving challenging assignments. The mentor addresses the psychosocial function through role modeling, counseling, friendship, and acceptance-and-confirmation. Kram (1983, 1988) focused on the mentor and mentee in a one-on-one relationship across career stages where she describes the career stages according to biological age. In this study, the focus was on years of experience of the
RNs because the RNs’ entry into the nursing profession may not be dependent on biological age.

**Mentoring the Adult Learner Theory**

Daloz’s (1986, 1988) theory on mentoring the adult learner focused on the mentor questioning the thought processes of the mentee. The mentor and mentee meet one-on-one over a period. During the meetings, trust develops from mutual sharing of experiences, as well as the mentor discussing and questioning the mentees’ beliefs, challenges, and goals. Daloz questioned the mentee in his experiences by asking probing questions as an inquiry into mentee’s knowledge, thought processing, beliefs, and assumptions.

**Attachment Theory**

Bowlby’s (1982, 1988) attachment theory focuses on the mother-child relationship. The child develops trust in the mother. The feeling of trust occurs when the child feels the mother guides, protects, and supports their growth. As a result of the relationship the child learns how to walk, talk, process experiences, and interact with others. If the child does not feel a sense of trust and security, the long-term result can negatively affect relationships. The attachment theory is used as a theoretical framework in mentoring studies based on the trust, self-development, and encouragement from the mentor to the mentee in mentoring relationships. In research studies such as Goldner and Scharf (2014) and Poteat, Shockley, and Allen (2015) the attachment theory was the
theoretical framework used to analyze the quantity and quality of the mentor’s feedback and positive self-concept.

**Conceptual Framework: Communication in the Mentoring Relationship**

The conceptual framework for this study was the mentor’s communication with the mentee. From Kram’s and Daloz’s description of mentoring relationships and Bowlby’s description of the parenting relationship, all have in common the need for the relationship to develop by spending time together communicating on different topics. The relationship allowed for a two-way communication in the form of learning, talking, sharing ideas, and instructions. A common concern in the relationships was a lack of time to communicate. The lack of time could have a negative effect on the mentees’ satisfaction in the relationship. In this study, through interviews with RNs, I identified the quality of the communication between the mentee and mentor including the type, content, frequency, and elements of the conversations. The RNs also revealed the characteristics of the mentor such as professional status or commonalities and differences between the mentee and mentor. I coded the data by organizing it according to patterns and themes to answer the research questions. Further discussion of the three theories and the conceptual framework are in Chapter 2.

The conceptual framework related to my approach with this study was to describe and discover the influence of mentoring relationships on RNs’ perceptions of stress. In this study I looked at the elements of communication, characteristics of the mentors, and
development of the mentoring relationships based on the data I collected from interviews with RNs. I was the instrument for the study and conducted all interviews. I listened to and transcribed all interview data. The interview responses reflected mentees’ perceptions of the communication with the mentor and the relationship that developed over time. The conceptual framework related to the data analysis in identifying patterns and themes to answer the research questions.

**The Nature of the Study**

This was a basic qualitative study. The rationale for a basic qualitative design was to derive thematic meaning from the RNs’ perception of the mentoring phenomenon, its processes, and its perspectives. The key concepts under investigation were the communication in the relationship between the mentor and mentee and the mentors’ influence on stress. Walden University’s IRB approved the study before I started recruiting participants. After the initial IRB approval, I submitted three different requests to change my recruitment strategy to recruit the sample size for the study. In one of the IRB requests, I requested additional types of video conferencing platforms to provide the RNs more options of platforms to work with their computers. I added the additional platforms because one RN’s computer would not work with the only video conferencing platform I initially selected. Fourteen RNs participated in the study to reach data saturation.
I was the research instrument for the study and interviewed RN participants. Each RN’s interview was audio recorded using My Screen Recorder Pro 2.6 ©. The first interviews were between 23–55 minutes (mean: 35.21 minutes) and the second interviews were between 15–60 minutes (mean: 34.14 minutes). The interviews included questions about demographics, present career stage, nursing experience, mentoring relationships and preferences; the mentor, and stress. I trialed the interview questions with two RNs who do not work at my place of employment. The trial was to ensure clarity, readability and to determine the depth of their responses to answer the two research questions. The two RNs stated the questions were clear to understand and answer. I did not include the interview data from the two interviews in the data analysis for this study. The depth of the RNs’ answers addressed the research questions. The changes in the interview questions were two spelling errors.

After approval by the Walden University IRB, I placed the participant recruitment advertisement (Appendix C) on the Walden University Participant Pool. The Walden University Participant Pool was an online site where Walden University students could go to volunteer to participate in research studies. I also emailed and shared the advertisement with RNs and non-RNs I know who could share the advertisement to recruit RNs I did not know. The RNs who were interested in participating in the study sent me an email or called me. I confirmed the RNs’ eligibility and then emailed the research invitation (Appendix D). If the RNs agreed to participate in the study, I emailed
the consent form to the RN. After RNs consented to participate the first interview occurred. After the RN completed the first interview, I scheduled a second interview with the RN. After each interview I transcribed the interview verbatim and emailed the transcript to participants as a member check to validate accuracy of their responses. As the researcher, I organized the data by manually entering verbatim transcripts into Microsoft word and excel documents, and the Coding Analysis Toolkit computer software program. Through inductive analysis and intuition, I identified themes. I also analyzed my personal assumptions in my reflective journal to identify themes (Patton, 2015).

**Definitions**

*Attachment:* A person’s connection to another person(s) where there are feelings and the perception of trust, protection, and comfort (Bowlby, 1988).

*Basic qualitative research:* is a study design in which the researcher’s goal is to collect data from interviews, observations, or both to identify how participants’ make meaning and perceive an experience (Caelli, Ray, & Mill, 2003; Kahlke, 2014; Merriam, 1998).

*Career:* A professional activity a person undertakes for the purpose of benefiting oneself or others, to gain financial income or other benefits, and includes life-long learning.
Communication: The verbal and non-verbal interactions and responses between people with the purpose of relaying a message

Early Career Stage: A person with 6 months to 9 years of professional experience

Middle Career Stage: A person with 10 - 20 years of professional experience

Late Career Stage: A person with over 20 years of professional experience

Mentee: A person seeking advice, guidance, and support from a mentor with the purpose of personal and professional development (Kram, 1983, 1988; Mentee, 2017).

Mentor: A trusted person who develops a mutual relationship with a mentee to provide advice, guidance, and support for personal and professional development. (Kram, 1983, 1988; Mentor, 2017)

Registered Nurse (RN): A professional who completed formal academic education in the field of nursing and passed a licensure exam. The RN provides care and advocacy for the physical, emotional, and spiritual needs of patients, families, the public, and communities

Psychosocial: The psychological and social aspects of situations and people (Psychosocial, 2019)

Assumptions

There were three assumptions to guide this research study. The first assumption was that the RNs will openly share the details of their mentoring experiences. The reason for this assumption was that each RN would create an alias name and their place of
employment and their mentor’s name would remain confidential. To create an environment of trust and sharing I started the interview by asking warm up questions related to demographics, career stage, and nursing experience, to avoid delving immediately into feelings and perceptions about mentoring relationships (Esterberg, 2001). If RNs asked about my nursing and academic background, I answered their questions. The purpose in answering their questions was to build a trusting and open researcher and participant relationship (Janesick, 2011; Salmons, 2012). The RNs could also develop trust as I was able to relate to some of their experiences as an insider to the profession. The ability to relate to their experiences reminded me to be cognizant of my personal bias that could influence my perceptions. I kept a reflective journal during the study and refrained from agreeing or disagreeing with their feelings and perceptions (Janesick, 2011). I refrained by being cognizant of nodding my head, smiling, or agreeing with an opinion. The second assumption was that, because the responses were confidential, participants would be honest and open in sharing their positive and negative feelings about mentoring and this would lead to credibility in their answers (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014). Additionally, I included both positive and negative experiences the RNs shared, as not all mentoring experiences were supportive as reflected in most published literature. My last assumption was the interviews provided the opportunity for participants to share rich responses to the interview questions by not providing a time limit for each interview and providing time for each RN to verify the
accuracy of the verbatim transcripts (Janesick, 2011; Miles et al., 2014; Rubin & Rubin, 2005). Finally, I did not personally or professional know the RNs who participated in the study.

**Scope and Delimitations**

The RNs for this study included 14 RNs working in an acute care hospital. The RNs had a minimum of six months of experience within one year of the interview. Recruitment of RNs occurred after Walden University IRB approval through the Walden University Research Pool and I shared the research advertisement with RNs and non-RNs I knew. The focus was on RNs in the hospital because most RNs in the United States work in a hospital and the literature focuses on perceptions of stress on RNs working in the hospital. By conducting a basic qualitative study, I had the opportunity to collect rich data about RNs’ mentoring experiences and preferences. The narrative responses are in Chapter 4 for readers to consider potential transferability or external validity in their setting (Miles et al., 2014).

The delimitations of the study were the location, participants, sample size, and work setting of the RNs. The study included RNs working in an acute hospital setting in the United States and who had past or present experience in a mentoring relationship. The study did not address RNs working in non-hospital settings or working in hospitals outside of the United States. The sample population did not include licensed practical nurses. A description of the sample population and rationale for sample size are in
Chapter 3. Due to the small sample size, a generalization of the results to the national population of RNs working in a hospital in the United States cannot be made. A majority of RNs will be female since 8–9% of the nurse population is male (Health Resources and Services Administration Bureau of Health Professions National Center for Health Workforce Analysis, 2013). One male RN participated in this study.

A delimitation of this study was I did not include a potentially appropriate theory on adult development from the works of Levinson (1986) and Erikson (2000). The adult development theory focuses development in biological, career, family, view of life, and behaviors. The theory provides a longitudinal look at development in life. The theory also focuses on the age of the individual and their needs and experiences at stages in life. This study focuses on the RNs years of experience and their needs in a mentoring relationship regardless of age.

**Limitations**

The limitations were the limit to sample population, setting, and sample size. The interview questions did not focus on specific mentors in academia or from settings outside of the hospital, one type of mentor, or one type mentoring relationship. The mentoring relationships were within the United States and do not reflect experiences in other countries.

To ensure dependability of the responses, there were structured and semi-structured questions for parallelism across questions, even though the responses will be
different (Miles et al., 2014). To ensure transferability, RNs’ narratives are in Chapter 4 (Miles et al., 2014).

RNs in the study may have a bias in their perception of mentoring relationships due to present or past positive or negative experiences. The RNs’ bias may influence the perception of how a mentor could support and guide RNs. My bias is I have personal and professional experiences in mentoring relationships as a mentee and mentor. Second, I have formal training in the role and skills of being a mentee and mentor. Third, at the time of the study I had over 26 years of experience as a RN working inside and outside of the hospital setting.

To address my biases, I kept a reflective journal and included memos as I conducted data analysis. Also, I had participants conduct member checks of their verbatim transcript to ensure accuracy of data. By journaling and writing memos, I sought to identify and monitor my bias in the interpretation of the data and synthesis of responses to objectively identify themes for coding the data and include verbatim data in Chapter 4 to support my analysis (Janesick, 2011; Patton, 2015). Themes from the reflective journal are in Chapter 4.

**Significance of the Study**

This research study was significant to add to the knowledge about what RNs prefer in a mentoring relationship to support RNs to manage their perception of stress in the hospital. National nursing associations and healthcare leadership in the hospital could
use the findings to develop mentoring programs that address the needs of RNs from the early, middle, and late career stages. RNs working in a hospital may realize the benefits of being in a mentoring relationship at different career stages. This study was for RNs who may need guidance and support and do not know how to ask, who to ask, if there is a reason to ask, or why they should ask for help from another person such as a mentor. This study was for RNs who will hold patient’s hands and wipe tears from loved ones’ eyes and do not know that they also need help in a turbulent healthcare environment.

**Implications for Social Change**

The findings of this study will contribute to social change by identifying how RNs preferences in mentoring relationships may be similar or different across career stages. The stakeholders who would use the findings from the study are healthcare leaders including nursing leaders and nursing professional development practitioners in the development of mentoring programs in a hospital. The results will contribute to positive social change by adding to RNs awareness of the potential help from mentors that could result in decreased perceptions of stress in the hospital environment, potentially improve patient outcomes, and decrease health risks for RNs.

**Summary**

Chapter 1 provided a background to the changes in healthcare and the role and responsibilities of RNs within those changes. RNs face national healthcare challenges and perceive the healthcare setting as stressful. In a survey by The American Nurses
Association-Health Risk Appraisal (2017a) RNs perceive the workplace to be stressful. The perception of stress has the potential to have a negative effect on patient safety and RNs’ health. Chapter 1 also included the research problem, purpose statement, and two research questions. Based on the information provided in the background, problem, and purpose, the focus of this study was identified as understanding RNs’ preferences in mentoring relationships from three career stages. The reason I chose to focus on mentoring over other stress relieving options was due to the potential for mentors to guide and support RNs in personal and professional development. Changes in exercise, improved nutrition, and mindfulness can be helpful. However, these activities do not provide the tools for RNs to identify, confront, and manage challenging situations, such as bullying, and experiences in the work setting that RNs may perceive as stressful.

I used the two research questions to focus on RNs preferences in a mentoring relationship across three career stages. I identified themes which illuminated how a mentor can influence a RNs’ perception of stress. The conceptual framework was based on three theories to create the lens to view the study. The three theories I selected have been repeatedly used in other research studies on mentoring.

Chapter 1 also included the nature of the study, definitions of key terms, assumptions, delimitations, and limitations. I identified the significance of the study in its potential for social change, as the research findings could be used to inform the development of mentoring programs for RNs at different career stages. In addition, the
findings from this study address a gap in the literature about the role of mentors and their potential to decrease RNs’ perception of work-related stress in the hospital.

Chapter 2 includes the literature review for this study. The literature review includes the literature strategy including databases and key terms I used to identify recent and relevant research and literature related to this topic. The literature search in Chapter 2 includes aspects of the three theories to develop the conceptual framework with a focus on communication between the mentee and the mentor. I included a common historical reference in mentoring literature. Then, there is a review of mentoring literature across a variety of disciplines inside and outside of the nursing profession.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

The research problem that I examined in this study was that RNs perceive the hospital work setting as stressful. One means to support RNs in their perception of stress in the hospital setting is through mentoring relationships. The purpose of this study was to discover the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career-stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting. By identifying these preferences, mentors can consider if there was a need to tailor the type of guidance and support for RNs as mentees. I identified a gap in the research on the mentoring relationship preferences of RNs in three career stages and managing perceptions of stress in the hospital setting.

Chapter 2 begins with the literature search strategy to identify the inclusion and exclusion of literature for this study. The next section includes an analysis and synthesis of three seminal theories. The theories are career and psychosocial mentoring, mentoring the adult learner, and attachment theory. Following the synthesis of these theories, I established mentees’ communication with the mentor as the conceptual framework. A historical review follows the conceptual framework, and then leads to an explanation of early, middle, and late career stage. Finally, there is a review of the literature on mentoring across different professions including a separate section on mentoring in nursing.
Literature Search Strategy

I used 12 databases for my literature search: CINAHL, Education Research Complete, Education Source, ERIC, Google Scholar, MEDLINE, Ovid Nursing Journals, ProQuest, Taylor and Francis Online with a filter by Imprint to include education online research abstracts (ERA), Society for Research into Higher Education (SRHE), SAGE research methods, and Joanna Briggs. Additionally, three libraries were a source of literary resources including Walden University, Longwood Public Library in Middle Island, New York, and the State University of New York at Stony Brook Library in Stony Brook, New York. The search terms that I used were: *ethnography study*, *grounded theory study*, *phenomenology study*, *case study research*, *action research*, *basic qualitative research*, *interpretive qualitative research*, *generic qualitative research*, *mentor*, *mentee*, *protégé*, *guru*, *preceptor*, *advisor*, *Erik Erikson*, *Kathy E. Kram*, *John Bowlby*, *Daniel J. Levinson*, *Laurent A. Daloz*, *early career*, *middle career*, *late career*, *nurses*, *nurses’ stress*, *bullying*, *burnout*, *hospital retention*, *nursing shortage*, *millennials*, and *graduate nurses*.

I used an iterative search process to identify terms in the search engine that align with the professional discipline. For example, I used a combination of nursing search terms such as *nurses’ stress*, *bullying*, *burnout*, *hospital retention*, *nursing shortage*, and *graduate nurses* in CINAHL, Google Scholar, MEDLINE, Ovid Nursing Journals, ProQuest, and Joanne Briggs. For terms related to the research method, design, and
methodology, Google Scholar, SAGE research methods, and libraries were sources of literature. The search for the original works of Erik Erikson, Kathy E. Kram, John Bowlby, Daniel J. Levinson, Laurent A. Daloz, include searches at the listed libraries and online purchases. I searched for mentor, mentee, protégé, guru, mentoring relationship, preceptor, and advisor in all databases and libraries. Most of the literature was from the past 5 years and from national and international sources within and outside of the discipline of nursing. The theories of career and psychosocial mentoring, mentoring the adult learner, and attachment theory are from the seminal work of three theorists’ primary work notable in books and research literature.

**Conceptual Framework Based on Three Theories**

The conceptual framework for this study focused on the communication between the mentee and mentor. The mentor guides and supports the mentee by communicating how to manage career and psychosocial aspects of life (Kram, 1983, 1988). The communication presents an opportunity for the mentee to manage their personal and professional life with changes in behaviors and thought processes. For this study I used the theoretical works of Kram (1983, 1988; Kram & Isabella, 1985), Daloz (1986), and Bowlby (1982, 1988) to create the conceptual framework for this study. Kram and Daloz’s work focus on experienced adults (mentors) guiding and supporting inexperienced adults (mentees). Bowlby (1982, 1988) focused on an experienced adult (a parent) guiding and supporting an inexperienced person (a child) in life. The work by
Bowlby was appropriate for this study because the mentee and mentor developed an attachment in the mentoring relationship and the greater the attachment, the increase in quality and satisfaction in the mentoring relationship.

**Career and Psychosocial Mentoring Theory**

In her theory of career and psychosocial mentoring, Kram (1983, 1988) focused on the mentee’s successes in their career performance. Kram considers the building of the mentoring relationship in phases, the role of the mentor, and the career stages of the mentee. Kram’s (1983, 1988; Kram & Isabella, 1985) theory was based on a younger mentee receiving guidance and support from an older mentor in a one-on-one mentoring relationship.

According to Kram (1983; 1988), the mentoring relationship developmental phases are the initiation, cultivation, separation, and redefinition phases, which develop over years. The role of the mentor is to perform career and psychosocial functions that guide and support the mentee’s career successes by managing external and internal challenges. The challenges include protection from negative interactions with senior leaders, encouragement to take on challenging assignments, balancing family, and work, counseling, and friendship (Kram, 1988). The three career stages are early career stage (25–35 years of age), middle career stage (36–45 years of age) and, late career stage (46–65 years of age). Kram’s development of the three career stages and division of ages per stage are from the works of Levinson’s (1986) nine phases of adult development and Erik
Erikson’s (Coles, 2000) three phases of adult development. The predominant theme of Kram’s work is that the older person is guiding the younger person in a career. Kram does not focus on the opportunity for a younger person to mentor an older person as mentee as in the recent work on reserve mentoring (Chaudhuri & Ghosh, 2012; Murphy, 2012). According to Kram (1988), the stages of developing a mentoring relationship occur over a period of years. However, depending on the setting and goals, a mentoring relationship may exist for a few months with specific goals. As the researcher, I have experience with short and long-term mentoring relationships. Moreover, there was research to support shorter timeframes of mentoring relationships such as in academia where a semester or project was the length of the relationship (Lewinski et al., 2015; Poronsky, 2012).

Kram’s work was the theoretical framework for numerous research studies across diverse disciplines. For example, in Cunningham and Hiller’s (2013) study on employees in a governmental work environment there was a building of trust, open communication, and active learning in mentoring relationships. In the study by Craig, Allen, Reid, Riemenschneider, and Armstrong (2012) the researchers identified that the mentees had greater organizational commitment, job involvement, and decrease turnover. In the study by Israel, Kamman, McCray, and Sindelar (2014) the researchers found that special education teachers who received emotional support in their mentoring relationships had a positive perception of their ability to adapt to their role and responsibilities as a teacher.
A common theme among these studies was that the mentor communicated with the mentee and measurable positive outcomes of mentee satisfaction with their job roles and employer were noted. If there was no time to develop the relationship or the mentor does not perform their functions, the mentee perceived a negative mentoring relationship.

Kram’s work aligns with the research purpose and research questions of this study. The psychosocial function of a mentor may contribute to the preferences in how RNs perceive stress and how the mentor contributes to the relationship. The disadvantage in the work of Kram for this study relates to limiting career stages to specific age groups without consideration of time of entering the career.

Today, a person may start or change careers at any age and remain in a career longer than retirement age, and RNs are no different (Furunes et al., 2015). RNs may initially enter the nursing profession in their late 40s and 60s (Raines, 2015) as a second career. Moreover, RNs may remain in the nursing profession beyond retirement years (Auerbach, Buerhaus, & Staiger, 2014). According to Kram’s (1988) work, a person in their late 40s–60s is in their late career stage and is looking to their identity in retirement. However, an RN entering the field of nursing in their 40s–60s may have different mentoring needs than an RN of a similar age who entered the profession in their 20s. Similarly, the RN who decides to remain in their career after retirement age may have different mentoring than one who plans to finish work at the traditional retirement age. This suggests that the level of professional experience should guide the mentoring
relationship, rather than age. As a result, interview demographic questions in this study included the biological age and years of nursing experience in mentoring relationship preferences.

A further shortcoming of Kram’s theory was the predominant reference to mentors who came from the same work environment and career field as the mentee. As a mentee and mentor with experience in multimentoring relationships, I find benefits in professional and personal guidance and support. For example, my mentors were from different careers and included those who were not working in a professional career. In the work by Kram (1983, 1988) the mentor predominately worked in the same work environment and profession as the mentee. My support from multiple mentors included the ability to learn nursing skills; communication skills; stress management; corporate leadership skills; business relationship skills; and balancing family, work, and school responsibilities. In my situation the mentors where an executive mentor, a mentor in nursing, and a mentor in the healthcare profession outside of nursing, all simultaneously taking on the role as mentors without interactions among the mentors.

Peluchette and Jeanquart (2000) used Kram’s theory and add to the research knowledge of having multiple mentors from outside of the mentee’s profession and the positive influence on mentees’ perception of career success. For example, studies on informal mentors, matching mentees and mentors, and the connection of similar traits between the mentor and mentee suggests there are benefits from having more than one
mentor, or having mentors outside of the mentee’s professional field (Guse et al., 2016; Humberd & Rouse, 2016). Due to the possible benefits of having mentors from different work environments or professions, some interview questions for this study address the issue of having more than one mentor.

**Mentoring the Adult Learner Theory**

A mentor has the potential to change how adults perceive life’s situations. The mentor questions mentee’s beliefs, values, and assumptions. In Daloz’s (1986) work, which primarily focused on the academic setting, the mentor was a senior person challenging and guiding an adult learner (mentee) at any stage in life. The mentoring relationship was not limited to successes in academia or a career. The mentor was constantly working toward a transformation of the mentee’s thinking and actions. However, the mentee must be willing to let the mentor guide them through the transformative process of questioning, challenge present beliefs, and conversation to expand on the mentee’s thought processes and view of life. If the mentee was not willing to participate in the process, the mentoring relationship could dissolve.

Daloz (1986) describes the communication between them where the mentoring relationship develops over time with regular communication. The relationship becomes closer as trust develops and personal beliefs on topics such as religion, family challenges, and insecurities are points of discussion (Daloz, 1986). The regularity of communication depends on the availability of the mentee and mentor. Daloz (1986) also relies on the
work of Levinson (1986) and adds to the discussion of adult development with a greater focus on a person’s life experiences rather than just the age of a person. Such experiences include marriage, return to school at a senior age, military experiences, divorce, or death.

Daloz’s work was the theoretical framework in Kusmartini and Simanjuntak’s (2014) study of the peer-mentoring relationship, instead of faculty and student relationship. In this study the relationship had a positive influence on academic performance and perception of the academic environment. While in the study by Haines & Popovich (2014) Daloz’s work was the theoretical framework and the outcome of the study included faculty becoming board certified, published, receiving individualized feedback, and addressing individual needs. The mentor’s role of challenging and communicating with the mentee to change beliefs and influence behavior related to this study where I examined the mentor’s role in RNs perception of stress in the hospital setting.

**Attachment Theory**

Attachment theory is a concept where two individuals are dependent on one another for a purpose. The purpose could be food, safety, care, protection, instructions, and acceptance. In the work of Bowlby (1982, 1988) the parent (predominately in his work the mother) and child have an attachment to each other based on the purposes mentioned above. The child was dependent on the parent to meet those needs. If the needs were unmet, the child could have negative developmental outcomes such as
insecurity, lack of trust, and long-term adult attachment issues (Bowlby, 1988). The association between parent and child and mentor and mentee may seem unrelated in a mentoring relationship. However, the idea that a mentor serves the same purpose to a mentee as between a parent and child was present in research literature where the work of Bowlby was the theoretical framework.

Bowlby’s attachment theory appeared in studies on mentoring relationships with adults and children. In the study by Poteat, Shockley, and Allen (2015) Bowlby’s attachment theory was the foundation for development of an emotional bond with the mentor. A secure bond elicits trust and commitment while the insecure bond elicits worry and anxious feelings from the mentee that was evident by the perceived commitment in the relationship between the mentee and mentors. Bowlby’s work appeared in Goldner and Scharf’s (2014) study where a hypothesis was made that the attachment children had in their parental relationship could be reflected in the quality of a mentoring relationship. The findings in the study reveal that greater attachment within a mentoring relationship led to higher self-concept and less loneliness in the mentee (Goldner & Scharf, 2014). Mitchell, Eby, and Ragins (2015) used Bowlby’s attachment theory to set the foundation of the attachment between the mentor and mentee in an academic setting where the mentor takes on the role of caregiver to the mentee. Mitchell et al. (2015) also used other works on attachment which built on the work of Bowlby. The mentee and mentors with more similarities in their shared attributes perceived higher levels of attachment. In
synthesizing the use of attachment theory as a foundation to mentoring from these studies, a perception of attachment between the mentee and mentor was a necessity.

**Conceptual Framework: The Mentor and Mentee’s Communication in the Mentoring Relationship**

The career and psychosocial theory, mentoring the adult learner theory, and the attachment theory depicts mentors’ influence on mentees behavior through their communication. The mentor brings the characteristics of being a challenger and protector, provides instructions and care, and is a communicator and listener to the mentee. The potential results include career satisfaction, academic successes, and positive self-concept. Figure 1 is my original synthesis of the three theories depicting the characteristics in the mentor communicating with the mentee. The important aspect to highlight in the figure is the mentor cares for the wellbeing of the mentee by focusing on spending time with the mentee. The mentors’ ability to spend time with the mentee is the means for communicating knowledge, demonstration of skills, and practice of skills for the development of the mentee.
Figure 1. Conceptual Framework: The mentor and mentee’s communication in the mentoring relationship. Original by Tonya M. Lawrence.
Conceptual Basis of Research Methodology

The conceptual basis of this basic qualitative study methodology was to gather data from two interview sessions for an inductive analysis to discover new themes and insight (Caelli, et al., 2003; Patton, 2015). The analysis included studying the interview data, my reflections of the data, and using my intuition as a researcher, nurse, mentor, and mentee to identify themes (Kahlke, 2014). Merriam (1998) states a basic qualitative study does not create “…a substantive theory as it does in grounded theory studies” (p. 11). The purpose of this study did not include developing a new theory yet follows Patton’s (2015) idea of new concepts.

A basic qualitative design also referred to as interpretive or generic, stems from qualitative nursing research (Thorne et al., 2004). The philosophy is the study of the complex construct and context of a person’s experience to account for “shared realities” with multiple experiences of the same reality (Thorne et al., 2004, p. 3). The philosophy also includes use of the researchers’ experience, motives, presuppositions, and personal history as an influence on the analysis of the data (Caelli, et al., 2003). As a result, the researcher must be cautious in bias and assumptions and reveal them in the final study findings. The sample size is small, yet the data is rich using “informed questioning,” reflection, and “critical examination” to inform a discipline (Thorne et al., 2004, p. 3). The steps in conducting a basic qualitative study follow the rigor of scientific inquiry in identifying gaps in practice, identification of the purpose of the study, and development
of research questions from the practice in the discipline so the results can then be used in practice (Thorne et al., 2004). In a basic qualitative study, there may or may not be a theoretical framework and one is not sought to be developed (Kahlke, 2014). The data are collected from documents, interviews, or both. If using interviews, the questions can be semistructured to permit open ended answers. As data are collected, data analysis occurs simultaneously. However, coding should not occur too early in the process or be meticulous with too many details (Thorne et al., 2004). As a researcher, I see that coding too early or meticulously may limit the freedom for induction and intuition in using the participant data and the researchers’ experience and interpretation. Codes should emerge from the collected data and use conversational language (Kahlke, 2014). Kahlke (2014) states the researchers using this type of design “are challenged to read and think broadly about their work” (p. 44). The researcher’s synthesis brings new insight into the experiences of the researcher and participants.

There were other qualitative study designs considered for this study however the concepts and philosophies of these other designs did not align with the purpose and research question. The designs considered were ethnography, grounded theory, phenomenology, a case study, or action research. An ethnographic study could be conducted if the purpose was to understand the culture of nursing and mentoring relationships. The grounded theory would be appropriate if the purpose was to develop a new theory to be the foundation of practice for how a mentoring relationship appears in
reality. The phenomenology study was not considered as I did not seek to observe the phenomenon of a mentoring experience in action. The opportunity to observe a mentoring experience may take away from the open conversation between the mentor and mentee in discussing sensitive topics or problems. The mentee may perceive a risk of feeling judged or lack of trust and confidentiality between participants if a researcher were to observe and listen to an open and honest conversation. A case study approach was considered. However, the study was not an extensive description of RNs’ mentoring relationships using a variety of sources (Patton, 2015; Yin, 2018). As the purpose of the research was not to solve a problem as in action research yet to identify how the mentor contributed to a problem. As a result, an action research approach could not be used for this study. Further details of the decision to select a basic qualitative design are also described in chapter 3.

**History of Mentoring**

The literature on mentoring refers to the first use of the term mentor originating from Greek mythology (Bynum & Young, 2015; Crichlow, & Ferrell, 2011; Daloz, 1986; Hollands, & Gantt, 2013; Jakubik, Eliades, & Weese, 2016). In the classic poem ascribed to Homer, Odysseus charged his aging friend Mentor with the responsibility of educating Telemachus (Odysseus’ son) in Odysseus’ absence (Homer & Shewring, 1980). Mentor’s responsibility was to guide and support Telemachus in discovering and setting his life’s path and purpose. The image of the older mentor guiding the younger mentee was the
traditional model of mentoring. This was a weakness in the traditional model of mentoring. In recent years ideas such as reverse mentoring where a younger mentor supports and guides the older mentee are emerging (Chaudhuri & Ghosh, 2012; Murphy, 2012). The change from the traditional model takes into consideration the career stage of adults according to the mentor’s experience and knowledge.

**Early, Middle, and Late Career Stages in Adults**

The common definition of career stages in the literature begins with associating an age group with a specific career stage. In Kram’s (1983; 1988) work, she equates age with career stages based on the work of Erikson and Levinson (1986) and their works on staging adult development. There was a different view to consider in looking at career stages only by age. If one begins a profession later in their age, the person may seek to develop new goals and challenges instead of seeking exiting and retirement from work as Erikson and Levinson predicted in their respective works.

Levinson (1986) defined stages of adult development by age groups and determined there is an order to adult development and experiences as well as variables that may influence the stages of development. Today, as individuals redefine expectations for age groups, careers extend beyond American retirement age of mid-60s, and increased life expectancies; older adults are returning to academia as students, and pursue second career paths undertaken due to economic changes or enjoyment in their work (Furunes, et
al., 2015). As a result, the mentoring relationship based on career stages and defined by age requires reconsideration.

In studies in non-nursing fields, researchers considered differences in mentoring needs at different career stages. Bewley, Bonica, Hernandez, and Shewchuk’s (2016) study of over 1,800 United States Army officers revealed that early career stage officers seek career development while late career officers seek personal development. In the study by Peluchette and Jeanquart (2000) academic faculty in early career stages perceive greater career success with multiple mentors, while middle career faculty experience career success with multiple mentors yet may feel a mentor was not as necessary after promotions. In this study late career stage faculty did not have a significant difference in career performance outcomes. However, the faculty still saw a need for a mentor. The theme from personal experience and literature was one mentor may not be adequate to meet the needs of a mentee. Moreover, the mentee’s needs change and the mentor must adapt, or the mentee may need to find a new mentor. Kram’s (1983) theory does support a change in mentors as the career and psychosocial needs are met in the final mentoring stages. Kram (1983) refers to a separation stage (relationship changes as mentee develops independence and autonomy) and redefinition (relationship changes to friendship).

The new knowledge to acquire based on Kram’s (1983; 1988) work on career development was where the mentee was in their career development and their next job move. A mentor who can account for the mentees’ years of experience within a career
field and the preferences of the mentee may be of greater value. Consequently, a person in a late career stage by years of experience may continue to add to present knowledge based on their present or transitioning role. As a result, the recruitment for this study was by biological age. However, upon data analysis I discovered that years of experience was a relevant differentiation of career stages. The findings of this study are by RNs’ years of experience.

**Mentoring**

Mentoring is a common practice in business and academic settings. For people in mentoring relationships they have experienced career advancement, career transitions, increased organizational commitment, increased academic performance, and improved psychosocial support (Bynum & Young, 2015; Craig, Allen, Reid, Riemenschneider, & Armstrong, 2012; Chaudhuri & Ghosh, 2012; Hegmann, 2014; Israel, Kamman, McCray, & Sindelar, 2014; Sanfey, 2013; Shaikh, Al Turabi, & West, 2016; Welsh, Bhave, & KyoungYong, 2012). At the same time, there are aspects to consider when entering a mentoring relationship such as preferences and guidelines or responsibilities. Traditionally, and most commonly, mentors are older than the protégés (Brondyk & Searby, 2013). However, in recent literature reverse mentoring was a model where the mentor could be younger than the mentee (Chaudhuri & Ghosh, 2012; Chen, 2014; Murphy, 2012). The condition for traditional or reverse mentoring was to identify the individual with more experience in a subject area to teach another person with less
experience without dependency on the age of the mentor. An understanding of the reverse mentoring model was important as new models of mentoring may emerge from RNs interviewed in this study. The idea that a mentor could be younger than a mentee was absent from the theories of Bowlby (1982; 1988) and Kram (1983), where the parent or mentor was older than the child or mentee.

Another consideration in the research literature was in the voluntary versus involuntary selection of the mentor for the mentee. In the business and academic setting, the selection of a mentor could be voluntary. In the voluntary model, the mentee chooses the mentor, the mentor chooses the mentee, or they meet and create a symbiotic mentoring relationship on their own. While in the involuntary model, someone assigns the mentor to the mentee. According to the research findings, voluntary selections have greater success than involuntary selections in communication, commitment, and professional growth of the mentee (Guse et al., 2016; Hegmann 2014; Kalén, Ponzer, Seeberger, Kiessling, & Silén, 2015; Witry, Patterson, & Sorofman, 2012). The reason the voluntary selection was successful was as mentees and mentors discover their personal and professional commonalities, the relationship tends to last longer and each person has a greater commitment to the development of the relationship (Mitchell, Eby, & Ragins, 2015). The commonalities can include a common interest in careers, hobbies, academic study, similar personalities, and perceived socioeconomic status (Guse et al.,
Voluntary selection of a mentor may be a preference of RNs in different career stages in this study.

According to Daloz and Kram, the mentoring relationship develops over time. Time constraints posed a barrier to communication between mentors and mentees and affected the developing a mentoring relationship (Hegmann, 2014; Shaikh et al., 2016). To address this barrier, researchers used innovative means to promote communication in their research studies. For example, in the study by Butler, Whiteman, and Crow (2013) participants used e-mentoring for meeting through an online video chat. While in the study by Shaikh, Al Turabi, and West (2016), phone calls between the mentee and mentor improved communication. These innovative ways to develop the relationship were similar to methods Daloz (1986) described in his mentoring of the adult learner. Daloz (1986) would meet with students for meals or walk with students to listen to their goals and challenges and give time for the student to ask questions.

Challenges in Mentoring Relationships

An assumption that all mentoring relationships lead to career and psychosocial successes may not be true. Kram (1988) speaks of mentoring relationships that result in sexual advances or intimate relationships, and the risk of resentment from the mentee’s peers. Such challenges appear in other literature on mentor relationships.

The study by Kao, Rogers, Spitzmueller, Lin, and Lin (2014) depicts the advantages of cross-gender mentoring relationships for career advancements. However,
there remains a concern about assumptions that an intimate relationship can develop with cross-gender mentoring relationships (Green & Jackson, 2014; Wilson, 2015). Even though the studies by Green and Jackson (2014) and Wilson (2015) did not address the potential intimate relationship that may arise in same gender mentoring relationships, researchers should consider the same challenges related to an intimate relationship.

In another study, mentees perceived mentors as tormentors who did not support mentee’s academic ideas and negatively influenced academic growth (Lunsford, 2014). While, in a study by Poteat et al. (2015) the less the mentee perceived the mentor as committed to the relationship, the more anxious the mentee felt. Also, negative feelings from peers toward the mentee were under consideration. Feelings such as jealousy and envy toward the mentee for spending time with the mentor, or resentment about why the mentee has a mentor could appear among peers (Janssen, Tahitu, van Vuuren, & de Jong, 2016). As a result, the mentee and mentor could feel left out among peers and self-conscious of the mentoring relationships (Janssen et al., 2016). These challenges reveal the need to consider both internal and external factors that may strengthen or weaken the mentoring relationship.

**Mentoring in Nursing**

It was evident from the literature review and national nursing organizations that mentors are effective. Mentors can support nursing students’ academic success, academic nursing faculty’s transition to their role, new nurses’ adjustment to the nursing profession
and role transition, and nurses’ career advancement (American Nurses Association, 2016; Association of Nursing Professional Development, 2016; Johnson et al., 2011; Nowell, 2014; Rohatinsky & Ferguson, 2013; Rush et al., 2013; Witter & Manley, 2013). Even though the age of the nursing population is diverse, most research studies address mentoring of early career RNs in their role transitions and to increase retention (Hutchinson et al., 2012).

The mentoring research most often performed was in nursing academia (Bryant et al., 2015; Eller et al., 2014; Jnah & Robinson, 2015; Nowell, 2014; Nowell et al., 2015; Weidman, 2013). In nursing academia, the focus of the studies was on the faculty and nursing students mentoring relationship and occasionally peer mentoring where a senior nursing student supports a junior nursing student in an earlier stage in the nursing program. Techniques for mentoring include knowledge sharing, storytelling, co-teaching, observing the mentors in their role, opportunities for feedback, exchanges of ideas, meeting leaders, and stress management (Bryant et al., 2015; Lewinski et al., 2015; Nowell, 2014). Innovative ideas on mentoring include e-mentoring with internet video live chats and emailing (Pietsch, 2012). The problems identified by nurses who participated in the study on e-mentoring were confidentiality, comfort with technology, inability to read non-verbal cues, and using work time to reply to email messages.

Researchers have also found mentoring to be effective in nurses’ role transitions whether from nursing student to nurse, nurse to advanced practice nurse (e.g. nurse practitioner),
and entry into nursing leadership positions (Bay et al., 2015; Poronsky, 2012). The advantages identified in the studies are the improvements in patient care and collaboration with patients’ families.

Mentoring programs may be available in some hospital settings. Jakubik et al. (2016) mentoring model focused on the mentees’ experience without a focus on the career stage of the nurse (Jakubik et al., 2016; Weese et al., 2015). The research on mentoring in the hospital setting has tended to focus on early career stage RNs with the goal of decreasing turnover rates and increasing retention (McCalla-Graham & De Gagne, 2015; Zhang et al., 2016). Even though the results are positive with early career RNs, one cannot discount the needs of the middle and late career stage RNs’ mentoring needs.

**Building the Case for Mentoring Relationships in Nursing**

In a national study, RNs perceive their top health risk is stress (American Nurses Association, 2017a). The perception of stress could stem from role transition, peer bullying, and physical and emotional burnout (American Nurses Association, 2017a; Spector et al., 2015; Riahi, 2011). A reoccurring suggestion for managing stress and the factors associated with stress was to seek a support person, such as a mentor (Simons & Sauer, 2013; Zhang et al., 2016). Other recommendations to reduce stress included exercise and nutrition. However, neither physical activity nor proper nutrition provides RNs the opportunity to speak with another person with more experience, on how to
manage a career challenge, how to communicate in the work setting, what to change in thought processes or behaviors to address challenges in the work setting. A mentor has the potential to be this kind of resource for RNs.

Even though the American Nurses Association’s (2015) Code of Ethics calls for nurses to treat each other with respect and dignity, bullying continues between nurse-to-nurse and physician-to-nurse (Namie, 2013). According to Namie (2013), bullying was an endemic problem in nursing and contributes to RNs’ perception of stress in the work setting (American Nurses Association, 2013-2014). In studies by Rush, Adamack, Gordon, Lilly, and Janke (2013) mentors or confidants provide support for RNs combating bullying.

RNs are the largest population of healthcare professionals and their expression of their perception of stress in the American Nurses Association (2017a) national study was a call for action. The American Nurses Association’s (2017a) study includes nurses’ from different ages and years of experience. The findings my study can reveal to RNs as mentees the opportunities for guidance and support that mentors can provide in their perception of stress, identify if mentoring needs differ across career stages, and give nursing leadership components to include in developing a mentoring program for RNs.

**Summary**

Chapter 2 was an introduction to the literature strategy I used to narrow the extensive topic of mentoring to a focus on mentoring in nursing and find gaps in the
literature. I identified the nature of a mentee’s and mentor’s communication as the analytical lens to examine the mentoring relationship. The conceptual framework developed from the career and psychosocial theory, mentoring the adult learner, and the attachment theory. Chapter 2 included a brief historical review of the first use of the term mentor as appearing in Greek mythology. The discussion progressed to a description of career stages and a discussion about considering career stages based on years of experience in a profession, rather than according to age categories. A shift in this view would account for the older, yet inexperienced RN who enters this career at a later age.

Finally, there was a discussion of mentoring relationships across professions. The discussion then progressed to mentoring in nursing where most of the literature focused on mentoring in academia. However, with the perception of stress among RNs, mentors could play an integral role in guiding and supporting RNs in a hospital setting.

The literature on mentoring RNs in the hospital setting focused on early career RNs. However, the literature also depicts a concern in middle and late career RNs needs as well, even though the literature was limited. Finally, there has been a realization that mentoring could serve purposes in addition to career advancements or academic progress. This study revealed characteristics not previously considered in the literature on mentoring relationships.

Chapter 3 delves into the research design of a basic qualitative study. The rational for the selection of a basic qualitative study was to have a description of the RNs’
preferences of mentoring and include the rigor and quality of scientific research. Chapter 3 also includes discussion of my role as the researcher, including bias associated with having experience as a mentee and mentor. A description of the research methodology, the sample population, instrumentation and interview questions, the procedure for recruitment, participation criteria, and data collection then follows. The rigor of the study was in the section of trustworthiness including a discussion on credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. A description of the ethical procedure follows the Walden University IRB requirements including approval of the study by IRB, consent from participants, confidentiality of participants, and archival of data.
Chapter 3: Research Method

The purpose of this basic qualitative research study was to discover the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital. I interviewed a total of 14 RNs for the study. I interviewed an additional two RNs to test the validity of the interview questions. The sample size of 14 was sufficient to reach data saturation in this study because repeated themes emerged. The themes and codes are described in Chapter 4.

I used the interview questions to discover the RNs’ mentoring relationship preferences and the role of their mentors in managing perceived stressors. There were four categories of questions including demographic, nursing career experiences, experiences in their mentoring relationships, and experiences with a mentor in managing stressors. I used Microsoft Skype and ZOOM video conferencing service to conduct web-based interviews.

In Chapter 3, I will restate the two research questions, describe the research method and design, and explain my rationale for the chosen design. I will describe my role as the researcher; explain the methodology and participant selection, instrumentation with interview question development, and procedure for recruitment of participants. I will describe the method for data collection and data analysis. Finally, I will address issues of trustworthiness including credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability, and ethical procedures.
Research Design and Rationale

The research method for this study was a qualitative approach with a basic research design. Kahlke (2014) and Patton (2015) also refer to the basic research design as generic or interpretive. A basic qualitative approach allowed opened ended questions in an interview with an investigatory nature to discover RNs’ perception of mentoring relationships without making generalizations or assumptions. The approach was inductive and I used my intuition as the researcher. The research questions that guided the research study were:

Research Question 1: What are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting?

Research Question 2: From the perspectives of early, middle, and late career stage RNs, how could mentors guide, influence, and support RNs’ perception of work-related stress in an acute care hospital setting?

The central goal was to understand, discover, describe, and interpret the mentoring relationship preferences of the RNs. To define the central phenomenon further, I investigated the preferences of the mentors and identified characteristics of the relationship.

Research Method

There are three research methods to select from when conducting a study: qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methodology. The quantitative method would be used
to identify relationships among variables. For example, if A occurs then B was likely to occur or not to occur (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 2008). The qualitative method seeks to give meaning to participants’ experiences without making relationships among variables (Maxwell, 2013; Merriam & Associates, 2002; Miles, et al., 2014; Patton, 2015). The appropriate method for a study is dependent on the research question and purpose (Maxwell, 2013; Patton, 2015).

In the quantitative method, hypotheses are presented to seek an answer to a problem in a survey format with close-ended questions (Byrne, 2016). While in a qualitative study, the researcher uses open-ended questions and observations to reveal known information and what could be new findings in the participants’ and researchers’ perceptions of an experience (Byrne, 2016; Merriam & Associates, 2002; Patton, 2015).

The research design and research method also align with the research instrument. A quantitative design has close-ended questions with a survey as the instrument. A qualitative design includes structured and semistructured open-ended interview questions for gathering data with the researcher(s) as the instrument (Caelli, et al., 2003; Janesick, 2011; Maxwell, 2013).

The purpose of this study was to discover the mentoring relationship preferences of RNs. Because researchers use closed-ended questions in quantitative methods, it would not be possible to gather participants’ detailed descriptions of the meaning of their experiences. To understand RNs experiences and the meaning the RNs attach to their
mentoring relationship, semistructured, open-ended interviews provided the means to capture the depth of their experiences and understand why they perceived their mentoring relationships in a particular way. Interviews also provided an opportunity to see non-verbal body language and ask the RNs about their non-verbal body language.

**Research Design**

There are over 20 types of qualitative research designs (Hatch, 2002; Janesick, 2011; Merriam & Associates, 2002; Patton, 2015). The five most common designs in the literature and healthcare research are ethnography, grounded theory, phenomenology, case study, and action research (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). However, neither of these five research designs would address the central phenomenon of this study. My goal was to understand, discover, and interpret the mentoring relationship preferences and mentors’ influence on perceived stressors. I investigated the participants’ preferences such as characteristics of communication in the relationship. Upon further analysis of the 20 types of qualitative research designs, a basic design was the most appropriate for this study.

The basic qualitative study is used to understand experiences and perceptions of the participants (Caelli et al., 2003; Kahlke, 2014; Merriam, 1998; Merriam & Associates, 2002; Patton, 2015). In a basic qualitative study the researcher analyzes the data to identify patterns and themes (Patton, 2015, Miles, et al., 2014; Merriam & Associates, 2002). The data collection methods in a basic study can include interviews,
focus groups, observations, and documents (Merriam & Associates, 2002). Even though the use of a qualitative approach was in the literature for over 20 years (Kahlke, 2014; Levinson, 1986; Merriam, 1998; Thorne et al., 2004), researchers continue to doubt the credibility of a basic qualitative design. Questions regarding the credibility of a qualitative approach relate to researchers who do not include a theoretical framework, a literature review, a description of the methodology, demonstration of rigor, or use an analytical lens in the study (Caelli et al., 2003, Kahlke, 2014; Marshall, Cardon, Poddar, & Fontenot, 2013). The lack of a theoretical framework leaves the research community questioning a researcher’s motives, and how the research study will contribute to the present body of knowledge without building on past theories. In my research study, I used a synthesis of three seminal theoretical frameworks (the career and psychosocial mentoring theory, mentoring the adult learner theory, and attachment theory) to formulate the conceptual framework of the mentor’s communication with the mentee in the mentoring relationship. Additionally, in my study I included a literature review where I synthesized the research on mentoring, communication between the mentee and mentor, the mentee’s change in behavior, and the thought processing of the mentee as influenced by the mentor.

The researcher needs to include a description of the sample selection, rationale for sample size, type of data, and consistency in the method of collecting data, and data analysis (Caelli et al., 2003; Kahlke, 2014; Marshall, et al., 2013). This chapter includes
information about sample selection, sample size, type of data, data collection, and data analysis for credibility and replication of the study.

Questions in relation to rigor include member checking, researchers’ disclosure of bias, and reliability of data (Caelli et al., 2003). Caelli et al. (2003), Kahlke (2014), Miles et al. (2014) and Maxwell (2013) provide the details to describe the necessary rigor including credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. The elements of transferability will also be in Chapter 4 of this study. Transferability is a connection to theory, an ability to replicate the study from the details of the methodology, and the application of the findings to different settings, contexts, and populations (Miles et al., 2014). I discussed the connection to the theories in this study in Chapter 2 and the methodology is in Chapter 3.

The use of an analytical lens includes revealing the limits of the study, the researcher’s assumptions, and bias integrated with the researcher’s interpretation of the data (Caelli et al., 2003). The limits of the study and assumptions are in Chapter 1 with researcher bias and assumptions in Chapter 3 in the section on Role of the Researcher. I became aware of my assumptions and biases through journaling and writing memos throughout data collection and a part of Chapter 4 data analysis.

Caelli et al. (2003), Kahlke (2014), Merriam (1998), and Thorne, Kirkman, and O’Flynn-Magee (2004) do not discount the use of the basic qualitative design. Their discussion was about the merits of using traditional quality elements of research studies.
This study on mentoring relationship preferences of RNs includes the same elements of quality research. The elements include a conceptual framework based on theories, a review of the literature, and description of the methodology, demonstration of rigor, and use of an analytical lens.

**Qualitative Research Designs Considered for Study**

Before identifying the appropriateness of the basic qualitative design, I gave consideration to the five common qualitative designs in healthcare research. The common qualitative research designs in healthcare are ethnography, grounded theory, phenomenology, case study, and action research (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). The five designs were not appropriate to address the purpose and answer the research questions for this study. I did not seek to understand human society or culture such as in an ethnographic study (Merriam & Associates, 2002; Patton, 2015). The purpose of this study was not to develop a new theory, such as in a qualitative grounded theory study (Merriam & Associates, 2002); rather in this study I included a conceptual framework based on three theories. Based on the interview questions, I did not seek to discover the structure of an experience such as in a phenomenology study (Merriam & Associates, 2002). Additionally, I did not include an intensive description of an individual or group of people, such as occurs in a case study (Merriam & Associates, 2002; Yin, 1999) or to solve a problem such as in action research (Patton, 2015). My rationale for selecting a basic qualitative design was to identify the preferences of the study’s participants, using
my intuition to develop the meanings to those preferences, as well as member checks for each participant to review their interview transcripts.

**Role of the Researcher**

As the researcher for this qualitative study, I participated in development of the research protocols. Based on literature, purpose, and research questions for this study, I developed the participant’s research advertisement (Appendix C), letter of invitation to participants (Appendix D), researcher’s interview protocol form completion checklist (Appendix E), research instrument interview questions (Appendix F), researcher’s interview questions scripting protocol (Appendix G), and participant’s thank you acknowledgement email (Appendix I). I also developed an interview protocol matrix: research questions and interview questions (Appendix A) to ensure the interview questions aligned with and answered the research questions in this study.

My biases and assumptions in this research study stem from more than 26 years of experience in mentoring relationships (as both a mentor and a mentee), which have been positive and negative. Additionally, I have completed a 20-month formal interdisciplinary mentoring program at my place of employment. The participants in the program were doctors and nurses. The topics of discussion included the role and responsibilities of the mentee and mentor, conflict resolution, how to build professional relationships, and humanism. I believe the program contributes to my positive view on mentoring relationships. Additionally, as a RN with over 26-years of experience and as an advanced
practice RN with over 20-years of experience working in hospitals, clinics, grammar schools, higher education, and the community, I have positive professional and personal experiences through which I view mentoring from a variety of viewpoints. As a result, I included positive and negative experiences of RNs in this study to provide different points of view. Additionally, in interviews I asked questions about what the RNs did not like in a mentoring relationship, or what they perceived as potentially unconstructive aspects of a mentoring relationship. Finally, RNs reviewed their transcripts, as a member check for the study. The review was to ensure the transcriptions were accurate and reflected their perceptions of their experiences. My role as a researcher was also to avoid a conflict of interest and bias that could influence participants’ responses to the interview questions. To be eligible to participate in this study participants could not currently work at the same healthcare organization where I am presently employed. The intent was to avoid the perception of conflict of interest, influence, or coercion for RNs to participate in the study based on my role in the organization.

Methodology

This section includes a description of the sample population, instrumentation with interview questions, and procedure for recruitment of participants. In a qualitative research design, the three most common data collection methods are interviews, document review, and observations of participants, communities, and interactions (Merriam & Associates, 2002). For this research study, I conducted two interviews with
each of the eligible RNs who consented to participate in the study. Through open-ended interview questions, participants had the opportunity to share their perceptions and feelings about the mentor relationship (Jacob & Furgerson, 2012). The interview question format was structured and semistructured. The rationale for using a set of structured questions was for “comparability of data across individuals” (Maxwell, 2013, p. 88), such as for information related to demographic data, years of mentoring experience, and description of career stages. The reason for also using semistructured interview questions was to identify differences in responses (Maxwell, 2013). For example, when RNs described an experience in the first interview, I then reflected on their experience from the first interview, based on my experiences as a mentor and mentee, wrote memos on my reflection, bias, and assumptions. Then, in the second interview I was able to ask a follow-up question to get more details about a specific experience or preference. The follow-up questions were not the same for each participant, making the open-ended interview questions semistructured in format.

The interviews ended when I reached data saturation with 14 RNs, as themes repeated across and within the career stages. Even though themes repeated across the 14 interviews, there were new pieces of data, such as a RN in the late career stage was ready to retire versus other RNs in the late career stage who were looking for new roles as a RNs or returned to pursue another academic degree.
Sample Population

The sample population included 14 RNs working in acute care hospitals in the United States. The setting did not include behavioral health hospitals or nursing homes. The hospitals were in urban, rural, and suburban areas. The specialty in which the RNs were working was not a contributing factor for participation in the study.

The sampling strategy was a strategic purposeful strategy. The rationale for this strategic approach was to select RNs working in an acute care hospital that had experience in mentoring relationships. There were additional criteria for participant selection. The RNs had to have worked for at least six months within one year of the date of the interview, were in one of the career stages (Appendix H), had present or past experience in a mentoring relationship, and did not work at the same healthcare organization where I currently work. I recruited RNs through advertisements shared by RNs and non-RNs I knew, to other RNs I did not know, who may be interested in participating in the study. RNs knew if they were eligible to participate in the study from the research advertisement (Appendix C).

In my review of qualitative studies on mentoring, sample sizes ranged from 6–239 participants (Eller, Lev, & Feurer, 2014; Nowell, 2014; Kalén et al., 2015). The sample size for this study was 14 participants. The goal in selecting a minimum sample size of 14 participants was to reach data saturation; that is to find consistent and reoccurring patterns and themes with no new additional themes (Gentles, Charles, Ploeg, &
McKibbon, 2015; Marshall et al., 2013). Since there are no statistical formulas to
determine sample size in a qualitative study as there are for quantitative studies, RN
recruitment ended in this study upon reaching data saturation.

Instrumentation

As the researcher in a qualitative study I was the research instrument. I developed
the research protocol, the interview questions, and conducted each interview. The
interview questions aligned with the research questions and literature on mentoring
(Appendix A). As the research instrument, I provided a standard introduction and exiting
script for each interview (Appendix G). The interview questions are in Appendix F.

For the first interviews, I designed the opening questions to inquire about the
RNs’ characteristics. These were structured questions which I used to compare
demographics such as age, location of the hospital, and length of the relationship.

The next set of questions addressed participants’ career stage, professional
experiences, and mentoring experiences and preferences. The purpose of these questions
was to ask RNs about their feelings, such as what they liked or enjoyed, and what the
registered nurses did not like or felt stressful about in their career. The RNs in this study
spoke about the love of nursing and experiences as a RN. The RNs focused on
experiences from the past or present. This was important as the RNs described details of
their experience, even if the experience was over 20 years ago. This second set of
questions also addressed communication and the forms of communication such as in-
person or remotely via electronic device. Finally, I asked RNs about problems they encountered. There were commonalities among the problems RNs identified, such as bullying which the mentors and RNs worked through. The details of these findings are described in Chapter 4.

During second interviews, I asked participants about mentors’ influences and stress. I used probing questions to encourage the RNs to describe a stressful situation such as being bullied or confrontation with healthcare team members and asked them about instances where a mentor would have been helpful.

Two independent reviewers reviewed the interview questions for grammar and readability. I established content validity by interviewing two RNs with all the interview questions, prior to IRB approval. I recruited two RNs from clinical practice that were not working in my healthcare organization. The two RNs’ interview responses were not part of the data analysis. With the RNs’ responses I determined that the interview questions addressed the two research questions. The only change to the interview questions was the identification of two spelling errors.

Traditionally conducting interviews for qualitative studies occurred in-person with the researcher and participant in the same setting (Janesick, 2004, 2011; Rubin & Rubin, 2005). However, with the use of technology, interviews can take place via email, web-based video chat, texting, blogging, and instant messaging (Hamilton & Bowers, 2006; James & Busher, 2006; Salmons, 2012). For this study I interviewed participants
using web-based video conferencing technology. The web-based video conferencing provides the opportunity to listen to the participant, observe non-verbal communication, audio record the interview for transcription, and convenience due to the location of the participant and researcher. I was able to capture paralinguistic communication such as voice volume, pitch, and quality, as well as chronemic communication in pacing and timing of speech with web-based video conferencing (Salmons, 2012). However, there are also areas of limitation from such as an inability to detect proxemic communication, which is interpersonal space between the researcher and participant during the interview. (Salmons, 2012). In consideration of using web-based video conferencing, the advantages outweighed the limitations in my study.

The goal for interviewing participants was to understand RNs’ perceptions of mentoring relationships. This was not a behavioral study of mentoring relationships in which I needed to see how mentors and mentees interact. Nonetheless, the limitation of kinesic communication in the web-based conferencing interview does not negate its occurrence or the opportunity to collect such observational data. The participants set their camera for a head to shoulder view and I was able to view eye contact and shift in body positions during the interview.

In choosing to conduct web-based interviews, another factor to consider was that participants in this study could come from across the entire United States without limitation to one state or location. As the research instrument, there was a limitation to
the distance of travel with 14 participants with varying dates and times to meet each participant’s scheduling needs. The advantage of web-based conferencing in this study was to allow for a diversity of participants from across the United States and meet both their and my scheduling needs. The video conferencing permitted view of the participants in a synchronous communication to ask interview questions, receive an immediate reply, and ask more questions to delve into a participant’s response.

As the researcher, I encouraged participants to select a private setting for their interviews to ensure confidentiality of questions and responses and recording clarity. However, if a semi-private setting was preferred for the participant’s convenience, then I requested a quiet setting. The participants had either a private setting with no interruptions during the interview or semi-private with minimal interruptions from pets, children, or partners. The interruptions did not result in participants ending any interviews. However, the participant may have requested to stop the interview, which occurred for less than five minutes in interviews.

**Procedures for Recruitment, Participation, and Data Collection**

The procedure for recruitment, participation in the study, and data collection started after receiving approval from the Walden University IRB (IRB). I recruited participants using the participants’ research advertisement (Appendix C) that the IRB approved. Each participant had the opportunity to read the purpose and eligibility criteria of the study to determine if they were interest and eligible to participate. The eligibility
criteria for participants included (1) must be an RN (2) works in an acute care hospital setting for at least six months within one year of the interview (3) identifies in the early, middle, or late career stage (4) presently in, or has past experience of a mentoring relationship (5) works in a different healthcare organization than the researcher. The definition of the career stages are in Chapter 1 and Appendix H. Participants that had an interest in the study and met the five criteria were sent an email with my contact phone number and email address to receive the letter of invitation to participants (Appendix D). Once I received an email with a contact email or phone number from the potential participant, I called to confirm eligibility. If participants accepted a position at the same healthcare organization I worked at prior to each interview, the participant was then ineligible to participate in the study. Before the start of each interview session, I asked the participant if they accepted a position at the same healthcare organization. If the answer was no, then the interview continued. There were no participants in this study who worked for the same healthcare organization I worked for during the study.

After determination of eligibility, I emailed the consent form to the RN. The consent form included: a review of the study’s purpose, background information on the study, procedure for the study, sample population, sample interview questions, voluntary nature of the study, risks and benefits of participating in the study, potential benefits of the study, payment or compensation for participation in the study, privacy, contact information for questions, Walden University IRB approval number and IRB application
expiration date, and option for email consent. If there were any questions, I answered the questions prior to starting interviews. Participants could also contact the Walden University Research Participant Advocate via the contact information provided in the consent form. At the time of the study, the Walden University Research Participant Advocate did not contact me with participants’ concerns or questions.

After participants consented to participate in the study, we contacted each other by email or telephone to schedule the first interview. If participants did not consent to participate in the study after receiving the consent form, I emailed a thank you message for their interest and consideration to participate in the study.

At the start of each interview, I thanked participants for agreeing to take part in the study. I reconfirmed that the date and time were still convenient for the participant to continue with a 60–90 minute interview. If the date and time were inconvenient, I requested to reschedule with the participant. Next, I followed my study protocol with my researcher’s interview protocol form completion checklist (Appendix E). If there were any questions prior to starting the interview, I answered these at that time. I reminded participants that audio recordings would occur during the interviews with a computer program. If the participant refused at that time, then the participant was not eligible to continue in the study. If the participant agreed to the recording, I started the My Screen Recorder Pro® computer program for the audio recording and started asking the interview questions. Since I planned to transcribe the narrative responses verbatim, I
wrote minimal notes so that I could focus on the participant’s responses and observe body language. At the end of the interview, I thanked the participant again and informed the participant that I would send their verbatim transcript for review as a member check for accuracy in the transcription.

I saved audio recordings from My Screen Recorder Pro© on the hard drive of my personal computer and backed these up on a universal serial bus (USB). The hard drive of the computer and USB have username and password protection. I used the same procedure for the second interview including verification that their place of employment was not within my healthcare organization, the need for audio recording, and timeframe of 60–90 minutes for the interview. All participants again had the opportunity to review their verbatim transcript for accuracy as a member check.

**Data Analysis Plan**

In a qualitative research study the researcher uses intuition, participants’ verification of narrative data, and reviews of patterns and themes to analyze the data analysis (Merriam & Associates, 2002). Even though researchers can use a computer software program to organize the data for analysis, the researcher also uses their perception, experiences, biases, and assumptions to formulate the meaning and understanding the data. A researcher’s intuition reflects what appears to be of importance. Initial identification of patterns and themes are possible after review of each interview and verbatim transcript. In the analysis of data for this study, I identified emerging
patterns and themes at each interview and read and reread the verbatim transcripts. It is important for researchers to be objective to see new and emerging patterns and themes in the data (Thorne et al., 2004). To achieve this, I retained a reflective journal and memos where I considered how early themes and codes were either consistent or changed throughout the interview process and analysis. Additionally, I asked participants to perform a member check of their verbatim transcript to verify accuracy of the interview transcript.

I organized the data in two formats, manually and with a computer software program. In the manual format, I typed the verbatim transcripts and notes of non-verbal cues into a Microsoft word document. For the second format I used the Coding Analysis Toolkit (CAT©) computer software program.

From the data organized manually, I placed the verbatim data into tables with columns for the narrative transcript, memos, patterns, themes, and codes. Then I reviewed my notes. I critically reviewed the data for common and diverging patterns and themes, which I synthesized for coding. The second method to organize data was through the CAT.

After review of three qualitative data computer programs, I decided to use the CAT program because it was cost efficient and easy to use. The other programs I reviewed were NVivo and HyperRESEARCH. In comparison to these other programs, the organization of data with CAT was clear and concise, it was reasonably priced, and
there was no additional charge for extra instructions. The results of data analysis and coding are in Chapter 4.

**Issues of Trustworthiness**

Trustworthiness in research is important to ensure the findings are accurate and researcher biases are avoided in the analysis of participants’ data (Patton, 2015). Trustworthiness is established through credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability of data.

**Credibility**

The strategies to establish credibility, also referred to as internal validity or verisimilitude, was done by linking the data to the three theories and conceptual framework, providing rich data from the participants, and transparency on areas of uncertainty. I determined how the participant’s verbatim interview data aligned with the conceptual framework of communication between the mentee and mentor from the three foundational theories I discussed in Chapter 2. The visual demonstration of linking the data with the three theories and conceptual framework appears in Chapter 4.

The participants’ verbatim responses provided rich data about the participants’ perceptions of mentoring relationships. The participants’ responses provided the view of their experiences and perception of those experiences. Transparency was provided by including the rich data in and findings of Chapter 4.
Transferability

Transferability, or establishment, includes making clear the characteristics of the participants, describes the limits of the sample population, describes how the findings connect to the conceptual framework, and an explanation of the use of the study’s findings for future research (Miles et al., 2014). The elements of transferability are described in Chapter 4. Even though generalization may not be accessible to the public from this basic qualitative study, a level of transferability or external validity in the findings would be possible (Miles et al., 2014). My analysis of participants’ perspectives connected to the mentoring theory, mentoring the adult theory, and the attachment theory. Alignment to the conceptual framework and the themes from participants’ responses is in Chapter 4. Also, by including the verbatim comments, readers can see how the findings could relate to their context.

Dependability

Dependability, or reliability, involved the connection of the research questions to the research design, a description of my role in the study, and demonstration of parallelism from participants’ responses. The connection between the research questions and the design was the inquiry about perception and experiences. The connection between the research questions and the interview questions are represented in Appendix F. I was the instrument to conduct interviews with all participants. This provided consistency in the data collection protocol with a single researcher (Jacob & Furgerson,
Parallelism involved using the same interview questions to obtain participants’ responses. The connection between participants’ responses and developing themes and codes appear in Chapter 4.

**Confirmability**

Confirmability or objectivity includes describing the research process, retaining a reflective journal, and member checks of transcripts (Miles et al., 2014). The research process described earlier included approval for the study by the Walden University IRB, an advertisement for participants to take part in the study, participants’ ability to ask questions, and the requirement to consent to participate in the study. Then participant’s interviews took place in a private or semi-private setting. I organized the data manually and with the use of the CAT computer software program. By organizing the data, I identified codes and themes for similarities and differences in the participants’ preferences. Moreover, the findings could provide healthcare leaders with factors to consider in supporting RNs with the stressors of their role and responsibilities.

My reflective journal includes a narrative of the participants’ interview, as well as my bias and assumptions of the interview. My bias and assumptions include negative and positive past experiences in mentoring relationships as both a mentee and mentor. I also note that I have completed a 20-month mentoring training program.

All participants had the opportunity to review the transcripts of their two interviews to ensure accuracy as a member check. In between the first and second
interviews I identified gaps in the responses for further investigation on mentoring relationships and stress for inquiry in the second interview.

**Ethical Procedures**

Before recruitment of participants for this study, I completed and submitted the Standard Application for Research Ethics Review by Walden University IRB version 2015 and awaited approval to begin recruitment. The information in the application for the study included; recruitment of participants, description of participants, description of the treatment of participants including acquiring consent to participate, community partners, stakeholders, potential risk and benefits, data integrity and confidentiality, conflict of interest, data collection tools including expert review and piloting the tool.

The recruitment of participants occurred after IRB approvals. I received more than one approval from the IRB due to changes in study procedures to promote recruitment of RNs as participants into the study. The advertisement was a component of the IRB application for approval before advertising occurred. The advertisement (Appendix C: Participant’s Recruitment Advertisement) included the principal investigator, the purpose of the study, criterion for participation, the requirement of written consent, confidentiality of participation, time commitment, interviews through video conferencing, audio recording of interviews, and my contact information. After potential participants reviewed the advertisement, the RN sent me an email or called me if there were further questions about the study.
In addition to meeting the criteria to participate, the participants simultaneously met the following requirement of having minimal risk of being in a vulnerable population group. By the nature of being a RN, the participants were over the age of 17. The participants were not residents of a prison, treatment facility, nursing home, assisted living, or group home for minors. The participants may have a mental or emotional disability. However, the disability did not make them ineligible to work as a RN at the time of the interview. The participants may have been pregnant at the time of the interview. However, this was not a factor contingent on the participant’s participation or responses. I excluded participants that could be my subordinates or students. The participant might be less fluent in English where I may not have previously realized. In this situation, no participants acknowledged their lack of fluency in English or doubted their ability to respond to the questions. One participant, who initially participated in the first interview, did not continue and opted out of the study before participating in the second interview. I did not include interview data from that participant in the final data. No other participants opted out of the study; even though I made all participants aware of this option in the consent form. When I identified if a participant was unable to answer a question, I rephrased the question. No participant had to end their participation in the study because they could not understand the questions. I did not note any participants in crisis, nor did participants reveal they were in a crisis. The participant may be economically disadvantaged. However, I was not aware of this situation during the
interviews. I maintained the confidentiality of the situation and not pressure participants to continue in the study prior to consenting or thereafter. There was no participant over 65 years of age. I addressed safety issues if they arose.

The written consent form included the purpose of the study, voluntary participation, risk, benefits, possible harm, burdens, option to withdraw from the study at any time, confidentiality, compensation, my contact information, contact information for Walden University IRB privacy, confidentiality of data, and data storage and security. If participants declined to participate, I retained their name and contact information including an email or phone number, so I did not invite the same participant again. If a participant, at any time during the study, refused to continue to participate or withdrew early, the data would remain confidential and stored with completed participants’ interview data but stored in a separate folder for written transcripts, computer folder, and audio files. For participants who exited early, they received the thank you letter for their participation and would still be able to contact me with questions and concerns. When withdrawals occurred, recruitment of additional participants continued until the minimum sample size or data saturation was reached.

As the sole supporter of this study, there were no community partnerships. The stakeholders could include healthcare nursing leadership and hospital-based nurse educators who could use the findings to develop mentoring program curriculums that address the needs of RNs at different career stages. The stakeholders could also include
individuals from national nursing organizations that provide mentoring programs.

Additionally, individuals from national nursing organizations who develop curricula for nurse mentoring programs could consider the findings from this study to prepare mentors for different needs of RNs and according to the three career stages.

The potential risks to participants were minimal in this study. There was a risk of unintended disclosure of participating in the study if the participant revealed this information to others. There was anticipated minimal psychological stress as the participants discussed present or past mentoring relationships. A potential stressor was a relived negative mentoring relationship. If a concern arose, I asked for permission from the participant to refer to the Walden University IRB for further assistance to support the participant. If the participant revealed sensitive personal information, inclusion would only occur with the permission of the participant and if it was relevant to the mentoring relationship. The risk for unwanted intrusion or lack of privacy was minimal. I was in a private location for all interviews. Moreover, I requested participants to be in a private or semi-private location. The semi-private location did create a minimal risk for lack of privacy but may have been convenient for the participant due to family or personal obligations. There was no risk of social or economic loss, or misunderstanding of effects of an intervention as the study was non-experimental. The perceived coercion was minimal as participants from my healthcare organization were excluded from the study. There were no anticipated minor or major risks to participant’s health from participation
in this study, nor were there anticipated minor or major health risks to future stakeholders using the findings from this study.

To maintain data integrity, only I have access to the participants’ identifiable data. I stored the data on my password-protected computer and a password-protected USB device. Participants were able to contact me directly by email or telephone to ask questions, email their consent, and set-up interview sessions. I have retained written data and the USB device are in a locked box to protect participants’ confidentiality. I am the only person who knows the name of participants with their associated demographic information, alias names, and interview responses. For publication of the results, alias names accompany verbatim data. I did not include in the study data that could be associated with a participant or data that could reveal the participant’s identity.

I minimized conflicts of interest by not including a sponsorship for the study and including a criterion where the participant and researcher could not work for the same healthcare organization. The research tool was my original design. The interview questions were reviewed and revised based on two RNs comments.

A total of 14 RNs working in an acute care hospital setting participated in the research study. To describe the participants’ demographic characteristics, I included name (participant selects an alias name for confidentiality), contact email address and telephone number, identified gender, age, identified career stage, years of experience as a RN, type of hospital setting, and length of present or past mentoring relationships. The
sampling strategy was a strategic purposeful strategy with equal opportunity to participate in the study if participants met the eligibility criteria. Participants knew they were eligible to participate by reading the advertisement (Appendix C) and speaking with me on the telephone. Exclusion of a participant occurred if an individual did not meet the eligibility criteria, sign the consent form or was unable to participate in two interview sessions. I did not include protected health information from participants in the collection of data.

Archival of Data

By federal guidelines and the Walden University IRB requirements, the typed transcriptions, audio recordings, consent forms, and researcher’s interview protocol form completion checklist (Appendix E) will be retained in a secure location for five years. The location of the documents and recordings are on the hard drive of my personal computer and on a USB device with a username and password. The purpose of saving the documents and recordings on two devices was to have a back-up of the data should one device be lost or damaged. The typed transcripts, signed documents, and USB devices are stored in a locked box with a key for five years after study completion. To maintain participants’ confidentiality only I have access to the username, password, and key to the locked box. After 5 years, I will dispose of the data by burning transcripts and cleaning the data on the USB devices.
Summary

In Chapter 3 I described the research method and design to illustrate the connection and alignment between the research questions and the research purpose. The methodology discussion included an outline of the steps for conducting the study. I organized the interview questions into five categories to include demographic, career stage, nurse’s experience, mentoring relationships, and the mentor and stress questions. The interview included structured and semistructured questions. There was a discussion of the role of the researcher including biases and assumptions. There was a description of the sample population and instrumentation and further development in the ethical aspects of the study. I demonstrated the rigor of the study in my discussion of trustworthiness including credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability; and ethical procedures. Trustworthiness includes demonstrating the credibility of this study by linking the data to the conceptual framework. The conceptual framework was developed from three seminal theories and connected to the research questions, research purpose, and providing rich data from participants’ interview responses.

I addressed ethical considerations for this study by meeting the Walden University IRB requirement that follows national research standards including appropriate recruitment of participants; obtaining informed consent for participation; treatment of participants; protection of participants’ rights; and data collection and storage. After data collection and analysis, I have included in Chapter 4 a description of
the findings of this study. Chapter 4 also includes, the research setting, participants’ demographics, data collection methods, data analysis, evidence of trustworthiness including credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability, and results of the study.
Chapter 4: Results

The purpose of this qualitative research study was to describe the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting. I examined mentors’ influence on RNs’ perception of stress in the healthcare environment. I selected the qualitative approach because it was the best way to understand RNs’ experiences, perceptions, and preferences in mentoring relationships.

The two research questions for the study were,

Research Question 1: What are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting?

Research Question 2: From the perspectives of early, middle, and late career stage RNs, how could mentors guide, influence, and support RNs’ perception of work-related stress in an acute care hospital setting?

The mentors in this study had a positive influence on RNs’ perception of stress in their personal and professional life. I describe the RNs’ preferences and mentors’ influences in this chapter. I also include in this chapter the setting of the study, participant demographics, the data collection method, and data analysis. Furthermore, I address evidence of trustworthiness including credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability. The last two sections include answers for the two research questions by identifying the themes from the interview data.
Setting

This study took place in the United States with RNs who worked in an acute care hospital setting within 1 year of the interview. The definition of an acute care hospital, for this study, is a hospital where patients received care for short-term medical conditions (e.g., maternity care, pre- and post-surgical care, and stabilization of medical conditions). Also included were hospitals with patients with long-term medical conditions including complex patients on mechanical ventilators and patients receiving intravenous therapies. The acute care hospitals were in rural, suburban, and urban settings.

Exclusion criteria included acute care hospitals outside of the United States, long-term care facilities such as behavioral health facilities, and ambulatory settings (e.g., clinics, provider practices). I also excluded RNs working in a school setting or home care. I did not ask RNs about their type of hospital specialty or if they worked in more than one hospital setting as a criterion to participate. Additionally, I excluded RNs working in hospitals in the Northwell Health, Inc. healthcare organization, based in the state of New York, due to potential conflict of interest or perception of coercion in recruiting RNs. As an employee for Northwell Health, Inc. at the time of the study, there was potential for conflict of interest or coercion.

Potential external factors that could have influenced participants in this study can be found in published literature on mentoring in nursing and promotion of mentoring programs by national nursing organizations. The national organizations include the
American Nurses Association’s (2018) and the American Association of Nurse Executives’ (2017) mentoring programs. However, I assessed this influence to be minimal as RNs for this study described mentoring relationships that could have occurred prior to recent publications and national promotions.

A factor that influenced my interpretation of the findings were my experiences as a RN, a mentor, and a mentee. I have worked as a registered nurse for over 26 years in women’s health and perinatal care in such settings as acute care hospitals, community hospitals, and ambulatory settings. I have also taught in grammar school for a community organization and worked in the academic setting as an adjunct faculty member for Associate, Bachelor, and Master’s degree nursing programs. During those experiences in academic environments, I was a mentor to middle school students and nursing students. I was also a mentee as a nursing student and in my professional career as a nurse and educator. I hold three certifications as a nurse midwife, a nursing professional development specialist, and in fetal monitoring. With these certifications I have had the opportunity to mentor others in those same specialties. Additionally, during my undergraduate nursing program I developed a mentoring program for senior nursing students to mentor junior nursing students in the program. I am unaware if the mentoring program continued after my graduation. I have experience in a formal mentoring training program where for 10 months I was the mentee in the program and then for another 10 months I was a mentor in the program. In 2018, I joined a mentoring taskforce at the
health system where I work to be a part of the development a nursing mentoring program. At the time of this study, I was a contributing member on the mentoring taskforce. As a result of my experience and potential bias in interpretation of the results, I have included my comments from my research notes. I have also included direct quotes from RNs in the study regarding their preferences and experiences with their mentors to expose their reality and differentiate my perspectives on mentoring.

**Description and Background of RN Participants**

Fourteen RNs participated in this study including 13 women and one man. Each RN self-selected an alias name to maintain confidentiality in the publication of this study. Each interview started with introduction questions to identify the RNs’ age, gender, professional experience, the number of mentors they had, and where they were in their career stage. From this I was able to create a description and background of each RN. The next section describes the characteristics of each participant in this study.

**Denise**

Denise was 23 years old at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 9 months of nursing experience, placing her in the early career stage. She worked in a suburban hospital in the specialty of labor and delivery on the night shift. During the first interview, Denise shared that she was interested in a day shift position due to personal commitments such as church activities and the distance from her home to work. By the second interview, Denise had accepted for a day shift position. Denise
identified two mentoring relationships. One relationship was with peers in nursing school and the second was a formal relationship where she was assigned a mentor at work.

Presently, in her early career stage Denise stated she feels “pretty well equipped and confident, better than I thought I would be off of orientation.” She stated:

Patients always notice that I am young, so just being 23 and having the opportunity to be in this career field that has so many different possibilities . . . I think being young and having energy and the resources to actually dive in and take advantage of what is being offered to me right now. I don’t feel stressed because if I don’t know what I am doing, they [the RNs she works with] always answer my question, so right now I am loving where I am at and I will continue to grow and you know gain more experience.

Denise stated that she did not experience stress in providing patient care due to her support from RN colleagues. However, she was experiencing stress from the aspect of work-life balance. In her description of her assigned formal mentor (presented later in Chapter 4) the mentor was not present a sufficient amount of time to communicate solutions to her work-life balance concerns.

Darlene

Darlene was 24 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 7 months of nursing experience, placing her in the early career stage. She worked in a rural hospital on a surgical floor on the night shift. Darlene had three mentors
she spoke about during the interview. One mentor was in nursing school and one mentor started with Darlene in nursing school and was still involved in her life. The third mentor was Darlene’s present nurse manager. Darlene self-selected all her mentors and none of her mentors were formally assigned.

Presently, in her early career stage Darlene stated:

I’m very comfortable on the night shift. They [the RNs with whom Darlene works] have taught me so much. Everyday there was a new experience; they always have something to offer. If there was like a new procedure or something, they think I have not seen it before they always let me see it so I can be familiar with it . . . the staff that I work with are great. They have taught me so much.

She was interested in changing to a day shift position; however, she stated “it is so much crazier during the day.” One reason for switching to a day shift was related to a health concern that Darlene did not specify.

Darlene’s was supported by her colleague RNs and stated she felt comfortable. Darlene’s statement was a surprise to me as an experienced RN to have less than one year of experience as a RN and feel comfortable. My interpretation from the literature is that, based on age and career experience, early career RNs tend to experience stress due to lack of experience. However, since Denise’s and Darlene’s statement of support from their colleague RNs there may be a contributing factor to their feeling of being comfortable. Moreover, Denise’s and Darlene’s learning opportunities focused on the
clinical care of the patient and exposure to different patient care experiences that may contribute to their perception of stress on work-life balance and not patient care.

**Bianca**

Bianca was 35 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 8 years of experience, placing her in the early career stage. She worked on a combination antepartum (term for pregnant women before birth) and postpartum (term for women up to 6 months after birth) unit where mothers and babies receive nursing and medical care. Bianca had two different mentors. She had the first mentor for 8 years beginning in nursing school and continuing until the time of our interview. The first relationship developed from an assigned preceptor relationship to a mentoring relationship. Bianca knew her second mentor for 2 years. Bianca selected her as a mentor and at the time of the interview they were working together.

Bianca said that she had a feeling of excitement in her early career stage. She felt that:

Coming to the field [of nursing] you are eager to learn, open to criticize, open to experiences. You really want to be a part of the team; you really want to make a difference. And, you are kind of finding your niche, and you are trying to incorporate the things you learned from school.

Bianca repeatedly stated her love for nursing and the field of obstetrics. Bianca described her stress in communicating with the staff she worked with. She was
developing as a leader on her unit based on encouragement from her mentor (whom I will discuss later in Chapter 4). Bianca expressed that her stress stemmed from managing to take proper care of herself, for example through diet, and achieving work-life balance.

**Amanda**

Amanda was 35 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 15 years of nursing experience. Amanda’s years of experience placed her in the middle career stage. In comparison to Bianca, Amanda started her nursing career at an earlier age. At the time of the interview, Amanda was working in an urban setting. She had worked in trauma, on a cardiac telemetry floor with patients on ventilators, cardiothoracic, cardiac intensive care, and, intensive care. She worked solely with adult patients. Amanda had a mentor for 4 years. The mentor found Amanda online and contacted her. After speaking with Amanda, the mentor volunteered to be Amanda’s mentor and Amanda agreed. Amanda said:

> I think I am comfortable . . . I think no matter what you do, you are not 100% because things are always changing in healthcare in everything from EMR [electronic medical record] to different devices we use they are always evolving. I am comfortable with the people. But I'm not going to say I'm 100% comfortable with everything but I think I have evolved

Amanda would follow statements regarding her comfort with a disclaimer explaining she was open to changes and learning in healthcare. She did not consider the
clinical care of the patient as a stressor. Amanda spoke of stressors such as changes in healthcare of value-based care (pay for performance), looking at numbers (quality and quantity of care), and the demands on nurses. She also spoke about her stressors in communicating with team members. Amanda was the only RN in the study who had a mentor seek her out and volunteered to be a mentor.

Nasemma

Nasemma was 41 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 15 years of experience. Nasemma’s years of experience places her in the middle career stage. At the time of the interview, Nasemma was working in a hospital in a rural setting. As a RN, she has worked in a prison, a behavioral health unit, and in the quality department in a hospital, and as a nurse manager. Nasemma had one mentor for 15 years who was also presently her director. Nasemma self-selected her mentor after the mentor helped her get a job as a RN.

Nasemma described being in the middle career stage stating that “I’m happy where I am . . . it’s always good to have another experience” as she has worked in different roles and specialties. At the time of the interview she was working to develop compassion and respect among the nurses she was working with in their understanding patients’ diagnosis.
Myra

Myra was 38 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 16.5 years of experience. Myra’s years of experience places her in the middle career stage. She was working in a hospital in a suburban setting. Myra’s background includes medical surgical and telemetry. She has worked as a nurse educator and as clinical nurse specialist. Myra described having mentors throughout her life. However, during her interview she focused on two mentors.

In the middle career stage Myra spoke about being an educator and “the evolution of technology of how it infiltrated nursing” such as the electronic medical record. She also spoke about working with “four different generations” of nurses and educating them on using computers for documentation. She found this difficult depending on the computer skills of the nurse, for example with nurses who were not as familiar with computers.

Michele

Michele was 37 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 12.5 years of experience as a RN. Michele worked as a licensed practical nurse prior to becoming a RN. For this study the years of experience relate to being a RN, which would place her in the middle career stage. She was working in a hospital in a suburban setting. Michele’s background includes working with postoperative perioperative, general surgery, oncology, bariatric, orthopedics, intraoperative, and acute
home care. She has been a staff nurse and nurse educator. Michele spoke about two mentors during the interview. The first mentor she met early in her career and the second mentor was her present director. Michele’s mentors were not assigned; she independently selected both mentors.

In her present career stage, Michele stated she felt “comfortable . . . of a broader knowledge of nursing. But I still feel in terms of my position in education there are still things that I would like to learn.” She shared that she would like to learn about, “budgeting issues, and fall matrix, and quality data”

Michele’s focus was not on the clinical care of patients. Her concern was on knowledge that nursing leaders sought to gain, such as budget and data and developing relational skills in working with others. Michele also mentioned a comfort in her career, yet she added the disclaimer that there was more to learn.

Kelly

Kelly was 40 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 13 years of experience. Kelly’s years of experience places her in the middle career stage. She was working in an urban hospital setting at the time of the interview. Kelly’s experience ranged from doing humanitarian work in pediatrics, intensive care, geriatrics, out-patient ambulatory, general surgery clinic, and surgery. She worked as staff nurse as well as in leadership roles such as a clinical manager and clinical nurse specialist. Kelly spoke about two mentors during her interview. She has known one
mentor for 1 month due to the short duration she has worked at her present position. The second mentor she knew for 1.5 years. Kelly’s mentors were not assigned, and she selected both mentors.

Kelly stated that in the middle career stage “I love that I am in a position right now where I don’t have a supervisory role . . . I get to focus on teaching and mentoring . . . I can focus on things I really enjoy”. She also shared that in this stage there was a culture change in working with people with different titles and age groups as young as 18–19. Kelly found the work ethic of younger group was “a little different than my work ethic.” She stated that the 18–19-year old nurses “have to have things handed to them on a silver platter sometimes.”

Kelly was in a leadership role where she was able to balance her clinical and leadership skills without supervision of others. In her recent new role, her stressor stemmed from role transition. She also faced the challenge of understanding and working with different generations among the staff. Once again, the focus of RNs in the middle stage career shifted from clinical skills to leadership skills and continuous learning culture.

**Tracy**

Tracy was 36 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 15 years of experience. Tracy’s years of experience places her in the middle career stage. At the time of the interview, she was working in an urban hospital setting.
Tracy’s experience included work as a nursing assistant while she was in nursing school and then after graduation worked in several types of pediatric emergency rooms. At the time of the interview she was a clinical educator in a pediatric emergency room where she was able to provide education to the nurses as well as patient care. She spoke about one mentor during her interview that she had known for 3 years. The mentor started as a nurse Tracy was training to work in her department and then the nurse turned into Tracy’s mentor.

In the middle career stage, Tracy stated “I love that no two days are the same, and there is never any shortage of work to be done.” She shared that she would like something closer to home as her job was 54 miles away. However, she stated that the pay and aspects of the job have kept her in the position.

Tracy enjoyed her work and role. However, her stressors were work-life balance due to her distance to travel between home and work and the need to work at her present position due to the salary. Tracy adapted to her stressors according to the needs in her life and enjoyment at work.

Lynn

Lynn was 61 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 30 years of experience, placing her in the late career stage. Lynn was working in a suburban hospital setting. Her experience included orthopedics, emergency room, and home care. Lynn spoke about two mentors during her career. The first mentor
was assigned to Lynn and she knew her for 6 weeks. The second mentor Lynn selected, and she has known her for 29 years. The relationship with the second mentor started in nursing school.

Lynn states “I love being a nurse. It’s something I always wanted to do years before I went to nursing school, so I have absolutely no regrets . . . . I would like to get a little more back into making a difference” At the time of the interview, Lynn was interested in entering the specialty of oncology.

Lynn’s interest remains in direct patient care and one would consider Lynn close to retirement. However, Lynn shared that with paying for college and other financial obligations; she did not see retirement in the near future. She was planning to contact a mentor to speak about her next career move to oncology. I was surprised by the new interest in specialty shifting. However, this theme resonated among the late career RNs. Lynn had an eagerness to learn even though she expressed fear in pursing her interest and taking on another position.

Rosanne

Rosanne was 57 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with “almost 38” years of experience, placing her in the late career stage. Rosanne was working in a suburban hospital setting. Her experience included working in acute care hospital settings, rehabilitation hospitals, nursing homes, and long-term care with sub-acute services. She worked as an educator, supervisor, assistant director, and
consultant. Rosanne had two mentors she spoke about during the interview. She had one mentor for 4 years and a second mentor for 8 years. Rosanne’s mentors were not assigned as she selected both mentors.

In the interview Rosanne shared, “I like the fact that I have accomplished a lot of stuff over a long period of time. I think people respect me for the knowledge that I bring to the table . . . and my career has been very varied.” She was at a point in her life that she said “I've done everything I wanted to do. I'm not aspiring to do this, that, and the other. I'm comfortable with who I am. I know my skill set. I'm good doing what I'm doing now”. Then Rosanne shared that she felt she was becoming stagnant. As a result of her feeling she decided to enroll in a PhD program and had just completed her first year. She stated, with regard to her late career stage, “I have to keep my brain cells moving. I have to do something for me.” During the interview Rosanne’s perception of herself shifted from I am good to I am stagnant.

Adjoa

Adjoa was 65 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 22 years of experience as a RN, placing her in the late career stage. She had one year of experience as a licensed practical nurse. Adjoa was working in a suburban hospital at the time of the interview. She has worked in a sub-acute unit, medical-surgical, and intensive care. Adjoa spoke about two mentors during her nursing career. The first mentor started as Adjoa’s assigned preceptor and then Adjoa selected her to be
her mentor. The second mentor she was presently involved with at the time of the interview was her nurse manager who Adjoa selected as a mentor.

Adjoa stated she thanked God that she made a successful career in nursing. She was “ready to walk out” and retire. Adjoa stated that she did not feel respected for her knowledge “because with the younger ones coming in the scene with computer knowledge and computer savvy” and her “paper and pencil knowledge” there were difficulties in building relationships to help each other.

Adjoa expressed that she wanted to build a relationship with the younger generation because she felt that if they could help her with the computer, she could help them by sharing her knowledge and experience. Adjoa’s perspective on the situation highlights the communication issue with respect to support each other, even if not in a mentoring relationship. However, with there being two perspectives in a situation it is impossible to know how efforts were being made to build the relationship between generations. Adjoa was the only RN in the study who was seeking retirement. She mentioned looking forward to reading more during her retirement.

**Madeline**

Madeline was 50 years of age at the time of the interview. She identified herself as female with 22 years of experience. Her years of experience place her in the late career stage. Madeline worked in sub-acute long-term care, acute care settings, medical surgical unit, pediatric vent unit, mother baby unit, newborn nursery, female surgery, long term
care, and geriatric. She has had multiple mentors as a nurse and focused on three. She had one mentor for 2 years, the second mentor for 3 years, and the third mentor for 1 year.

Madeline was feeling “a bit stagnant. I am going into the master’s program this fall for nursing education.” Her interest in returning to study education stemmed from her feelings of enjoyment in teaching. She stated:

I like teaching the new grads. That is where I get my pleasure. I like teaching them the right way and that they can come to me. I see teachers intimidate the students . . . I enjoy teaching them the right way and to love nursing as much as I do.

Madeline was another late career RN not seeking retirement. She was interested in teaching others. The feeling of stagnation did not move RNs to another profession. The feeling of stagnation led to an interest in pursuing a different specialty within the same profession.

**John**

John was 54 years of age at the time of the interview. He identified himself as male with 26 years of experience placing him in the late career stage. John worked in a renal transplant unit, mental health unit in as a small community hospital, acute mental health, long term care, medical surgical, and nursing informatics. He has taken on the role of staff nurse, nurse educator, and psychiatric nurse practitioner. John stated he had
several mentors. His mentors included nurse educators and a non-nurse who educated him on medical records and building templates in his present role in informatics.

In the late career stage John spoke of his interest in pursuing another specialty in healthcare, for example in performance improvement. However, at the time of the interview John was interested in learning from others already in his position of interest. He also spoke about the larger impact of the nursing shortage, noncompetitive salaries for his region, and the difficulty in attracting nurses to take positions in his type of institution. He stated about his present setting “it could be the specialty, or it could be the institution because the institution was known to be a good work environment. But we have kind of fallen down on that.”

John was another RN not seeking retirement. He was interested in pursuing another specialty within the same profession and adding to his knowledge. His focus at this stage was not on clinical experience. The participants repeated having an interest in learning skills within the profession that were more than clinical, hands-on skills in caring for patients.

**Summary of Participants**

The participants in this study were RNs between the ages of 23–65 with a mean age of 43. The mean age of nurses in the United States was 45 (Department of Health & Human Services, 2013). The RNs had between 7 months to 38 years of experience with a mean of 17 years of experience at the time of the interview. Eight RNs worked in a
suburban setting, two RNs worked in a rural setting, and four RNs worked in an urban setting. According to the United States Nursing Workforce: Trends in Supply and Education (2013), a majority of nurses’ work in urban and secondly in rural settings. In the United States report there was not a separate category for nurses working in suburban settings, as in this study. The demographics of the RNs in the study match the demographics of the national population of RNs. Even so, it is not possible to generalize the findings of the study due to sample size.

In the work by Kram (1988), mentoring relationships can be for a period of six months and last for many years. The RNs in this study identified their length of mentoring relationships ranged from eight weeks to 29 years. Even though the length of the relationship was a little as eight weeks, the description of the relationship aligned with Kram’s (1983, 1988) characteristics of a mentoring relationship.

I divided the career stages into early career stage between 6 months to 9 years of experience, middle career stage between 10–20 years of experience, and late career stage over 20 years of experience. The two early career RNs with less than one year of experience had different views than the RN with 8 years’ experience, whose views were closer to those in the middle career stage. As I have noted above, the age the RNs entered into nursing practice will dictate the number of years of nursing experience at the time of the interview. Therefore, RNs in this study can be the same age and have different years of experience.
Of the 14 RNs, the two early career RNs with less than one year of experience sought new clinical experiences in caring for patients and felt comfortable in their career stage. The one RN in the early career stage with 8 years of experience reflected that she could not consider herself 100% comfortable in nursing as there was still more to learn. The middle career RNs also sought to add to their knowledge and focused on developing in their present positions. The late career RNs were seeking new specialties within the nursing profession and two were feeling stagnant and returned to graduate school. The RNs in this study, either had a mentor, were looking for a mentor, or had a desire to reconnect with a past mentor. Only one RN, Adjoa, was seeking retirement. As the only RN seeking retirement, she still sought to develop a relationship with the younger generation of RNs she was presently working with. Adjoa shared that a fellow RN asked her to remain as an adjunct academic faculty to stay in nursing. However, Adjoa felt it was time to take a break and but thought she might return later to teaching.

The demographics of the RNs are depicted in Table 1. Table 1 includes the alias names, age, gender, nursing experience, hospital setting, and length of mentoring relationship. The table provides a quick view of the age and experience range, the common hospital setting, and the range of mentoring experiences as defined by the RNs.
Table 1

*Participant Demographics*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alias Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Hospital Setting</th>
<th>Length in Mentoring Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denise</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>6 months &amp; 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7 months</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>7 months &amp; 4-5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>2 years &amp; 8 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>12.5 years</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>13 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myra</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>16.5 years</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>16.5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>1.5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasemma</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22 years</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>1 year, 2 years, &amp; 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26 years</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosanne</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>38 years</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>4 years &amp; 8 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>6 weeks &amp; 29 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjoa</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22 years</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>2 months &amp; ongoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 shows the career stages for each of the RNs. Initially, the career stages were defined by age. However, in analyzing the data the significance of experience had greater relevance than age, particularly as the registered nurses started their career at different ages. For example, Adjoa had 22 years of experience and Rosanne had 38 years of experience. However, Adjoa was 65 years of age and Rosanne was 57 years of age. Adjoa spoke about retirement with 22 years of experience and Rosanne spoke about her continued experience in nursing beyond 38 years of experience and the role of a mentor in her life.

Table 2

*RN*'s Career Stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Late</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–9 years of experience</td>
<td>10–20 years of experience</td>
<td>Over 20 years of experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlene 7 months</td>
<td>Michele 12.5 years</td>
<td>Adjoa 22 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise 9 months</td>
<td>Kelly 13 years</td>
<td>Madeline 22 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca 8 years</td>
<td>Amanda 15 years</td>
<td>John 26 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasemma 15 years</td>
<td>Lynn 30 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy 15 years</td>
<td>Rosanne 38 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myra 16.5 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Collection

Data were collected through two interviews with each consenting RN. In this section, I describe the recruitment strategies, the location of recruitment, the frequency of data collection, duration of data collection, and interviews with the participants. Finally, I include descriptions of data recordings, variations in data collection from the original plan, unusual circumstances encountered in data collection, interviews, and my notes collected during the research study.

Fourteen RNs met all criteria to participate, consented to participate in two interviews, and reviewed their two verbatim interview transcripts for accuracy. I started recruitment after receiving the initial approval from the Walden University IRB. After the initial approval, the recruitment advertisement (Appendix C) was posted on Walden University Research Pool. The Walden University Research Pool was an online posting of research studies to recruit student participants. After six weeks without any contact from potential RN participants, I submitted to the IRB a request to expand my recruitment. My request was to ask RNs I knew personally and professionally to share the research advertisement with RNs they knew. The RNs could also request a copy of the research recruitment advertisement to give to RNs who may be interested in participating. The IRB approved this request.

After nine weeks of recruiting, three RNs agreed to participate in the study. However, another challenge arose during one of the initial interviews. One RN’s
computer program would not work with the Skype video platform. We could hear each other; however, we could not see each other. As a result of this challenge I made another request to the IRB to add more video platforms such as ZOOM, Face time or other platforms as needed by the RNs. Additionally, I requested to ask people (RNs and non-RNs) I knew to share my research advertisement. The IRB again approved my request. After 6 months of recruitment there were seven RNs in the study. I returned to request IRB approval to ask RNs and non-RNs I know at my place of employment to share my recruiting advertisement to RNs they know outside of the organization. A member of the nursing leadership team of the organization granted permission to share the research advertisement. As a result of the various recruiting methods, seven more RNs completed the two interviews resulting in 14 RN participants. After analysis of the interview data according to career stage by years of experience, I reached data saturation with 14 RN participants as themes appeared repeatedly in the data. The repeated themes are in the narratives of how each RN responded to the interview questions. Narrative data from each RN is included in this chapter.

The frequency of interviews occurred, on average, every 3.5 weeks. The total duration of data collection was approximately 34 weeks. The first interviews ranged between 23–55 minutes (mean: 35.21 minutes). The second interviews ranged between 15–60 minutes (mean: 34.14 minutes). I completed data collection using two methods. The first method used was My Screen Recorder Pro 2.6 program for verbatim audio
recordings of each interview. The second method was my written research notes taken during the interviews. I informed each participant when the audio recording started and ended. Additionally, I informed each participant of my need to take notes during the interview to explain why I might have looked away from the video conferencing camera.

I conducted participant interviews according to the availability of the RNs. Verification of consent occurred before each interview. I used the researcher’s interview protocol form completion checklist (Appendix E) for each interview as a standard to document the interview process. Each interview started with an introduction script and ended with a concluding script (Appendix G). The interview instruments for the first interview included questions on demographics, career stage, RNs’ experiences, mentoring experience and preferences, the mentor, and stressors (Appendix F). The second interview questions were about the mentors and stress. The second interview included probing questions based on responses from the first interview (Appendix F). The data were audio recorded and saved to a password-protected computer and USB. Each participant answered all interview questions. After each interview, the participants received a thank you email (Appendix I) for participating. I reviewed and analyzed each recording and transcribed each interview. I emailed the interview transcript to each participant for member check to ensure the accuracy of the interview. From 28 transcripts (two interviews per RN), two RNs requested changes in their transcripts for grammar edits and to ensure the answers reflected the questions. I made all corrections and emailed
to the two RN participants for review. The two RNs did not request further changes in their transcripts.

Data collection with each RN participant was with Skype or ZOOM for video conferencing and recorded with My Screen Recorder. Participants used either a computer or phone for each interview. The location of the interviews was in the United States in the RN participants’ home (as stated by the participants), except one participant conducted the interview at work.

The notes I took during data collection included comments of my thoughts from the interviews, in addition to verbal and non-verbal communication from the RNs. For example, I noted the smile RNs expressed as they spoke about their feelings of love about being a nurse or their feelings of love for the nursing profession. In the notes I included that RNs identified the lack of the formal title of mentor for their mentors except for two RNs who acknowledged mentors with the formal title of mentor.

The variation in data collection from the original plan presented in Chapter 3 occurred because of the inability of Skype to function on a RN’s brand of computer or phone. The variation did create a challenge as I cannot determine if the reason the RN did not continue with the study was due to difficulty with the video platform. For this reason, other video conferencing platform options were available to the RNs.

The second variation from the original plan was to have a minimum of 15 RNs. After 14 RNs, I reached data saturation as repeated themes appeared in the data. Another
unusual circumstance encountered in the data collection was the length of time to recruit RNs for the study. Due to a RN population between 3-4 million in the United States, I did not anticipate the length of time for recruitment would take 34 weeks after initial IRB approval. There were five factors that may have contributed to the length of time to recruit RNs. There could be a lack of RNs experience in participating in a mentoring relationship. The RNs identification of a preceptor as a mentor would not meet the criteria. The RNs may not have the personal and professional time in their lives for interviews and reading the transcript after each interview to ensure accuracy. RNs may also not have been interested in participating in the research study.

Data Analysis

After data collection, three steps were taken to analyze the data inductively to identify code units and themes. I transcribed data into Microsoft Word, Excel, and the CAT program. I organized demographic data into an Excel spreadsheet (Table 1). I created an additional Excel spreadsheet to organize RNs by their alias name, date of first and second interview, length of interviews, timing of initial IRB approval, and IRB request for changes due to length of recruitment and advertising. I copied the interview transcription data from Word documents to Excel documents for coding the data. I divided the narrative interview data into columns headed as career experience and stage (CES), stressors (S), and mentoring relationship preferences (MRP).
I used inductive reasoning to identify themes from RNs’ answers. I organized narrative data from each RN to highlight themes. There were discrepant cases such as the RN in the later end of the early career stage that was not as focused on building clinical skills and the late career RN interested in retirement.

**Evidence of Trustworthiness**

Trustworthiness in a study includes credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability to uphold rigor in a study (Miles et al., 2014; Thorne et al., 2004). I addressed all four areas in this study. This section of Chapter 4 includes a description of how I addressed each aspect of trustworthiness.

**Credibility**

Credibility in this study was achieved through triangulation of the rich and thick interview data, member check by RNs, and alignment of results to the conceptual framework. Each RN participated in two interviews through video conferencing. The opportunity to use video conferencing provided the opportunity to see non-verbal body movements such as facial expressions and upper body movements, verbal replies with audio recording of all the interviews, and the opportunity to ask open-ended questions. During each interview I took notes of the facial expressions and upper body responses (e.g. smiles and tears). After each interview I added to my notes to describe what I heard, saw, and felt. Then, I transcribed the interviews and emailed the transcripts to the RNs for review for accuracy. Two RNs requested changes in two of their interviews. The patterns
from data analysis aligned with aspects of the conceptual framework developed from the
three theories. Further descriptions of the alignment with the results are discussed in
chapter 5.

**Transferability**

Transferability refers to the opportunity to apply studies’ findings to other
contexts, populations, and settings (Miles, et al., 2014; Patton, 2015). The 14 RNs in this
study worked in hospital settings in the United States. The small sample size, limitation
to the hospital setting, and geographic setting, limits the generalizations to apply to the
general RN population. Aspects of the findings could be considered for mentoring
relationships in various contexts, populations, and settings based on the rich data without
making generalizations.

**Dependability**

Dependability occurred in the consistency of the study design in which the
purpose, research questions, methodology, and findings aligned and could be replicated
by another researcher (Miles et al., 2014). I have consistently repeated and aligned the
research purpose and the two research questions throughout the study. A full description
of the methodology appears in chapter 3, as well as in the Appendices, with inclusion of
the interview protocol and interview questions. The inclusion of this information allows
for other researchers to repeat the study.
Confirmability

The transparency of data collection, analysis, and the inclusion of the RNs’ rich data lends confirmability or objectivity to this research study. The platform for collecting data and interview questions, description of data analysis, and RNs’ member check of their interviews are included in the methodology section of this study. Additionally, I retained my research notes and addressed my bias as a researcher to maintain objectivity during data analysis.

Research Question 1

The first research question was:

What are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting?

Each RN shared their preferences ranging from how and what they would like to communicate with their mentors. I have included the interview data from each RN to reveal the themes of their preferences that I coded into content of their communication and preferences about the mentor.

Early Career Stage

The three RNs in the early career stage range from less than one year of experience to nine years of experience. The RNs described more than one mentor. The preferences of the RNs with less than one year of experience had similarities and differences to the RN with nine years of experience.
Darlene

Darlene was in the early career stage with seven months experience and spoke about two mentors who she selected and her preferences in those relationships. The first mentor she identified was her mother and the second was her nurse manager at the time of the interview. Darlene identified her mother as her mentor due to her mother’s experience as a RN for 34 years including direct care experience and leadership experience. Her mother provided support and guidance when she struggled in nursing school and continued providing guidance after school when she was a RN. When I asked about school faculty as mentors she stated “teachers were always looking out for you. But, in the end if you were not doing well there was nothing they could do to help you. Then, you were kind of on your own.” Darlene shared that she did not consider the faculty as mentors. Darlene’s mother did not work at the same facility as Darlene was presently working. However, Darlene described how her mother had taken her to a professional gathering of nurses and encouraged Darlene to share her experiences as a new graduate nurse. Darlene also spoke about how her mother had returned to pursue her Ph.D. and Darlene was now providing support to her mom since she returned to school and was caring for her mother’s health needs at the time of the interview.

Darlene shared that her nurse manager started as her preceptor during orientation at her first nursing job. The nurse manager provided training to Darlene about her role
and responsibilities as a staff nurse. Then Darlene stated after orientation her manager
became her mentor. She stated her mentor would:

Always make sure I am ok if I’m running around she will stop me and say are you
ok. Do you need help with anything? Are you ok? She makes sure I am up on the
education, so like we have tutorials on the computer to do so she always makes
sure I’m up to date on those. She helps me with IV [intravenous] insertions
because I am still pretty new to that.

Darlene stated she prefers to speak with each mentor in person. Darlene
communicated with her nurse manager mentor on the unit as care of patient issues arose
and while they were both working on the same night shift. Darlene shared that she was
looking for a nursing position during the day shift on the same unit. She stated that she
would still reach out to her nurse manager as her mentor even if she accepted a position
on the day shift. Darlene communicated with her mother as a mentor by texting her;
however, she still preferred to speak with her mother in person about work related issues.

Darlene has a mentor at work on her unit as well as a mentor outside of the work
setting. The focus of the conversation at work with her mentor was on direct care of the
patients and how to balance working night shift with personal life. The conversations
with her mother outside of work ranged from professional development in attending
professional meetings to patient care issues. Darlene also stated they spoke about her
mother’s experience of working on nights many years ago. Yet there was a difference
that Darlene identified and felt there may not be the same ability to compare challenges. Darlene’s mother worked five nights per week with a routine schedule and Darlene’s schedule varies weekly.

Darlene was in the early career stage and from her interview it was notable that she preferred to focus on clinical skills and patient care with her mentors. She also preferred to speak with her mentors in person. The discovery of a parent as a mentor could be seen as a parenting role as in the attachment theory. However, the specific role her mother took on in taking Darlene to a professional nursing gathering and coaching as a nurse extends to the role of a mentor.

**Denise**

Denise was in the early career stage and had nine months of RN experience. She had described three mentoring relationships during her interviews. Two mentoring relationships occurred in nursing school and the third was at her place of employment at the time of the interview. The reason for including a brief description of the relationships in nursing school was due to preferences that carried over to her present relationship. Denise described a guidance counselor who she identified as her mentor. Denise stated:

She was a nurse so I would come into her office and explain the stress and everything. One thing I really appreciated about her was she was real but she was encouraging. The other counselors were just like this is what it is and if you can’t handle it get out. She would help me . . . with my anxiety and help me through my
stress even give me strategies on how to study like what to prioritize you know things that really helped me . . . she was really a mentor for me and I really appreciate her.

Next Denise described a peer mentoring relationship among fellow nursing students. Denise shared that instead of leaving other students in the “dust” why not work in “a team effort . . . why not try to work together and encourage one another.” Denise stated the five students in the group would help each other with class materials, created a “sharing atmosphere without hording the good materials.” The group was “dedicated to building each other up and the success of each other.”

Denise’s present mentor was assigned though her work setting. Denise reflected that having a mentor was a good idea at work. However, the mentor did not meet her needs as in the two previous relationships. Denise described that the present mentor: comes down and talks to us during our shift and she always comes near change of shift and that is when you are busiest and trying to get everything together and even trying to explain to her that this is not the perfect time.

Denise had spoken to her mentor about the inconvenient time. However, the mentor continued to arrive on the unit and Denise has said, it’s “not good for me; so I have to put my patient care on hold to talk to you and I don’t want to rude.” Denise stated she would like a mentor who was working on her unit as the nurses she works with provide the knowledge on the care of the patients under her responsibility. Her present
mentor used to work as a staff nurse. However, at the time of the interview this mentor was working in a role that did not include direct patient care. Denise stated she did not feel as though the mentor could relate to her present situation as a staff nurse.

Denise was looking for a mentor to be present and provide knowledge on care of the patient. Earlier Denise stated that she felt comfortable in her role. The contribution to the comfort was two-fold. Denise had nurses on the unit who supported her, and she also completed a clinical experience on the same unit as a nursing student. I believe the opportunity to have different mentoring relationships in school provided Denise with an expectation of what a mentoring relationship should entail. The inability for the mentor to meet Denise’s needs was one aspect of the knowledge acquired from this study in terms of a mentor’s ability to listen and change to meet the mentee’s needs.

**Bianca**

Bianca was in the early career stage with eight years of experience. She described having her first mentor for eight years. This mentor relationship started in nursing school and continued until the interview. The second mentor relationship began at her place of work and was still ongoing.

The mentor from school started during her senior year experience caring for patients at a hospital. The nurse was her preceptor and became her mentor due to their continued relationship at the time of the interview. Bianca remembered the first time she met her mentor. Bianca shared:
She gave me a gift and I opened the box and it was a pin that said RN on it [Bianca was tearful]. And, I did not finish yet. But just that little token made me feel so good inside . . . she knew I was going to succeed. She said I am already a nurse, and you are going to be a nurse, so take this time to learn as much as you want. I won’t hold anything back from you. Whatever you are comfortable with, we will do.

Bianca continued, “she was right there by my side.” Bianca stated that until the day of the interview they were still in touch and spoke by phone. Her mentor would give extra support as needed and Bianca would be a lifelong friend with someone who has “already been there.”

Bianca works with her present mentor on the same nursing unit. Bianca shared that her mentor:

is consistently putting up different journals and email. If I ask her a question, she will answer. Sometimes I will sit there and she will say did you learn this and I would say I did not learn this and she will say “What? You did not learn this?” and then she will show me. She will pick up a book or she will order a book for me online.

Bianca shared how her mentor’s presence on the unit made a difference in managing challenging personalities of team members. The challenges will be discussed further in the stressors of Bianca’s role. Bianca did share that she would text her mentor
in addition to speaking to her at work. Bianca stated, “She texts me back and forward. And I will laugh, or she sends me a funny story. I love it when she texts me, we have a really good time.” However, Bianca stated she still preferred to speak with her mentor in person.

Bianca shared that:

Both of them are very sweet, but they are very warm. I think it really makes the difference when you have someone who is very open and very transparent . . . . It makes you feel good the person is paying attention to you as an individual. I can talk to them about anything.

When I asked how she prefers to speak with her mentors she stated in person. Even though she speaks with her mentor from nursing school over the phone, she still prefers to speak with her in person.

In the early career stage, the three RNs preferred to speak with their mentors in person. Two of the RNs present mentors worked on the same unit as the RNs. The RNs focus was on clinical skills and knowledge in caring for the patients. However, as a RN with the greatest amount of experience in the early career stage, Bianca was starting to turn her focus to developing leadership skills and communicating skills with team members.
Middle Career Stage

The RNs in the middle career stage had between 10-20 years of experience. The similarities are revealed in their preferences in their different nursing experiences. The RNs reflected on mentors in their early career stage as well as mentors in their middle career stage.

Myra

Myra was in the middle career stage with 12.5 years of experience and shared her experiences with two mentors. One mentor was her mother who became her mentor after her first nursing degree (Myra had her bachelor and master’s in nursing at the time of the interview). While, Myra met her second mentor at work. Myra selected both mentors.

Myra described her mother as her mentor because she was “a supervisor for many years and started her career as an ICU nurse.” Myra explained how her mother influenced her in nursing stating:

We are surrounded by women and being surrounded by women they are very emotional beings to deal with. Having her guidance of how to navigate through politics and how to navigate through how I could accomplish my goals without being too attached, [and] not to be too cold, and not to be too attached to people who don’t serve me. She really has been my guiding light from the beginning of my career till now. She kept me wise.
Myra shared a time when her mother’s wisdom of not being attached to people “who don’t serve” you was relevant. Myra experienced a situation where she felt her nationality was why a trick was played on her. She described the situation in which she was working among:

Five or six of us all the same age group, all young, eager, stupid, and ready to take on the world and I felt I was a target for whatever reason. I do not know if it was because I was meek and strong or as strong as the others, but I know I was . . . the cute Asian girl . . . . And was more the observer and only wanted to be liked; and that was why I was a target, regardless [of that] I was.

Myra went on to share how she got in trouble at work where a trick was played on her because of how she described herself above. After that night at work, Myra went to see her mentor and cried. The mentor made her breakfast, listened to the story, and advised her to focus on what was important and not as “the cute Asian girl.” Myra described that the focus of their conversation was on maintaining patients’ safety and knowing how to handle the situation in the future.

Myra’s second mentor was a nursing peer working on the same unit as Myra. Myra described her peer as an experienced RN working on a hospital unit. Myra recalled one day quickly running around on the unit to care for patients. Myra shared that her mentor “stopped me in my tracks and she held me and looked me in my eyes, and she said you need to slow down or you’re going to kill someone.” Myra considers her a
mentor to this day as someone who “stopped me in my tracks and [gave me] that brutal honesty I needed.”

Between the two mentors, one was not in Myra’s work environment and the second mentor was in Myra’s work environment. Myra reflected on her early career stage, she indicated the kind of support she preferred from her mentor was not about developing knowledge about a patient’s diagnosis or the clinical skills needed to start an intravenous catheter. Myra preferred support on how to manage herself in her work environment.

In both relationships, Myra shared that she preferred in-person communication with both mentors, whether on the unit or outside the work setting. Even though Myra stated there were times when she did not see “eye to eye [with her mother as her mentor], those types of discussions always make you grow as long as you’re listening and not kicking and screaming.”

Kelly

Kelly was in the middle career stage with 13 years of experience and described two mentoring relationships. Kelly selected both mentors. The first mentor relationship lasted 1.5 years and the Kelly recently initiated the second mentor relationship one month prior to the interview.

The first mentor was Kelly’s supervisor. Kelly described him as the one who would get frustrated because something occurred. However, in general he was “upbeat
and positive. And I needed that in my career because of all the stressors and the personal and work things I was going through.” Kelly stated she was able to “bounce things off of him. He heard what I said and tried to advocate for me and that kind of helped to get me on track where I needed to be. He had a tendency to check on me.”

Kelly selected her present mentor one month ago after starting a new position. In selecting a mentor Kelly shared that she was looking for help in the transition to her new role as a clinical nurse specialist and not taking on supervisory responsibilities as in her previous role. Kelly described her present mentor in the following way:

His personality is kind of funny. And when I was talking to a colleague, she could not believe I went to him. [He has] a stronger personality and could be a little overbearing. [He] is not someone I would be interested in as a mentor and I was actually intimidated by him. But I decided there is really lot of characteristics about him that would be helpful and beneficial. But as I have gotten to know him more, he really cares about the nurses and wants to help and guide. He is just a little rough around the edges.

In both experiences Kelly’s mentors have been in her work environment. Additionally, Kelly stated she preferred to speak with her mentors in-person. She did not discuss meeting the mentors outside of the work environment. Furthermore, her preference in the discussions revolved around leadership roles and skills as a supervisor and clinical nurse specialist as opposed to clinical skills in caring for the patient.
Amanda

Amanda was in the middle career stage with 15 years of experience. She described one significant mentor during her nursing career. The difference in Amanda’s situation was that her mentor contacted her. Amanda described the experience:

My mentor looked me up to find out who I was. It is a very interesting mentoring relationship. This was someone who saw me on a website and thought my bio looked interesting and randomly asked me to be my mentor . . . and it went from there.

The relationship developed over time as they discovered they had similarities such as the same birth month and were from the same country. Amanda described that coming from the same country provided the opportunity to share struggles in coming to America and not having support. Amanda stated that sharing “those same stories help cement [them] together.”

Amanda described her as “someone with the passion, someone who understands you. She pushes me, you know, there is never any limits as the sky's the limit. She also walks the talk, she takes action.” Amanda states her mentor worked (not on the same unit) close to her and they would meet for lunch or dinner and talk. However, the mentor moved out of state and now they speak in the phone while driving or meet for dinner if her mentor is in town.
Even though Amanda’s mentor lives out of state and she can speak to her by phone or text, Amanda stated she prefers to speak with her mentor in-person. Their conversations focused on work relationships versus clinical patient skills. Amanda stated she would prefer to speak with her mentor in-person more often.

Nasemma was in the middle career stage with 15 years of experience. She selected her mentor who she has known for 15 years as well. Nasemma shared that her mentor helped her in finding her first job. Nasemma described her mentor as “God fearing . . . very gentle” and understands the importance of family. She stated her mentor was her supervisor in the past and was promoted to Director. During the time Nasemma has known her mentor, they have worked together either on the same unit or in the same hospital. Nasemma continued to work with her mentor at the time of the interview.

Nasemma shared an incident when a patient attacked her (Nasemma) without provocation. She shared how her mentor went to the emergency room with her for support and Nasemma thought this was special. Nasemma described her mentor as supportive during difficult times such as in the attack and when she was transitioning to a leadership role as a nurse manager. Nasemma felt that one of the aspects of her mentor was “being there with me” as the mentor worked with Nasemma on the same unit.

In Nasemma’s relationship they did speak outside of the work setting. However, the experiences between Nasemma and her mentor occurred predominately in the work
setting. The experiences and conversations that Nasemma shared focused on managing challenging situations in working and communication with the healthcare team as Nasemma became a leader. The focus of the conversations between Nasemma and her mentor was not on diagnosis or clinical care of the patients.

**Tracy**

Tracy was in the middle career stage with 15 years of experience. She selected a mentor at her place of work. Tracy shared that:

I still keep in touch with her even though I don’t live anywhere near her now. She had just taken me under her wing, not necessarily mentor mentee. We did not use those words necessarily. But she was a mentor to me.

The relationship started when her mentor (at the time was a staff nurse from another unit) transferred to Tracy’s unit. Tracy was given the responsibility to be the preceptor to her mentor to work in the pediatric emergency room. Tracy shared that her mentor has more experience and Tracy did not know how to add to her mentor’s knowledge. Tracy stated that her mentor had “quadruple experience and a wealth of knowledge.” After Tracy completed training her mentor Tracy expressed that her mentor “pushed me in a way to give me the confidence I needed and to help other people. I guess she must have known deep down, I never told her, I wanted to be an educator, a teacher.”

Even though Tracy states she still has confidence issues, she recalls her mentor encouraging her to “just go and do it . . . just have the confidence in yourself. If someone
teaches you something great, we are always learning. She pushed me in the direction of where I am today.”

Tracy worked with her mentor in the same work environment. The relationship began with learning clinical skills as Tracy’s mentor shared her wealth of experience in patient care. Then the relationship changed as Tracy’s mentor supported her self-image related to her confidence as a nurse, as well as Tracy becoming an educator. Even though Tracy has moved away from her mentor, Tracy states she would prefer to speak with her mentor in-person just as she did when they worked together.

Michele

Michele was in the middle career stage with 12.5 years of experience. She had two mentors from her work environment. One mentor started as Michele’s assigned preceptor and then became her mentor. The first mentor was in Michele’s early career stage of nursing. Even though the mentor no longer lives close to Michele they continue to keep in touch. Michele stated that she felt that her mentor “pretty much shaped me into the person I am today.” When she met her mentor, she stated that she thought, “Wow, this is a woman I want to emulate. I want to be her when I grow up. Not only as smart as she was [and] she [was] empathic toward me.” When Michele and her mentor’s relationship started as a preceptor relationship, Michele remembered her mentor saying:

I am going to teach you the right way to do things, not the way you see other people do it. I’m going to teach you the policy and procedures because I believe
in following that. If you do things the right way you never have to explain
yourself and you are never going to get in trouble. And so from that moment I
said oh my God this woman is amazing.

Michele described encouraging words that her mentor would share such as
“you’re becoming the great nurse that I knew you would be.” Michele stated her mentor
encouraged her by giving pep talks, especially in her first year as a nurse when Michele
stated she would go home crying and questioned continuing as a RN.

The second mentor was Michele’s director who encouraged Michele to apply for
an educator position in the director’s department before Michele completed her master’s
degree. The second mentor has continued into Michele’s middle career stage. Michele
recalls her second mentor saying to her “I heard great things about you.” Even though
there was a time before Michele was accepted for a position with her present director in
education, her mentor continued to pursue her for the position during that time. Michele
described how her mentor was able to provide specific guidance in stressful situations at
work on how to communicate with healthcare team members. I will discuss the stressful
situations when I address answering the second research question.

Michele described that her mentors “were strategically there to guide me though
life” whether it was in her struggles as new nurse or new educator. In both experiences
Michele’s mentors were at her place of employment. Even though Michele shared that
she would text her mentors, she still preferred to speak with her mentors at work and in-person.

**Late Career Stage**

The RNs in the late career stage had over 20 years of experience. The RNs reflected on mentors from their early, middle and late career stage regarding preferences in the mentoring relationship.

**Adjoa**

Adjoa was in the late career stage with 22 years of experience. She shared her experiences with two mentors. Adjoa’s first mentor started as an assigned preceptor in her first job as a RN. Adjoa stated that after she completed orientation, the preceptor became her mentor and continued to provide feedback on her clinical performance in patient care experiences. Adjoa stated she loved the feedback from her mentor. She also shared that she appreciated that her mentor taught her about how research and evidence-based practice guides clinical practice. Adjoa stated that 22 years ago the application of research was not as popular as it is today. She felt that her mentor was ahead of her time. Adjoa also shared that her mentor was nice, “very understanding” she had “fantastic problem-solving skills” and had “patience, kindness, and good communication skills”. A comment that Adjoa recalled from her mentor was “you are doing very well and I'm proud of you.” Adjoa felt that her comments “really gave me a push and it made me like her more.”
Adjoa’s second mentor was her current nurse manager that she was working with on the same unit. Adjoa selected her as a mentor describing the manager as “a little panic…and hyper.” However, her mentor was a role model for having a positive manner in approaching and communicating with doctors, has a high work ethic, and took the initiative to help others.

The first mentor in Adjoa’s early career provided clinical patient care skills while in her late career stage the second mentor was providing leadership and communication skills. In both situations Adjoa spoke about mentors being in the same unit together and she preferred speaking with mentors in-person. I noted that Adjoa only had positive statements and experiences with her first mentor. Even though Adjoa’s second mentor was hyper, the mentor had traits Adjoa wanted to model.

**Madeline**

Madeline was in the late career stage with 22 years of experience. She had three mentors that she selected to talk about during the interview. The first mentor Madeline described was a faculty member she had during her graduate studies. Madeline described her mentor as being “wonderful. She is very positive, understanding. She has empathy and compassion. She absolutely loves what she does. It makes me want to do it (teach) . . . . and she was nurturing.” Madeline expressed she needed the nurturing relationship because she had graduated nursing school 20 years ago. Madeline described that a significant moment in their relationship occurred when her mentor took the time
and taught her one-on-one how to use the American Psychological Association guidelines for formatting academic papers. She further stated that she spoke with her mentor 2–3 times per week in-person or on the telephone. Madeline stated she preferred speaking with her mentor in-person.

Madeline had a second mentor for two years in a hospital setting. This second mentor was Madeline’s nurse manager. Madeline stated:

She was very strict and not many people . . . liked her. But I loved her. And, I thought she was strict, but she expected a certain, professional expectations, expected you to do your job . . . I had no problem with her. I was not intimidated by her. I took to her . . . she earned the respect of her staff. And even though not everyone liked her, she did have their respect.

Madeline stated the two of them “clicked.” Madeline liked her style, professionalism, and fairness with employees. The two of them could be friendly but did not “cross the line at work.” Madeline would speak with her mentor at work and every 3–4 months they would do activities together outside of work, such as go out to dinner. They communicated either in-person or on the telephone. However, Madeline stated she preferred speaking with her mentor in-person because “I like to see people’s faces.”

Madeline’s second mentor retired and moved out of state.

Madeline met her third mentor when Madeline moved out of state. The relationship was for one year and with a nurse manager. Madeline described that “it was
nice to watch her and how she handled situations. I learned how to respond to people and patients and that was mentoring. She was mentoring even when she did not know she was mentoring.” Once again, Madeline stated she preferred speaking with her mentor in-person.

With all the three mentors, Madeline preferred speaking with each in-person even though they also used other means of communication such as the telephone. The mentors were in leadership roles in the work and academic setting. Madeline observed the actions of her mentors, as well as received guidance on managing situations in professional and personal life, which will be further described below when I answer the second research question. While in academia the support she received after she returned to school after 20 years was significant to Madeline

**John**

John was in his late career stage with 26 years of experience. He shared that he had many mentors during his career. However, he described three that were significant and provided an overview of the contribution of other mentors during his career. John stated his favorite mentors were two nurse educators he had when he took a new position as a nurse educator. He had these mentors when he was in his late career stage. Each nurse educator met his different needs as he could “tap into their knowledge.” John stated:
One educated me on how to do classes and how to write lesson plans. The other one knew the computer stuff like the bar code med administration. She took me under her belt to learn stuff and that built the foundation of where I am now and I am deeper in that. Those two people really helped me a lot.

The third mentor John described was not a nurse. The third mentor taught John about electronic medical records and how to build templates for electronic medical records. The mentors also taught John how to manage hospital accreditation visits. John stated that the three relationships occurred over time and continued until the time of the interview. John stated “you always have to have somebody” referring to a mentor. When speaking with the mentors John preferred to meet them in-person “to be close, face-to-face is more powerful than email.” He also shared that mentors “don’t have to be kind [or] a nice person, but fair and know where you are at and [the person] wants to be a mentor.”

According to John’s description, the mentors provided specific knowledge to the roles and responsibilities he had at that moment in time. John also described how mentors were supportive over time and provided guidance on how to manage challenges, even though John did not specifically identify them separately. I describe those situations below when I answer research question two.
Lynn

Lynn was in her late career stage with 30 years of experience. She had three mentors in her nursing career. The first mentor was assigned to her when she was a new nurse in the hospital. Lynn described that she was fearful in the relationship. Lynn described how she was excited to work on the unit because her grandmother worked there as a volunteer and there was a plaque on the unit dedicated to her grandmother. In one situation, Lynn described how she was caring for a patient and the mentor criticized Lynn on her assessment skills stating the patient “totally took advantage of you…you have to know that none of that [what the patient told Lynn] was true.” Lynn stated:

I was thinking I was so upset and so turned off and so mixed up because first of all I didn’t know until afterward but I think that is something you learn as you go along and you know it put a damper on the relationship I was a little more fearful of asking questions and doing what I was doing. I felt like if I did the wrong thing she would call me out on it.

Lynn then explained how the mentor should have shared communication tools:

I was not used to talking to a lot of patients . . . not so in-depth. When you’re in nursing schools the stuff you learn in the book is different than when you’re talking to someone. I think there could have been a whole lot that she could have given me . . . instead of being as harsh as she was
Even though the mentor was assigned to Lynn, she stated that she would go to other nurses for support since Lynn was in her first year as a nurse. Lynn shared that she would also prefer for the mentor to be calm when Lynn was feeling anxious.

The second mentor Lynn described was a nursing student peer who mentored her in school as well as through her nursing career. During school they studied together and developed a friendship. The relationship developed into a peer mentoring relationship as the mentor encouraged Lynn to return to school for her Bachelor’s degree, encouraged her to change positions, and role modeled behaviors for Lynn. The role modeling occurred as Lynn observed her mentor change positions. Lynn shared “We started out equal, yes, but she went on to work on the orthopedic ward and then she went to work in the emergency room and then she left, and she was really kind of building her career”.

Even though Lynn observed her mentor change positions, in Lynn’s early career stage, Lynn stated she did not change positions because “I was afraid.” At the time of the interview Lynn stated again that she did not change positions recently because “I am more afraid.” Lynn said her mentor was “good with advice. I think because she had this maturity that made her just good with the advice.” However, even though Lynn’s mentor told her that “you’d be so good at that” Lynn continued to feel afraid. It is possible that Lynn’s negative experience with her first mentor has had a lasting impact on her self-image.
Rosanne

Rosanne was in her late career stage with “almost 38” years of experience. She spoke about two mentors. Rosanne’s first mentor was an educator who suggested Rosanne also become an educator. Rosanne shared that her first mentor:

Was willing to share and was open to anything she learned. She was not like one of those people who say I know it I’m not sharing it with you, you have to figure it out yourself, she opened herself. She wanted you to know just as much as she did . . . So I can’t thank her enough.

Rosanne continued that “She started me on this path. She took the time to show it [the job], to sit down with you to explain it [the job].”

Rosanne’s second mentor was a supervisor she worked with for 8 years and their mentoring relationship has continued for another 2 years. Rosanne stated that from her mentor, “I learned more about management . . . staffing, payroll and all of finance . . . . It’s more like the financial business management part of nursing . . . she gave me the courage and insight to be able to question my bosses.” Even though, at the time of the interview, Rosanne’s second mentor did not work in the same hospital, their relationship continues. Rosanne stated that networking with her mentor was good for solving problems and asking questions. Rosanne’s two mentoring relationships overlapped in time and Rosanne acknowledged that there was a balance between knowledge about finance and education. During both relationships Rosanne stated that she preferred to
speak with her mentors in-person. She did speak with her mentors on the phone and exchanged text messages. Rosanne found that:

I feel I have to listen to what they are saying. I have to observe what they are doing because something good is going to come out . . . to be able to use to enhance my own practice.

In interviewing the RNs in the late career stage, four of the five RNs were not making plans for retirement. Only Adjoa was planning for retirement at the age of 65. Four of the late career stage RNs described an interest in changing positions or returning to further their academic education in their nursing specialty instead of being stagnant in their present positions or planning retirement.

Themes

There were three themes that emerged from the interviews to answer the first research question. The preferences among the RNs were for the mentors to be present in their work or academic setting, build their nursing competencies, and building of their self-image. The themes were evident across the career stages. However, there were differences in how the competencies and self-image emerged.

Presence of the Mentor in the Work Setting

In most cases the mentors worked in the same hospital unit as the RNs. Having the mentor in the work environment allowed the mentor the opportunity to intervene
when the RNs had a challenge. Additionally, the mentor identified gaps in the RNs’ competency and performance.

From the interviews the early career stage RNs’ mentors preferred having mentors in the same unit where they were working. Denise described how having a mentor in the unit could be productive for having an immediate resource who could advise on how to take care of patients. Additionally, the mentors appeared to understand the needs of the RNs by providing knowledge and experiences before the RN as a mentee requested additional knowledge. The presence of the mentor on the unit could have provided the mentor an opportunity to observe the RNs gaps in knowledge and clinical skills and intervene accordingly.

The opportunity in having the mentor on the same unit as the RN was the in-person communication. The RNs in the early career stage stated they preferred in-person communication. Even though Darlene and Bianca stated they would text their mentors their preference was for in-person communication. The ability to have a mentor present on the same unit as the RN provided the convenience for in-person communication. The mentors also had relevant and recent experience they could share with the mentees.

There were two exceptions in the presence of a mentor in the work environment. Madeline’s mentor was in the academic setting. The mentor served Madeline’s needs as she returned to graduate school 20 years later after completing her undergraduate degree. The second exception was Amanda, whose mentor was out of state and did not work in
the same work setting. Amanda shared that the focus of their conversations was on work related challenges and secondly on personal life concerns, such as balancing family and work responsibilities.

**Develop RNs’ Competency**

Competencies in nursing include the elements of knowledge, skills, and attitude or behaviors the nurse demonstrates. Other elements included components based on the Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) that includes patient-centered care, teamwork and collaboration, evidence-based practice, quality improvement, safety, and informatics (QSEN, 2019). Knowledge can be of the anatomy and physiology of a patient’s diagnoses or how to design electronic medical record templates in the specialty of informatics and appropriate utilization of electronic medical records. The skills can include how to perform interventions such safe insertion of an intravenous catheter and suctioning patients’ secretions using the latest quality research findings and evidence-based practice guidelines. The attitude or behaviors can include communication skills and the use of communication tools in the provision of patient centered care and positive teamwork. In all three career stages the RNs described how their mentors were integral in developing the elements and components of practice. The examples to support this statement include the RN and mentor working in the same setting and the mentor demonstrating or role modeling the competencies, the RN and mentor performing skills together, and the RN being able to ask the mentor questions about safe nursing practice.
The development of competencies occurred over time. In the early career stage, the nurses focused on the knowledge of patients’ diagnoses and basic nursing skills (e.g. intravenous catheter insertions). In the middle career stage, the RNs focused on communicating and working with others as leaders. In the late career stage, the RNs needed support on how to balance all areas as they returned to school or entered new specialties, and needed basic knowledge as well as how to communicate with team members.

Self-Concept

In each mentoring experience the RNs were seeking growth in their role and responsibilities. From the RNs’ descriptions of what the mentors provided the preference was for mentors to help them develop their self-concept. The themes that repeated in the interviews were the ability for the mentors to listen to the RNs, observe when the RNs had a challenge, and understand where the RN was in their thinking and experience. The RNs expressed that the mentors accepted who they were and had a genuine desire to help others. The themes that emerged from the interviews align with the work of Carl Rogers’ work on self-concept (Rogers, 1961, 1978, 1980) where one knows their strengths and areas of improvements and works to magnify their strengths and develop areas of improvement. Rogers also spoke of the need to receive help from others.

These themes are evident as the RNs stated they lack confidence, had feelings of being anxious, and the mentors would tell them to pursue advancement or new skills at
different stages in their career. For example, Tracy’s mentor encouraged her to become a Pediatric Advance Life Support instructor, Myra’s mentor encouraged her to return to college to obtain her graduate degree, and Michele was encouraged to take an educator role. Even though the early career RNs with less than one year of experience expressed confidence in their new role as an RN they still sought a mentor to continue to develop their self-concept.

Answer to Research Question 1

In answering the first research question, the RNs prefer mentors that can meet their needs in the development of their nursing competencies in their knowledge and skills of their present role or future role. The RNs prefer in-person communication even though they are willing to use other forms of communication such as texting and telephone. Finally, all the RNs expressed improvement in self-concept, except Lynn who continues to feel anxious about taking on new challenges.

The most important aspect of the first research question was the RNs and their career stages. The RNs saw, heard, and felt different experiences that were usually challenging and difficult. These challenges may have dictated their preferences. For example, RNs preference was for the mentor to be in the same work setting so that the mentor could be available to communicate, to demonstrate or assist with a skill such as intravenous insertion, step in with a difficult team member, or to simply ask a question. Therefore, the RNs valued the protection the mentors could provide they worked on the
same unit or in the hospital. As the mentor develops the RNs competency, the patient is protected from errors. If a RN experiences bullying the mentor present on the unit or in the hospital can be beneficial for resolving situations swiftly.

**Research Question 2**

The second research question was:

How could mentors guide, influence, and support RNs’ perception of work-related stress in an acute care hospital setting?

All RNs in the study experienced stressors in their nursing career whether in a patient experience or with a healthcare team member. The description of how the mentors guided, influenced, and supported the RNs had two common themes. The mentors provided skills of emotional intelligence and problem-solving skills.

**Early Career Stage**

The next section includes the early career stage RNs. The early career RNs with less than one year of experience expressed their stressors with work-life balance. The RN with eight years of experience also expressed work-life balance and communication with healthcare team members as a perceived stressor.

**Darlene**

Darlene shared that balancing work responsibilities with self-care and the care of a family member was a source of stress. Darlene shared that her mother broke her arm and someone needed to be drive to her different daily activities. As Darlene was working
nights at the time of the interview the driving was a stressor for Darlene. Darlene also had a medical issue that “makes it hard for me to stay up at nights.” With the combination of both situations Darlene was feeling stressed. Darlene stated how she appreciated that her mentor would ask “how is she [mom] doing. How are you doing with taking care of her and making sure she gets everything done?” Darlene’s mentor in return shared how she managed to balance working nights with a family member who decided to “pop by one day during the day when she was sleeping.” The mentor shared how she made a meal and then had to go to sleep for as long as she could. The mentor shared the importance of rest as well as showed empathy in asking how Darlene was managing her responsibilities

**Denise**

Denise’s stressors were related to caring for complex patients and working 12-hour night shifts. In caring for complex patients Denise stated there were times when she felt “overwhelmed to take those patients.” However, the support Denise received was from the charge nurse and not her assigned mentor. The charge nurse was “always a nurse to help you . . . if we have any questions or issues.” The mentor did not provide this type of support as Denise shared the mentor was not in a role to work beside her in taking care of patients.

Denise found working 12-hour shifts, living an hour from work, and balancing personal activities such as sleep, and attending church activities to be stressful. As a result, Denise was interested in changing her position from night shift to day shift.
However, she did express that the day shift did not have the same type of team work culture. For example, when the day shift staff would request which patients they would like to take care of, “it was a shouting match”. However, Denise stated with the night shift nurses “it’s never an issue of what assignment we want” there was camaraderie of helping versus competition. Denise described that this was the type of culture in the peer mentoring group that Denise was involved with in nursing school.

The lack of the mentor’s ability to meet Denise’s need in meeting at a time that was convenient for Denise to share her challenges with patient care and work-life balance did not lead to a supportive mentoring relationship. Denise stated if the mentor could meet at a convenient time in Denise’s schedule versus a convenient time in the mentor’s schedule, then the mentor may have shared helpful information to address challenges.

Denise’s previous mentoring experiences with her guidance counselor and her peers in nursing school provided her with support to manage academic stressors. Denise shared that her mentor in school “was real but she was encouraging . . . she would help me . . . with my anxiety and help me through my stress . . . give me strategies on how to study, what to prioritize . . . I really appreciate her.” As Denise stated her nursing peers spent time together. The peers “worked together and encouraged each other” to succeed instead of developing a competitive relationship. In my researcher reflection, the mentoring relationships in schools appeared to set the expectations for Denise’s mentoring relationships in her nursing career.
**Bianca**

Bianca shared that working with healthcare team members and addressing conflicts were her stressors. Bianca shared that “I am not a confrontational person, and not as assertive as I should be, and I don't feel comfortable sometimes approaching my colleague because certain people you cannot approach.” These types of situations were stressful for Bianca because her mentor was developing Bianca to be a leader on the unit as a charge nurse. Bianca shared that “I will go to her [mentor] and say this is what is going on. She will deal with it, or she will tell me you need to do this, or this is the way you handle the situations.” Bianca described that her mentor would turn the focus of confrontations from being a personality difference among team members and focus on safe patient care, needs of staffing to care for the patients, and respect for each other. Bianca stated that by learning to change the focus “I know how to handle them [team members] in the future so I can handle the situations. So she guides me and protects me at the same time.”

In my researcher reflection it was evident that Bianca’s mentor took on the parenting and protective role as a mentor in stepping in to address a situation. Additionally, the mentor role modeled how to handle the situations. Bianca’s self-concept was developing as she shared that she was not sure of herself with certain things and would not have considered the charge nurse role if it was not for her mentor’s encouragement.
**Middle Career Stage**

The next section is on the middle career stage RNs. The RNs express their stressors and the mentors guidance and support. There are similarities in the RNs’ perceived stressors and where the mentors guided the RNs in managing their stressors.

**Michele**

Michele shared that dealing with the politics of working with people that don’t support the vision she was creating for the setting and staff was a stressor for her. She felt her mentor was “not only smart, she was empathic toward me.” There was a situation when Michele had to deal with the personalities of surgeons when she worked in the perioperative setting in her early career stage. To manage those situations, Michele stated:

What she [mentor] always taught me was to stay level headed. Things are going to happen you are going to have emergencies, families will come to you, patients will come to you, and providers and sometimes they may not be so nice. The perception is the nurse must handle everything.

An additional piece of advice from her mentor in her early career stage was communication skills. Michele shared that her mentor said:

Always use the words “I think” and “I assessed” and not “I feel.” Feelings are intuition and in nursing that is important. But, the providers like facts . . . I have always taken that with me . . . I think the patients will benefit . . . because this is
what I assessed and this is what I have seen, versus I feel . . . People don’t take you seriously when you say I feel. I think because thinking is logical.

Michele’s present mentor provided her with communication tools to manage challenges. For example, Michele shared how a manager on a unit thought Michele was trying to spy on her. Michele did not know how to manage the conflict and met with her mentor to seek advice to solve the conflict. Michele also cried to her mentor about the situation. The mentor informed Michele what to say and Michele stated, “we rehearsed and after that I went and spoke with the manager and I pretty much highlighted the issues.” After meeting the manager Michele returned to her mentor and shared that she resolved the conflict.

Michele shared that she was still working on managing her emotions because she tended to be:

Strong headed and once I have a point to get across, I want to get it across. But I’m learning that sometimes that it is not to seek at that moment, just to reserve that frustration or that [anger], because then if it comes out unprofessional then you lose the person you’re talking to and . . . I’m still learning to do that.

Kelly

Kelly shared that her first mentor knew about all her stressors including being a leader in her work setting, personal issues such as balancing family life, and a decision to return to graduate school. Kelly stated:
He went out of his way to check on me and had what I needed. And if there was anything I needed to bounce off him, any struggles . . . I went to him. I think I naturally gravitated toward him that I needed someone more nurturing, more encouraging and more to my needs.

The stressors that Kelly shared with and received help from her mentor were high turnover of nurses, personality issues among staff, younger healthcare staff who challenged instructions, and guidance on how to make changes in the work environment. Kelly stated her mentor was an “advocate for me and [helped] make some changes occur in my department, [he would] give me more guidance, and people to talk to try to change staffing.” Kelly also struggled with her decision to return to graduate school. Kelly’s mentor advised her by reviewing influential factors in returning to graduate school, such as family obligations. Kelly perceived that her mentor helped her with her stressors.

The second mentor who Kelly was working with at the time of the interview was different. Kelly still sought the need to identify herself as a leader in the new environment and she reached out to her mentor who was the “senior clinical nurse specialist and asked if he would be willing to mentor me even if he is not in my specialty.” However, Kelly described that he was not the nurturing type but intimidating and had a stronger personality. However, she did realize there were “characteristics about him that would be helpful and beneficial.” She found the need to have a mentor to adjust to the stressors of her new role and said to herself “let me make this easier for myself and find a mentor…I
do not feel like he needs to fulfill all of my needs and that is why I say yes I could have another mentor.” In her present role she found the work ethics of the younger generation challenging.

The mentors helped Kelly solve problems associated with her adjustment to her leadership role and responsibilities. In my researcher reflection Kelly’s first mentor stepped into some situations to help Kelly solve stressors such as with staffing. Kelly was also able to focus on the positive aspects of the mentoring relationship with the second mentor in adjusting to her new role, rather than focus on the personality of the mentor who Kelly perceived as less nurturing.

Amanda

Amanda shared that her stressors involved dealing with the focus of healthcare related to reimbursement and quality measures to meet outcomes where the focus has shifted away from the patients. She said that there are “more demands on nurses . . . and [the focus is] not on the bedside” in patient care. Even though she shared her stress about the healthcare culture, Amanda’s main stressors at work were a major conflict with a boss (that Amanda stated she did not want to talk about) and challenges working with other healthcare professionals.

Amanda shared that her mentor volunteered for the role and Amanda agreed. The mentor did not work in the same hospital and they spoke by phone. Amanda would ask her mentor questions, and the mentor would “indirectly guide me [through] the answer.”
Amanda went further to say her mentor “connects to what challenges I am facing and helped me find a solution.” Amanda shared how her mentor would help her understand how to look at different perspectives and how to confront and address a situation. Amanda stated her mentor would “give me the words. Finding the right words is important, so that was helpful. And also timing . . . that was helpful . . . . Because sometimes it may not be the right time [to address a challenge]. To find the appropriate time can be difficult.” When asked if her mentor helped her manage her stressors she said “Yes, she did.”

It was clear that in this relationship the RNs key concern was how to communicate with others in terms of what to say and when to address a challenge. Amanda highlighted the value of having a mentor outside of the work setting who could provide different perspectives. In this study, a majority of RNs had mentors within the same work setting

**Nasemma**

Nasemma stated her mentor helped her with perceived stressors. She shared how her mentor would understand issues such as getting nervous in front of people and being shy as a new leader. Nasemma stated when she was a nurse manager, she had to deal with the stressors of nurses who were bullies on her unit. Nasemma shared that she told her staff “there are bullies in nursing . . . I want to take a different road. I want to say you guys can change it. You don’t have to be mean; you don’t have to be difficult.”
Nasemma’s mentor would go with her to staff meetings as she had to learn how to be a leader with nurses who were bullies. She also shared that as a new nurse manager there were nurses that were “my mom’s age and mainly there was a cultural difference.” Nasemma felt that she did not know how to handle the differences. Nasemma shared her feelings with her mentor. Her mentor would sit with her and tell her “you have to train your mind . . . you have to think differently . . . there is no obstacle.” Nasemma’s mentor was also a role model. Nasemma described how her mentor was a director and would still help with taking care of patients if the unit was busy.

In reflecting on Nasemma’s stressors, the mentor was in the same hospital to step in to help either by coaching or demonstrating leadership behaviors. It is fascinating that Nasemma perceived that her mentor changed her thinking across stressors such as bullying, culture, and age differences. Nasemma smiled throughout the interview when she spoke about the longevity of their relationship from being a new nurse to a leader at the time of the interview.

**Tracy**

Tracy shared that her stressors were feeling “pulled in 20 different directions everyday” at her present position, long commute, and confidence issues. Tracy did not share that her mentor helped with her present long commute or being pulled in different directions. Tracy did share how her mentor supported her confidence and self-concept. Tracy stated her mentor:
Pushed me to actually teach PALS [Pediatric Advance Life Support] . . . She pushed me in a way to give me the confidence I needed, to be able to help other people . . . . She pushed me in that direction [to be an educator], where I still am after 15 years of experience.

Tracy shared that she still has confidence issues. However; she will ask herself “what would she [her mentor] say in this situation.” And, Tracy answers back to herself “just go and do it.” Tracy even stated “And I will say she helped me grow my confidence . . . I am trying to grow in that aspect of my career . . . in a leadership educator role that I am working on. I have not mastered that yet.”

Tracy also shared that her mentor helped her with personal advice such as selecting a mate based on her mentor’s past marital challenges with her husband. Her mentor said, “you need to know this person 100% before you decide to get in a long-term thing with them.” Her mentor helped with work-life balance as they share experiences about family life, such as children and celebrations, as they continue to stay in occasional contact with each other.

Myra

Myra’s present stressor, as an educator, was educating the different generations at her hospital. Myra also shared situations in her past that her mentor helped her with. For example, Myra shared a night when she was in her early career stage when a provider bullied her, a patient died she was assigned to, and she had a discharge to complete. That
night she said “I was ready to quit.” Myra shared that her mentor had to “talk her off the ledge” from quitting. Her mentor told Myra, it will get better. Myra stated that in her first year as a nurse she “was an emotional mess.” Her mentor was the one that spoke with her on a regular basis about how to manage the stress of being a RN. Myra’s mentor also helped her in the situation discussed previously where Myra felt others picked on her for being new and Asian.

Myra also shared a stressful experience where she was rushing to take care of a patient. Myra’s second mentor stopped her and told her to slow down or she was going to kill someone. Myra said, “that honesty it kind of stops me in my tracks . . . I was a year into my nursing career really young like 21, 22.” In each situation the mentors were present either in the work environment or outside the work environment to give instructions on how to handle stressors.

**Late Career Stage**

The late career stage RNs shared about stresses from all three of their career stages. The mentors were influential in provided the RNs guidance in managing their perceived stressors. If a mentor was not present, a RN stated where a mentor would have been useful.

**Adjoa**

Adjoa described stressors in her early and late career stages. The stressors in her early career stage were in her development as a new nurse. Adjoa stated her mentor
would ask “how are you going to solve this? So, she would see how I handled it [the situation] and she would approach me and give me feedback.” Adjoa shared that her mentor would correct her or show her different ways to handle a situation. Adjoa stated her mentor would share literature on research studies and evidence-based practice guidelines in clinical care for the patient.

In the late career stage, her stressors were changes in her physical health. She stated that her issues with high blood pressure puts more stress on her. She said between feeling tried and the “bountiful paperwork…and inspections” and new templates in the electronic medical record create stress. Additionally, the younger generation of nurses is savvy at using the electronic medical record. However, the younger generation was not willing to help in completing her documentation in the electronic medical record. She stated that she felt the younger generation of nurses did not have the same respect for the older generation of nurses. Adjoa did not seek out her present mentor to resolve her stressors of working with the younger generation, the electronic medical record, and health issues. Adjoa stated “in [my] late career I think I am successful in the stress it is lower than how I started.” Adjoa did not perceive the same level of stress in her late career as in her early career stage.

**Madeline**

Madeline described her present stressors as lack of communication. She attempted to share the communication tools from the nationally recognized program of Team
However, the leadership did not adopt the tools into the setting where she was working. Madeline shared her previous stressors of returning to school after 20 years. Madeline shared that her mentor guided her in academia by taking the time to teach her how to use American Psychological Association formatting. In the work setting, Madeline shared how her mentor helped her with the stressor of being a nurse working 12.5 hours shifts. Her mentor taught her how to delegate and balance the work schedule, and taught Madeline that if she did not manage her schedule there would be a risk for burn-out.

Madeline stated she observed how her mentor handled situations. Madeline shared an experience with a challenging patient who was disrespectful to her. When Madeline presented the situation to a past leader and requested for an assignment change, Madeline thought the leader was “rude” and did not change the assignment. Madeline felt that if her previous manager as her mentor was present, the mentor would have understood what Madeline could and could not handle and would have switched the assignment. In my reflection, the mentor knew Madeline’s strengths and weaknesses.

**John**

John shared his stressors included gender bias and starting new positions. As a male nurse in a female dominated sector, John had to deal with gender bias. He recalled a situation from his early career stage. In a job interview, the interviewer raised a question about his gender and working with female RNs. John shared:
I never really felt like a minority until after something happened, then I realized that should not have happened that way. One example, I went for an interview, not to mention names, after nursing school at [named hospital] and I interviewed very well. And, in the end, they said well we had not had any men here. Well, we had one man work here, and it is unusual. So, how do you feel about working with women? And, I answered the question and I answered it the way as how do you feel about working with women. After a while you are working with people you do not realize you are a man, these are my peers. And, as time went on, I realized this was a strange question . . . That was one I remembered [until] today.

John states he may have spoken to someone about the situation but did not mention a specific mentor he spoke with about the situation. He shared that he knew it was not right. At the time of the interview John does not think there is discrimination toward him in present practice. It was notable that this memory remained with John until the time of his participation in this study. John has been a mentor to RNs and shared how his experiences as a RN have helped others deal with such biases.

In starting new positions John sought out mentors who were nurses and non-nurses. As a new nurse he was placed in a stressful situation where he would be required to learn a new skill set for 90 days and then work on another unit to learn another skill set. He stated that other nurses stepped in to cover working for him. He did not identify the nurses as mentors, but he acknowledged the difference they made in his life and how
he continues to be friends with them today. John stated the mentors in his present role supported him manage the stress of his new role by giving him the specific knowledge for the role, such as how to write lesson plans and templates for electronic medical records. As John stated he is “quite happy in what I am doing” he would look for a mentor . . . to get some insight into the next change” in his position.

**Lynn**

Lynn’s stress included an experience with a mentor who was not helpful when she was a new nurse, and an experience with a second mentor who supported her through the stressors in her nursing profession. Lynn recalls a stressful event where her mentor critically appraised her novice communication skills after speaking with a patient. Lynn shared that her mentor did not make her feel comfortable. Thereafter, Lynn made a point to “talk to other nurses and was comforted.” Lynn stated she would have preferred for her mentor to be “a little . . . kinder and gentler . . . as you have to gain by experience after you talk to people a few times.”

Lynn’s second mentor provided support with managing the stress of nursing school, studying for exams, work-life balance, and changing positions. Lynn shared how her mentor would suggest her study strategies, took care of a child when she had other life responsibilities, and encouraged Lynn to change positions. Lynn stated her mentor supported her by being calm and not saying she was wrong. Lynn’s mentor would discuss different perspectives to handle situations.
Rosanne’s stressors in her career stage were varied. There were challenges with her relationship with a previous boss; she worked in settings where she questioned the safety and quality of care, and in another setting, she was encouraged to apply for a position as a nurse educator. During these times Rosanne had a mentor encourage her to attend a class to become a preceptor to develop her teaching skills. Rosanne also had a mentor give her encouraging words and remind her in a new position that she was hired for her skills as a nurse. Rosanne shared that even though she did not always agree with her mentors, they could “hear each other out and come out with a calm solution.”

Rosanne shared how one mentor she worked with would share a desk and “communication was wonderful every single day.” They no longer worked together at the time of the interview. However, Rosanne stated they still text and talk on the phone and her mentor asks if she needs anything during those conversations. They talked about Rosanne returning to school, Rosanne’s daughter, and work was usually the focus of their conversations.

Themes

There were two themes that emerged from the interviews to answer the second research question. The mentors guided, influenced, and supported the RNs’ perception of work-related stress in an acute care hospital setting by develop the RNs’ emotional intelligence skills and how to solve different types of problems. The emotional
intelligence skills included managing feelings and reactions to others, while, the problem-solving skills included the mentor stepping in to solve the problem or teaching the registered nurses how to solve problems.

**Emotional Intelligence**

The theme of mentors’ ability to guide, influence, and support RNs manage the stressors they experienced aligned with emotional intelligence. The mentors taught the RNs how to manage their perception of stress in how to be self-aware of their emotions and the emotions of others in challenging situations. Those emotions included feelings of anxiety, lack of confidence, or strong expression of their opinions. The mentors taught the RNs control of when and how to address a challenge with specific words to communicate with the individual or in situations. The mentors motivated the RNs to confront the challenges that were causing stress by speaking words of encouragement to the RNs. The mentors were empathetic as the RNs were new in their position whether as a new nurse or in a new role. In Lynn’s experience with her mentor that did not meet her needs, these themes were not present and caused Lynn to be stressed. Also, in Denise’s assigned mentoring relationship, the mentor was not present and therefore there were no experiences that Denise could share to see if similar themes were evident.

As the mentors showed the RNs how to manage the stressors, there were two techniques. The mentors’ role modeled and demonstrated behaviors for the RNs, or stated
how to handle a challenge. In Michele’s situation her mentor had her practice the confrontation before approaching the team member at work.

The RNs stated that the mentor would say encouraging words such as, “you can do this,” “just go and do it,” “you are smart,” or “you should pursue this opportunity.” The words were not stated once, but in the interviews the RNs stated more than once the positive words the mentors would say.

In this study, RNs found their mentors to be empathetic. Madeline stated her mentor had “empathy and compassion.” Denise stated the mentor would need to “be a nurse to understand my stress.” However, her assigned mentor could not understand Denise’s present state because she had not worked on the unit recently. Empathy was also apparent as the mentors understood the experiences of the RNs. Such understanding could be due to their personal experience as a new RN or changes in position. The other similarity was the mentors were in positions the RNs were in or aspired to be in.

Amanda stated her mentor could “understand my perspective” and the two also “understand each other.” Michele’s mentor was in education and mentored her before Michele became an educator. Nasemma said her mentor could understand a situation, make a difference, and was gentle. Kelly selected a mentor who was also a clinical nurse specialist as she was. Bianca’s mentor was her leader and encouraged Bianca to be a leader as a charge nurse. John stated he was looking for a mentor who was in the next
role he may be interested in. Madeline stated “she [her mentor] is positive, understanding.”

**Solving Types of Problems**

The mentors made a difference in the RNs perception of stress by solving different types of problems. The types of problems were communication challenges with healthcare staff, feelings about perceived biases such as gender and nationality, and self-image. In the work by Gibson, Ivancevich, Donnelly, and Konopaske (2009) there are structured and unstructured problems. Structured problems were frequent and routine and are resolved with policies and procedures (2009). Unstructured problems are novel and need creative problem-solving techniques (2009). The themes of problems for the RNs were both structure and unstructured.

The structured problems involved patient care. For example, Michele, and Kelly shared how their mentors taught them the importance of following policies to avoid problems in patient care. For Michele it included following policies in a surgical setting even if a surgeon’s behavior was unprofessional. In Kelly’s situation she had to know how to address problems such as a need to change a policy you may not agree with for practice.

The unstructured problems were more frequent such as communication challenges with healthcare staff, which the RNs spoke about frequently. The mentors guided the RNs to solve the problem by practicing role play scenarios of how to managing
communication challenges. Then the RN would independently speak with the person and return to the mentor after the confrontation to discuss how they resolved the situation. The RNs in the study said they felt better after resolving the challenge and that patient safety and their relationship with the other person was intact.

The issue of bias was a problem. Adjoa stated that in her late career stage she felt “no respect for your knowledge because the younger ones coming on the scene with computer knowledge and computer savvy.” At the same time, Darlene feels that “because I know how to use the computer and in some other places the older nurses kind of show hatred toward the new nurses [the younger nurse] because they are so savvy [with the computer].” Darlene relies on her mentor to discuss concerns about being in the early career stage and how she is perceived. Adjoa did not reveal speaking with a mentor about her concerns with younger generations and shared that she is retiring soon anyway.

Nasemma described another situation in which she achieved a leadership position. She had to give instructions to nurses who were older than her and the same nationality. Nasemma stated “it feels awkward I was like you know they know me . . . since I was little [she laughed] . . . they were my mom’s age.” Her mentor told her how to best approach the situation in an objective manner without the focus on age or nationality but to focus on the needs of the patient. Nasemma described how her mentor would go with her into meetings to managing challenging behaviors such as bullies and maintain a leadership relationship with the staff.
**Answer to Research Question 2**

Whether the problems were structured or unstructured, the mentors addressed the problems by not ignoring the RNs’ concerns. The mentors acknowledged the RNs’ feelings, focused on the patient’s safety in following policies and application of nursing knowledge, and work relationships. In addition, the mentors continued to state supportive words to the RN that they could succeed in their role and responsibilities.

The most important aspect of research question 2 was the RNs perception of stress. Whether the RNs described stressful situation a few months prior to the interview or 38 years after the experience, the mentor’s impact on the situation appeared to be turning points for the RNs. At those turning points the RNs thought of leaving the profession, crying, or were stopped from potentially causing harm to a patient. The RNs perceptions were based on fear of harm from others toward the RN, fear of harm the RN may cause the patient, or fear of damaging a work relationship. In each case, the RN was unsure of how to handle the situation and turned to the mentor or would have sought a mentor if available.

**Summary**

In analyzing the interview data, the two research questions were answered. The RNs’ preference for the presence of the mentor in the work environment, the mentors’ ability to develop the RNs’ competency, and the mentors’ ability to have a positive influence on the RNs’ self-concept answered the first research question. The mentors’
ability to guide, influence, and support RNs’ perception of work-related stressors with the development of emotional intelligence and addressing and solving problems answered the second research question.

The RNs’ mentors were predominately in the work environment and provided just-in-time education on how to handle stressors. The RNs preferred in-person communication even though the use of texting and telephones were used. The early and middle career stage nurses stated they used or would use texting and the telephone more often than the late career stage RNs. However, generalizations cannot be made because of the small sample size, but these should be considered an option for communicating. In developing competencies, the early career RNs focused on clinical skills while the middle and late career RNs focused on communication and leadership skills. The development of emotional intelligence was based on themes of RNs facing challenges with patients, doctors, or other healthcare staff while RNs controlled their response with others. One mentor suggested her RN consider the other persons’ perspectives. A few mentors provided the RNs with the opportunity to practice what they would say to avoid crying as they addressed a conflict with another person.

Of the 14 RNs who took part in this study, 11 RNs selected their mentors, while three RNs had mentors assigned to them. There was only one diverse case where the mentor sought out the RN and offered to be her mentor. This was an unusual case in this study and the RN shared that the experience was unexpected for her as well. It should be
noted that RNs who selected their mentor reported greater satisfaction than RNs who did not select their mentors. Once again, a generalization cannot be made due to the small sample size, but this should be considered in RNs independently selecting their mentor as the RNs and mentors seemed to have characteristics in common. One aspect of the relationships the RNs would change was the opportunity to spend more time with the mentor or speak with the mentor in-person if this was a viable option due to distance or convenience.

The overarching theme from the findings was the gap in the RNs’ knowledge and skills related to what actions to take to manage a situation. This dictated the need for a mentor with the knowledge and skills to share with the RN to fill the gap. The mentors were unselfish in their sharing and creating a nurturing learning relationship with the RN. The relationship was humanistic in nature; the RNs cared for each other, as RNs are to care for patients.

The discussion in chapter 5 includes the key findings of the study, interpretation of the findings, limitations of the study, recommendations, implications, and a conclusion. The findings of the study contribute to the knowledge on mentoring by considering career stages, the experiences that cause RNs stress, and assessing the gaps in knowledge and skills to individualize the mentoring experience. Additionally, this study promotes social change in the culture of nurses to care about the success of each other in the nursing profession.
Chapter 5: Discussions, Conclusions, and Recommendations

The purpose of this study was to describe the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting. In addition, the inquiry included whether mentors could have an influence on RNs’ perception of stress in the work setting. For this study I used a basic qualitative design. My goal was to answer the two research questions for this study through interviews. Fourteen RNs participated in two one-on-one interviews via video conferencing. I was the research instrument for the study. The conceptual framework for the study was based on three theories. The theories were the career and psychosocial mentoring theory (Kram, 1983, 1988), mentoring the adult learning theory (Daloz, 1986), and the attachment theory (Bowlby, 1982, 1988). The common factor in the theories was the communication that occurs in relationships and, specifically for this study, mentoring relationships.

Three themes arose related to the first research question and two themes arose related to the second question. The research questions were:

Research Question 1: What are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting?

Research Question 2: From the perspectives of early, middle, and late career stage RNs, how could mentors guide, influence, and support RNs’ perception of work-related stress in an acute care hospital setting?
I analyzed the interview data from the 14 RN participants. The key findings in the study were the RNs preferred mentors who: were present in the work environment, developed their competency, and developed their self-concept. A further finding was that the mentors were able to influence RNs’ perception of stress through development of emotional intelligence and the mentors’ roles in solving problems. Chapter 5 includes the interpretation of the findings, limitations of the study, recommendations, implications, and a conclusion.

**Summary of Findings**

All RNs in the study had a mentor in their work setting. Four RNs had a mentor inside and outside the work setting. The themes were the ability of the RN to ask the mentor for guidance whether it was in the care of a patient, managing challenging communication with a healthcare staff member, or to practice how to confront another healthcare staff member. Of the four RNs who had mentors outside of the work setting, the communication included discussions on how to manage the same challenges the RNs sought from the mentors in the work setting. Whether the mentors were in the work setting or outside the work setting, the RNs preferred to meet with their mentor in-person.

The key finding related to the first research question was that RNs prefer mentors who can meet their needs based on the RNs’ gaps and competencies in being a RN. In-person meetings provided the opportunity to see each other and discuss those gaps and competencies. The RNs described the in-person meetings which occurred in the work
setting as an opportunity to have an immediate resource available. The RNs also appreciated the in-person meetings to see the mentors’ facial expressions. For example, the exchange of a smile or laughter to show the RN how the mentor managed situations.

This was also noted in the reason for conducting interviews in person as useful in research studies (Salmons, 2012). The purpose of face-to-face interaction was to see, as well as hear nonverbal responses. During interviews for this study, the RNs shed tears as they described how their mentor influenced their professional life in dealing with challenging coworkers. There were also smiles of joy when a RN shared that her mentor gave her a special gift during nursing school. A RN also shared how her mentor would tell jokes and make her laugh. When the mentors and RNs would meet, sometimes they would have meals outside of the work setting at the mentor’s home or in a restaurant. Although all mentoring encounters were not in-person, the preference by all the RNs was to see the mentor in-person.

The second key finding that answered the second research question was the mentors helped the RNs confront problems they perceived as stressful. The problems sometimes made the RNs question remaining in the nursing profession. Whether the problem was performance of a clinical skill or self-concept because of bullying, the mentor was able to change the thinking and actions of the RN to manage the problem.

The RNs preferred mentors who could add to their knowledge on patient diagnosis and well as clinical nursing and communication skills. The mentors in the RNs’
early career stage focused on clinical skills such as procedures while communication and leadership skills were the focus of middle and late career RNs. The ability to be competent in attitude and behaviors included how to address conflict while maintaining a working relationship with others. In the finding of self-concept, the RNs spoke about the mentors’ words of encouragement and reminders that they could succeed in their field or a new specialty in nursing. The findings revealed the mentors guided the RNs in the development of emotional intelligence. Whether the RNs described themselves as emotional or strong-willed, the mentor was able to speak with the RNs to provide instructions on managing their emotions and know when and how to address a problem.

Finally, the findings revealed the role the mentor played in problem solving. When a RN had a problem, the RN presented the problem to the mentor for discussion and resolution. The mentor then coached the RN on how to manage the problem. The mentor either went with the RN to add to the RNs’ words in addressing the conflict with a staff member or spoke with the RN after addressing the problem to discuss the results. The mentoring relationships among the RNs spanned many years and all RNs except Adjoa, who will be retiring, spoke about their need for continued professional growth with a mentor.

**Interpretation of Findings**

The research questions that I used to guide this study were:
Research Question 1: What are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting?

Research Question 2: From the perspectives of early, middle, and late career stage RNs, how could mentors guide, influence, and support RNs’ perception of work-related stress in an acute care hospital setting?

I analyzed the results based on the conceptual framework of three theories. Kram’s (1983, 1988) career and psychosocial mentoring theory focuses on the function of the mentor to provide career and psychosocial guidance and support. Aspects of the career function include coaching, protection, and sponsorship (Kram & Isabella, 1985).

Daloz’s (1986) mentoring the adult learner theory, in which the mentor questions the mentee on beliefs, challenges present beliefs, and has conversations with the mentee to expand on the mentee’s thought processes and view of life. Although the attachment theory by Bowlby (1988) focused on the parenting relationship, the trust between the mentor and mentee to protect from harm was evident in the mentoring relationship just as in a parenting relationship.

**Mentoring Relationship Preferences by Experiences and Challenges**

This study demonstrates the alignment with Kram’s (1983, 1988) theory and the role of the mentor as coach, projector, and friend. This study contributes new knowledge regarding the mentor’s abilities, such the ability to teach communication skills, emotional intelligence, and direct skills related to role and responsibilities of the profession. This
The study adds new knowledge to the career stage by years of experience and mentoring needs based on years of experience. The key finding was that age was not the determining factor in the need for a mentor. The key factor for the RNs having a mentor was based on the years of experience, the competencies the mentee wanted to develop, and the RNs interest to work with the mentor as the RNs pursued present and future goals.

Kram’s (1983, 1988) career functions of coaching, protection, and role modeling aligned with how the mentors guided, influenced, and supported the RNs. In this study, RNs described situations where the mentor provided the words to say to colleagues who were bullies. The mentors provided words to respond to colleagues who challenged the RNs’ authority in their leadership role. Additionally, the mentors protected the RNs from leaving the nursing profession as RNs in their middle career stage shared how they wanted to leave nursing when they were in their early career stage. In the psychosocial function, the RNs described situations where the mentors were counselors. For example, when colleagues played a trick on Myra, the next morning Myra’s mentor sat with her while she cried and made her breakfast and tea. The mentors were friends to the RNs. The mentors asked about the RNs’ lives outside of work, including how their children were doing. In Tracy’s situation, her mentor provided advice on selecting the right partner for a relationship. The mentors’ functions were more than supporting advancement in positions in their careers. The mentors were role models. The RNs in the
study looked to their mentors for guidance and appreciated their mentors’ love for nursing, as a few RNs mentioned.

**Communicating in the Work Setting**

This study contributes new knowledge on mentoring outside of the controlled environment in academia. In the work setting, challenges can be unpredictable, and the mentor may not have the time to look up how to handle a situation; however, according to the RNs who participated in this study, the mentors immediately stepped in to give instructions on managing a challenge. This is different than the work by Daloz (1986), where in the academic setting, there is time for an in-depth conversation, while in a real life setting an immediate challenge needs an immediate intervention. As a result, the skills of a mentor in a controlled environment can be different than the skills of a mentor in a real work setting.

The adult learners in this study were not in a formal classroom. The learners were RNs acquiring knowledge on how to take on the new or present role as an RN in the work setting. In the work of Daloz (1986), the focus was on communication, sharing, and questioning to develop the learner. In this study, the RNs described conversations where the mentor would ask for the RNs’ thoughts on a situation. Then the two would debrief and discuss how to manage the situation in the future. The RNs described how some mentoring relationships changed from an authoritative figure to a relationship of mutual intellectual and emotional growth where they shared challenges. For example, Myra
stated one of her mentors stopped her in her tracks from rushing around while risking harm to a patient. The same mentor is now a longtime friend as well as a mentor. Kram, in her later works, described this as a peer relationship with functions similar, and at times the same, as career and psychosocial mentoring functions (Kram, 1988; Kram & Isabella, 1985).

The questioning from the mentors also challenged the RNs’ beliefs. For example, Myra’s perception of being a quiet, Asian girl or Nasemma’s belief of how other RNs from her nationality would respond to her as she was now their leader and younger changed. In both situations the mentors focused on the value the RNs brought in caring for patients and as leaders. Myra and Nasemma stated that over time with their mentors, their confidence increased. In the end, the RNs resolved the stressors they experienced, or the RNs were able to process the situation, remain in their position, and continue to perceive a love for nursing at the time of the interviews.

**Attachment: Mentors Connection Based on RNs Needs**

This study contributes new knowledge as there were mentoring experiences where the mentor was the RNs’ mother. The mothers as mentors did not protect the RNs from returning to work and support the RN to leaving nursing. However, the mothers as mentors shared the reality of being a RN, what to say in challenging situations, and focused on patient safety, just as other mentors in this study. This study does add to the damaging effect a mentor can have on the mentee when there is a lack of attachment,
which may influence a lack of self-concept. This occurred in Lynn’s experience as a new RN, when the mentor was not supportive and Lynn continued to hesitate to take a risk and change jobs. The limit to comparing this study to the attachment theory is that Bowlby (1982, 1988) discusses the psychological factors that contribute to a lack of attachment, which is not part of this study. However, further studies could reveal how negative mentoring relationships could influence self-concept.

It was evident that the RNs had an attachment to their mentors and depended on what the mentors could provide. Nasemma felt protected when her mentor went with her to a staff meeting because she was scared to speak with her team as a leader. The RNs described how a challenging situation would occur and they would seek out their mentors for guidance. The RNs statements aligned with Bowlby’s (1982, 1988) needs in attachment of protection, instructions, and acceptance. The situations where the RNs felt the mentors were not helpful were mentors who were not accepting or helpful to RN. Those mentoring relationships were not sustained.

The findings in this study aligned with present studies on mentoring. Bowlby’s attachment theory such as in the study by Poteat et al. (2015) depicts the emotional bond that develops with the mentor. In the study by Goldner and Scharf (2014) higher self-concept were considered the result of the mentor. In this study, Michele expressed how her mentor stated that she heard great things about her and offered her a job prior to Michele graduating with her master’s degree. Michele stated:
I think they (her mentors) were there and they were strategically there to guide me through life. Just a sort of lift me up and reassure me that I can do this because there were times when I was like maybe nursing is not for me. And every time these women were able to reassure me that this is your calling this is what you were made to do.

The experience helped Michele’s self-development and improved her confidence. In Mitchell et al.’s (2015) study the mentor became the caregiver. This is similar to Myra’s mentor making her breakfast and tea after a bad experience working the night shift. The perception of an attachment between the mentor and mentee was a necessity as the RNs felt trust in their mentors to share their stressors.

**Conceptual Framework: Communication**

One definition of communication is the process of exchange of information between individuals (Communication, 2018). The RNs repeatedly spoke about how and when the mentors spoke with them to share how to manage stressful situations. The RNs described conversations they had with mentors over 20 years ago and how the information from that time had influenced their actions today. The RNs felt the mentors sharing knowledge on how to handle situations had a positive influence on their perception of stress.
Coding Using a Computer Program Versus Manual

Two coding techniques were used in this study. I entered the data into the Coding Analysis Toolkit (CAT) by Texifer and Microsoft excel and word documents. The purpose of using the two techniques was to compare findings.

In the CAT program, I coded words such as love, in-person, face-to-face, and work in the setting. In using the Microsoft documents, especially Microsoft excel, I found greater flexibility in repeatedly moving and organizing interview data into different columns to see themes and code data. As I placed codes into categories I realized all the codes from the CAT did not align with the research questions. However, more codes aligned when I used the Microsoft excel document. As a result, I returned to the narrative data and analyzed the transcripts a second and third time. I then discovered themes that answered the research questions by identifying emotional intelligence, self-concept, solving different types of problems and their solutions, and developing competencies that were different depending on the years of experience. I was able to use the codes of face-to-face and the work setting of the RN and mentor. As a result, the findings emerged from a combination of the two techniques. I though the two techniques would confirm each other, however, the two techniques were complimentary and confirmed the need for in-person or face-to-face encounters.

I believe the codes from the CAT could address other questions not included in this study such as details about the like and dislikes of being a RN, the love of nursing,
and the coaching aspect of the mentor as one characteristics of mentoring as described by Kram. The use of the CAT and Microsoft programs was successful in organizing the data for coding. However, the inductive and intuitive nature to answer the research questions was based on my experience as a researcher, RN, mentee, mentor, listening to the RNs during their first and second interview, watching their non-verbal body language, re-reading transcripts, and replaying interview recordings. The programs cannot encompass the researcher’s need to connect and describe human behavior from the interview data. The researcher needs to accomplish this through immersion in the interview data.

**Limitations**

There were three limitations in this study. The limitations were that the study was limited to RNs working in an acute care hospital setting in the United States. Even though most RNs in the United States work in the hospital setting, there are additional settings such as ambulatory settings or providers’ offices, schools, and behavioral health settings. RNs working in acute care hospital settings in countries outside of the United States could have similar or different preferences and stressors. The sample size was small with 14 RNs.

I minimized the limitation by including rich data from the interviews. Additionally, the RNs’ reviewed their transcripts for accuracy. Two RNs requested changes in their transcripts.
The bias I had in this study was I anticipated the RNs would have positive experiences in their mentoring relationship. My bias was confirmed. However, my bias became a challenge as two RNs shared their negative experiences with their mentors. I assumed that the mentors were bullies or I believed in a saying in nursing that “nurses eat their young.” This negative culture is apparent in tradition and in the literature (Namie, 2013; 2014). There are many reasons why the mentors may not have satisfied the two RNs’ needs, such as lack of training to be a mentor or disinterest.

Another experience occurred when I had difficulty holding back tears if the RN cried due to a story they shared about their love for nursing or the difference their mentors made in their life. The opportunity to capture this experience and feel the emotions of the RNs was just as evident and significant using video conferencing as if it had happened in-person. The tears fell as an RN described her return for a second degree and the mentor encouraged this despite family challenges such as an illness in the family. There was more than one time during the interviews when RNs cried when expressing their love for nursing or influence of their mentor. The contributions of the mentors on the lives of the RNs changed the RNs’ course of life. The change may have occurred at some point in the past. However, the RNs in the study attributed their success to the mentors. Even though I could not include all the interview data, I did include negative and positive aspects of the mentoring relationships. The purpose of including negative
and positive data was to avoid bias in my positive experience in mentoring relationships and interpretation of the interview data.

**Recommendations**

Recommendations for future research are based on the key findings and codes identified from the CAT. The key finding of the mentors’ ability to meet the RNs present and future goals could develop into a study on the need for more than one mentor in a career stage. In this study, the RNs answered that having more than one mentor could be useful for developing different skills. The RNs did not expect one mentor to serve all their needs and some RNs had more than one mentor at the time of the interview, such as a mentor at work and a mentor outside of work. I also revealed data about RNs love of nursing. The focus of this study was not on feelings about nursing. However, the finding may be useful for a study on resilience of RNs to continue in a stressful profession and at the same time have a love for the profession and the patients. The connection to mentoring was that RNs in this study shared how their mentors’ love for nursing had an influence on their role as a RN.

**Implications**

Based on the gap in the literature, my study was necessary for five reasons. The first reason was to identify what are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs. Even though a majority of mentoring studies focused on early career stage RNs working in a hospital setting, in practice the hospital setting
represents a combination of RNs from all three career stages (Parsons et al., 2018; Rush et al., 2013; United States Department of Health and Human Services Health Resources and Services Administration, 2013; Witter & Manley, 2013). RNs’ needs differ across career stages. The implication for practice is the mentors need to identify what are the preferences of the RN such as what aspect of their competency do they need to develop, where are the gaps in thinking, and make a schedule for meeting in-person to develop the relationship. The mentors need to have the knowledge and ability to apply the concept of emotional intelligence and teach these concepts to the RN. Working with different personalities and caring for ill patients has the potential to evoke stress on a healthcare team. A mentor needs to have the confidence to step in to a situation with the RN to maintain the RNs’ self-concept and de-escalate a situation. As a result, a mentoring training program should include the concept of emotional intelligence.

The next implication is that problems are not ignored in the mentoring relationship, but addressed with solutions and problem solving to maintain work relationships. As a result, a mentoring training program may need to include negotiation skills or, as one RN mentioned in her interview, a governmental program called Team STEPPS © to learn communication skills.

The mentors played a role in developing RNs’ competencies, confronting conflicts with healthcare staff, develop emotional intelligence in working with staff and patients, develop communication skills, develop leadership skills, and increase positive
self-image. The mentors’ techniques for developing the RN were role modeling, allowing the RN to practice their skills, and encouraging words of support. The mentors shared their techniques by spending time with the RNs and communicating.

This study further promotes the benefits of mentors with regards to perception of stress, which can be a factor in nurse attrition. This was evident in this study as RNs questioned early in their career if they would continue in the profession. If hospital leadership determines the findings of the study could decrease nurse attrition, they may develop a mentoring program. The advantage of this study was the RNs described the influence of their mentors across their career stages. Therefore, the findings show the benefits of a mentor across career stages.

The mentoring relationship also provides a humanistic approach of caring for another person. As a RN, the role is to care for others in different stages of life, in illness and wellness. The mentoring relationship depicts the same humanistic approach as the mentor cares for the mentee in professional challenges such as starting a new role or dealing with a conflict at work. Additionally, the mentor would celebrate the mentee’s success, such as the mentor who gave a meaningful present to an RN her graduation from nursing school. It could be said that if one person is treated with care, there could be an impact on how one cares for others. And, this reflects comments the RNs received recently and over 30 years ago. The RNs in this study believe the mentors of the past made an impact on their present care of patients.
Conclusion

The study confirms that RNs’ mentoring relationship preferences can be similar and different among their career stages and mentors have a positive influence on RNs perceived stress in the workplace setting. When the RNs select or are assigned a mentor, the preferences are that the mentor will communicate with the RN face-to-face. Additionally, RNs prefer mentors who are kind and at times tough. The stressors of communication with other RNs and bias comments or feelings are shared with the mentor to identify ways to address these stressors and still continue in their role. Based on the results of this study, I suggest that RNs seek a mentor before stressors occur. The RNs in this study had an ongoing relationship with their mentors to they could turn to for guidance, support, and at times, answers to challenges.

The focus in a mentoring relationship is the desire for humans to build relationships with each other for the benefits and unselfish purpose to contribute to another person’s success. The purpose of mentoring is for one person, the mentor, to help another person, the mentee, succeed, where the mentee agrees that the mentor is or has been helpful. The reason for the mentee’s agreement that the mentor has been helpful is that a mentor may not realize that their actions were harmful and had a negative effect on the mentee’s self-concept. The mentor and mentee need to mutually agree on the goals of successful guidance, influence, and support. This will lead to greater success and positive outcomes in professional and personal life for the mentee.
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Appendix A: Alignment of Research Questions, Literature Review, and Interview Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Literature Review</th>
<th>Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Research Question 1.** What are the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career stage RNs working in an acute care hospital setting? | Interview questions for my study are based on the result of RNs mentoring experiences from the quantitative study by Weese, et al. (2015). | **Category: Introduction**

**Interview Questions: (first interview)**
1. Please provide your full name (participant selects an alias name for publication in the research study to maintain confidentiality)
2. Please provide a contact email address and phone number (Participants’ information is only for researcher to contact participant during the study)
3. What is your identified gender?
4. What is your age?
5. Are you in the early, middle, or late career stage as a RN (Appendix I: Participant’s Career Stage Reference Chart)?
6. How many months or years of experience do you have as a RN?
7. Are you working in a hospital located in a rural, urban, or suburban setting?
8. How long have you been in a mentoring relationship, either presently or in the past?

**Category: Nurse’s Experience**

**Interview Questions (first interview)**
1. Tell me about your experience as a RN
2. How would you describe what you are experiencing in your present career stage after ____ years of experience?
3. Tell me about an aspect of what you like or enjoy about your present...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Literature Review</th>
<th>Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the study:</td>
<td></td>
<td>career stage as a RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is a mentor?</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Tell me about an aspect of what you do not like or you feel is stressful about your present career stage as a RN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What mentors have you had?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What characteristics make a good mentor?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would you like from a mentoring program?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would you like a mentor to do for you?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would you like a mentor to help you with?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What would you like a mentor to discuss with you?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do faculty mentors gain from participating in this program?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you like the mentoring program to work?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Witry, Patterson, &amp; Sorofman, 2013, p. 665)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed methodological study with neonatal nurse practitioner students (Jnah &amp; Robinson, 2015, p. E8).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four of the seven qualitative questions from study were relevant in developing question for my study:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you describe your most significant preceptor as a mentor?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Category: Mentoring Experience and Preferences Interview Questions (first interview)**

1. Are you presently in a mentoring relationship? If yes, tell me about the mentor or mentors you have at this career stage of your life and a mentor or mentors in the past. If no, tell me about a mentor or mentors you have had in your past in a particular career stage.
   a. Probing question: Have you had more than one mentor at a particular career stage? If yes, what was the purpose of each mentor? If no, tell me if there is an experience where you might consider having more than one mentor?

2. Please share what you preferred about the mentor or mentors you have now or had in the past

3. What would you change, if anything, about the mentoring relationships you presently have or had had in the present?

4. I am going to ask you about communicating with your mentor, tell me about what you talk about with your mentor
   a. Probing question: How often do/did you communicate with your mentor?
   b. Probing question: How do/did
Research Question 2. From the perspectives of the early, middle, and late career stage RNs how could mentors support, guide, and influence RNs perception of work-related stress in a hospital setting?

Describe the qualities of a good mentor.
Did you preceptor help you build self-confidence?
How did your preceptor help you build self-confidence?

Qualitative study by Eller, Lev, & Feurer (2014) Interview question: “What are the key components of an effective mentoring relationship?” (p. 816).

The interview question for my study based on how the protégé would like to communicate is based on a study where mentoring as conducted via email (Pietsch, 2012). The length of time and frequency in a mentoring relationship question is based on the studies by Eller, Lev, & Feurer, (2014) and Guse, et al. (2016).

Interview question for my study based on the finding of Wakim’s (2014) quantitative study of RNs seeking social support as a means to manage

Category: Mentor and Stress
Interview Questions (second interview)

1. I would like to know more about your career stage, your mentor(s), and stress. Going back to your response regarding where you are in your career stage, tell me where your mentor(s) would have the most significant role in your perception of stressful situations in the hospital setting?

   a. Probing question: Can you tell me about an experience where a mentor helped you through a stressful situation? If you do not have such an experience, tell me about a stressful time as a nurse where you would have liked to have had a mentor.

2. From you answer in the previous question the specific actions your mentor(s) took or you would like to have the mentor take was ____________________.

3. In your first interview you mentioned _______________ can you share more about the experience or preference of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Literature Review</th>
<th>Interview Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>perception of stress in the hospital setting including generational differences.</td>
<td>__________________________ (gap identified to inquire more details)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Interview Protocol Matrix:

Research Questions and Interview Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Research Question 1</th>
<th>Research Question 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction Questions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse’s Experience Questions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentoring Experience and Preferences</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor and Stress</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix C: Participant’s Recruitment Advertisement

Seeking Volunteers to Participate in a Research Study
Principal Investigator: Tonya M. Lawrence

You are invited to participate in a research study on the mentoring relationship preferences among RNs. The purpose of this research study is to discover the mentoring relationship preferences among early, middle, and late career RNs working in an acute care hospital setting. To participate in this study, you will need to meet the criteria below with the last criterion determined after you contact Tonya M. Lawrence – Principal Investigator for the study.

To participate in this research study you must meet the following criteria:

1. Be a RN
2. Be working in an acute care hospital setting for at least six months within one year of the interview
5. Identify in one of the career stages below:
   * Early career stage (21–35 years of age)
   * Middle career stage (36–45 years of age)
   * Late career stage (46–65+ years of age)
6. Presently in or have past experience in a mentoring relationship
7. Work in a different healthcare organization than the researcher (determined upon contacting the researcher if you have an interest in participating in the study)

Participation in the study involves:

1. Written consent to participate in the research study
2. Confidentiality of your identity for participating in the research study
3. A time commitment of two 60–90 minute interviews and to verify your interview transcript.
4. Interview with video conferencing services of Microsoft-Skype, ZOOM, Face Time, or other platforms
5. Audio and video recordings of all interview session

To find out more about this study please send an email with your email address and contact phone number to:
Tonya M. Lawrence
Appendix D: Letter of Invitation to Participants

This is an invitation for you to participate in a research study on the mentoring relationship preferences among RNs. The purpose of this research study is to discover the mentoring relationship preferences among early, middle, and late career RNs working in an acute care hospital setting. To participate in this research study, you will need to meet criteria for participation. Please see the criterion below. If you meet the criteria, I will set up two 60–90 minute interviews. You will also need to review the verbatim transcript of each interview for accuracy. I will type the transcript for your review. If you are interested in participating in the study, please send an email to:

**To participate in this research study you must meet the following criterion:**

1. Be a RN
2. Be working in an acute care hospital setting for at least six months within one year of the interview
3. Identify in one of the career stages below:
   * Early career stage (21–35 years of age)
   * Middle career stage (36–45 years of age)
   * Late career stage (45–65+ years of age)
4. Presently in or have past experience in a mentoring relationship
5. Work in a different healthcare organization than the researcher (determined upon contacting the researcher if you have an interest in participating in the study)
Appendix E: Researcher’s Interview Protocol Form Completion Checklist

**Information and Checklist of Completion**

*Instructions: Place a check in box or fill-in information*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of participant</th>
<th>Date:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alias name chosen by participant to de-identify responses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact email or phone number of participant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee # (# 1–14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Career Stage (#)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Career Stage (#)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Career Stage (#)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additionally numbers to be added to reach saturation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant’s identified gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility criterion confirmed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent confirmed with email signature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start and end time of first interview</th>
<th>Start Time:</th>
<th>End Time:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior to each interview – Verify participant is not employed by same healthcare organization as researcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction – Script completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exiting – Script completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recordings saved on hard drive of computer and USB</td>
<td>Date Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you letter given to participant for taking part in the study with my name and contact email address</td>
<td>Date Provided: Provided by Email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher’s reflective journal</td>
<td>Date Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start and end time of second interview</th>
<th>Start Time:</th>
<th>End Time:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior to each interview – Verify participant is not employed by same healthcare organization as researcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction – Script completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exiting – Script completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recordings saved on hard drive of computer and USB</td>
<td>Date Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thank you letter given to participant for taking part in the study with my name and contact email address</td>
<td>Date Provided: Provided by Email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher’s reflective journal</td>
<td>Date Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix F: Research Instrument Interview Questions

Interview Questions:

**Demographic Interview Questions (first interview):**

1. Please provide your full name (participant selects an alias name for confidentiality)
2. Please provide a contact email address or phone number where I can reach you after the interview if I have a question
3. What is your identified gender?
4. What is your age?
5. Are you in the early, middle, or late career stage as a RN? (Refer to Appendix I: Participant’s Career Stage Reference Chart)
6. How many years of experience do you have as a RN?
7. Are you working in a hospital located in a rural, urban, or suburban setting?
8. How long have you been in a mentoring relationship, either presently or in the past?

**Career Stage Interview Questions (first interview):**

1. How would you describe what you are experiencing in your present career stage after ____ years of experience?
2. Please describe an aspect of the present career stage that you like and an aspect you do not prefer.
Category: Nurse’s Experience Interview Questions (first interview):

1. Tell me about your experience as a RN

2. How would you describe what you are experiencing in your present career stage after ____ years of experience?

3. Tell me about an aspect of what you like or enjoy about your present career stage as a RN

4. Tell me about an aspect of what you do not like or you feel is stressful about your present career stage as a RN

Category: Mentoring Experience and Preferences Interview Questions (first interview)

1. Are you presently in a mentoring relationship? If yes, tell me about the mentor or mentors you have at this career stage of your life and a mentor or mentors in the past. If no, tell me about a mentor or mentors you have had in your past in a particular career stage.
   a. Probing question: Have you had more than one mentor at a particular career stage? If yes, what was the purpose of each mentor? If no, tell me if there is an experience where you might consider having more than one mentor?

2. Please share what you preferred about the mentor or mentors you have now or had in the past
3. What would you change, if anything, about the mentoring relationships you presently have or had had in the present?

4. I am going to ask you about communicating with your mentor, tell me what you talk about with your mentor
   a. Probing question: How often do/did you communicate with your mentor?
   b. Probing question: How do/did you prefer to communicate with your mentor?
   c. Probing question: Did your mentor help you solve problems? If yes, what kind of problems was your mentor helpful in solving? If not, what would you have liked for your mentor to help you with?

Category: Mentor and Stress Interview Questions (second interview)

1. I would like to know more about your career stage, your mentor(s) and stress.
   Going back to your response regarding where you are in your career stage, tell me where your mentor(s) would have the most significant role in your perception of stressful situations in the hospital setting?
   a. Probing question: Can you tell me about an experience where a mentor helped you through a stressful situation? If you do not have such an experience, tell me about a stressful time as a nurse where you would have liked to have had a mentor.

2. From you answer to the previous question, the specific actions your mentor(s) took or you would like to have the mentor take was ________________.
3. In your first interview you mentioned ________________. Can you share more about the experience or preference of ________________? (gap identified to inquire more details)
Appendix G: Researcher’s Interview Questions Scripting Protocol

**Introduction – Starting Interview Script**

Thank you for your interest in participating in my study on mentoring relationships. The purpose of the study is to discover the mentoring relationship preferences of early, middle, and late career RNs working in an acute care hospital setting. Please take the time to review the consent and ask any questions you may have. If you agree to participate, please send via email the consent with an electronic signature.

What questions do you have at this time?

The interview is approximately 60-90 minutes. All interviews will be audio and video taped. I will ask you questions. Then I will ask questions about your experience as a RN, career stage, mentoring relationship preferences, and perception of stress. There are no right or wrong answers. Do you have any questions at this time?

If your identity could be revealed by your response, I will request you to re-word your response. At the end of the interview, I will send you a thank you email for participating in the research study with my contact information. I will also type your transcript and email the transcript to you to review the verbatim transcript for accuracy. If you do not reply within 7-days of my email with changes to your transcript I will presume your transcript is accurate. If you request for changes in your transcript, I will make revisions to ensure accuracy of your interview transcript.
I will send you my contact information in a thank you email for your participation. If you are ready, we can start the interview. I will start the audio and visual recordings at this time.

**Category: Introduction Interview Questions: (first interview)**

1. Please provide your full name (participant selects an alias name for publication in the research study to maintain confidentiality)
2. Please provide a contact email address and phone number (Participants’ information is only for researcher to contact participant during the study)
3. What is your identified gender?
4. What is your age?
5. Are you in the early, middle, or late career stage as a RN (Appendix I: Participant’s Career Stage Reference Chart)?
6. How many months or years of experience do you have as a RN?
7. Are you working in a hospital located in a rural, urban, or suburban setting?
8. How long have you been in a mentoring relationship, either presently or in the past?

**Category: Nurse’s Experience Interview Questions (first interview)**

1. Tell me about your experience as a RN
2. How would you describe what you are experiencing in your present career stage after ____ years of experience?
3. Tell me about an aspect of what you like or enjoy about your present career stage as a RN

4. Tell me about an aspect of what you do not like or you feel is stressful about your present career stage as a RN

**Category: Mentoring Experience and Preferences Interview Questions (first interview)**

1. Are you presently in a mentoring relationship? If yes, tell me about the mentor or mentors you have at this career stage of your life and a mentor or mentors in the past. If no, tell me about a mentor or mentors you have had in your past in a particular career stage.

   a. Probing question: Have you had more than one mentor at a particular career stage? If yes, what was the purpose of each mentor? If no, tell me if there is an experience where you might consider having more than one mentor?

2. Please share what you preferred about the mentor or mentors you have now or had in the past

3. What would you change, if anything, about the mentoring relationships you presently have or had had in the present?

4. I am going to ask you about communicating with your mentor, tell me what you talk about with your mentor
a. Probing question: How often do/did you communicate with your mentor?

b. Probing question: How do/did you prefer to communicate with your mentor?

c. Probing question: Did your mentor help you in solving problems? If yes, what kind of problems was your mentor helpful in solving? If not, what would you have liked for your mentor to help you with?

Exiting - Ending Interview Script:

Thank you for participating in this research study on mentoring relationship preferences of RNs working in an acute hospital setting. I will listen to the recordings to create verbatim typed transcripts of the interview. I will email the transcripts to you for review to ensure accuracy in your responses. If I do not receive a response for changes in the transcript within 7 days of emailing the transcript, then I will deem the transcript is accurate in representing your responses in the interview. I would like to schedule the second interview date and time (Send thank you email-Appendix J: Thank You Email to Participants).
Introduction – Starting Interview Script

Thank you for your second interview. The interview is approximately 60 – 90 minutes. The interview will be audio and video taped. There are no right or wrong answers. Just to confirm, are you presently working for the same healthcare organization I am employed? (If the answer is no, the interview will continue. If the answer is yes, the interview will be concluded and recruitment for participants will continue) What questions do you have at this time?

If your identity could be revealed by your response, I will request you to re-word your response. At the end of the interview, I will send you a thank you email for participating in the research study with my contact information. I will also type your transcript and email the transcript to you to review the verbatim transcript for accuracy. If you do not reply within 7 days of my email with changes for your transcript, I will presume your transcript is accurate. If you request for changes in your transcript, I will make revisions to ensure accuracy of your interview transcript.

I will send you my contact information in a thank you email for your participation. If you are ready, we can start the second interview. I will start the audio and visual recordings at this time.
Category: Mentor and Stress Interview Questions (second interview)

1. I would like to know more about your career stage, your mentor(s) and stress.
   Going back to your response regarding where you are in your career stage, tell me where your mentor(s) would have the most significant role in your perception of stressful situations in the hospital setting?
   a. Probing question: Can you tell me about an experience where a mentor helped you through a stressful situation? If you do not have such an experience, tell me about a stressful time as a nurse where you would have liked to have had a mentor.

2. From your answer to the previous question, the specific actions your mentor(s) took or you would like to have the mentor take was ________________.

3. In your first interview you mentioned ______________. Can you share more about the experience or preference of _________________.
   (gap identified to inquire more details)

Exiting - Ending Interview Script (second interview):

Thank you for participating in this second interview for this research study on mentoring relationship preferences of RNs working in an acute hospital setting. I will listen to the recordings to create verbatim typed transcripts of the interview. I will email the transcripts to you for review to ensure accuracy in your responses. If I do not receive a response for changes in the transcript within 7-days of emailing the transcript then I
will deem the transcript is accurate in representing your responses in the interview (Send thank you email-Appendix J: Thank You Email to Participants).
Appendix H: Participant’s Career Stage Reference Chart by Years of Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Stage</th>
<th>Years of Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early Career Stage</td>
<td>0 - 9 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Career Stage</td>
<td>10 - 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Career Stage</td>
<td>over 20 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix I: Thank You Email to Participants

Thank you for participating in my study on the mentoring relationship preferences of RNs. Your answers will remain confidential. If you have questions about the study or your participation in the study, please contact:

Thank you again for your participation.

Contact Information: